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ABSTRACT
A versatile approach for combined algae removal and biofouling control in seawater
reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination systems

Abdullah Hassan Alshahri

The goal of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of using advanced coagulation with
Fe(VI) in coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation/ flotation systems for the pretreatment
of SWRO desalination plants during algal bloom events.
Algal organic matter (AOM) material extracted from marine diatom species (Chaetoceros
affinis) was added to Red Sea water to mimic algal bloom conditions. Low dosage of
Fe(VI) (<1 mg Fe/L) was very effective at improving feed water quality containing AOM
(algal bloom conditions). Based on results from both a bench-scale DAF unit and Jar
testing unit, 0.75 mg Fe/L of Fe (VI) proved to be effective at improving the raw water
quality which is comparable to the performance of 1 and 3 mg Fe/L of Fe (III). The
removal efficiency for both testing units with the use of Fe(VI) was up to 100% for algae
, 99.99% for ATP, 99% for biopolymers and 70 % for DOC. The improvement in Fe(VI)
performance is related to the simultaneous action of Fe(VI) as oxidant, disinfectant and
coagulant.
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The performance of Fe(VI) coagulant was also evaluated with the use of coagulant aids
(clays). The overall turbidity, DOC, biopolymers and algal cells removal was improved
via using Fe(VI) and clays at very low dose. Generally, it was found that for the same
pretreatment performance achieved, a much lower Fe(VI) dose was required compared to
Fe (III), which make it important to study of cost effectiveness for using Fe(VI) instead
of Fe(III) and estimate cost savings during algal bloom conditions.
A detailed cost comparative study was conducted for Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI) coagulation
process based on the removal efficiency. The use of Fe(VI) reduced the total pretreatment
cost by 77% and sludge disposal cost by > 88% compared to the use of Fe(III) in the
pretreatment process. The use of Fe(VI) reduces the operational and maintenance cost in
SWRO desalination plant by 7% and the production cost by 4%. This study proved that
the use of Fe(VI) during high turgidity and algal bloom conditions helped providing high
raw water quality to the RO process with lower chemicals and operations cost as well as
low chlorine and iron residuals.
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1 Chapter 1
1.1 Introduction
In arid regions with limited fresh water resources, water supply through seawater
desalination is often the only viable solution to meet increasing water demand due to
population and economic growth and urbanization trends. Desalination and water reuse
are complementary and sustainable solutions to water scarcity, population growth and
climate change, and have been largely used in the last decades by water authorities and
decisions makers.
Water desalination is a growing market creating new resources either for the industry,
agriculture or municipal water supplies. From the end of 1940’s more than 20,300
desalination plants have been constructed, with a total production capacity of
105,300,000 m3/day (Figure 1). Today around 16,500 plants are in operation or under
construction with a production capacity of over 98,000,000 m3/day, with production
forecasted to surpass 200,000,000 m3/day in 12 years (Benyahia, 2019). Based on these
achievements, and considering the future targets, it is important to consider what are the
future trends and the main drivers for the development of technologies and markets to be
successful in desalination industry.
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Figure 1. Total cumulative desalination capacity (Benyahia, 2019)

In the last four decades, desalination had an annual growth of 7–8%, mainly due to
technological developments and high demand from the municipal and industrial markets.
Seawater desalination by reverse osmosis (SWRO) has become the dominant technology
for desalination as it provides a high quality product, a lower cost, and less environmental
impact compared to conventional thermal desalination options (Ghaffour et al., 2013). To
meet the growing demand for fresh water, increasingly large SWRO desalination plants
have been constructed over the past twenty years.
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The Middle East and MENA region accounts for about 65% of the global desalination
production (Shatat et al., 2013), where Saudi Arabia is the largest producer of desalinated
water in the world, building this capacity over the years primarily on thermal processes
(Figure 2). Seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO), which relies on the use of membrane
technologies, is the most employed desalination technology worldwide, accounting for
65% of capacity in Middle East and MENA regions (Amy et al., 2017) and roughly
28.8% of the capacity in Saudi Arabia (Caldera et al., 2018). All of the plants currently
under construction in the MENA region are SWRO desalination plants. The new
constructed desalination capacity is projected to double by 2030 with SWRO being the
lead technology. Saudi Arabia has turned to SWRO when building new plants on the
Arabian Gulf and Red Sea coasts (70% of new plants) (Caldera et al., 2018).
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Figure 2. Global distribution of desalination capacities worldwide (Lattemann et al.,
2010)
Saudi Arabia is the main producer in the Gulf Region and worldwide with more than
25% of the worldwide seawater desalination capacity (Ghaffour et al., 2013). The
desalination capacity accounts for 11% of the production, was supplied by the plants
which are located on the Arabian Gulf shore, and 12% of the production produced by the
plants which are on the Red Sea coast (Lattemann et al., 2010). In the Red Sea region,
Saudi Arabian plants in the locations of Yanbu, Rabigh, Jeddah, Assir, and Shoaiba
produce most of the water, which accounts for more than 92% of the desalinated water
production from the Red Sea. Saudi Arabia has the world’s largest desalination complex
with a capacity of 1.6 Mm3/day (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Cumulative MSF, MED, and RO capacities in the Red Sea [A], and Arabian
Gulf [B] in m3/ day by site location (dots) and by country (triangles) (Lattemann et al.,
2010).
The Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC, Saudi Arabia) announced in their
2016 annual report the construction of the largest SWRO plant in the world (Rabegh 3)
on the Red Sea coast, with total production of 600,000 m3/day. Although the number and
capacity of SWRO plants is increasing, a major challenge to this technology is membrane
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fouling/biofouling which can significantly impact the process by reducing production and
increasing operation expenses (Weinrich et al., 2013).
Due to the scarcity of water resources and lack of rainfall in Saudi Arabia, desalinated
water is the most important source for production of potable water. SWCC’s annual
report in 2015 states that the total desalinated water production amounted to 1247.9
million cubic meters. About 686.3 million cubic meters of which came from the Eastern
Coast plants, making up 55% of total SWCC water production, and 561.6 million cubic
meters is from the Western Coast plants, making up 45% of total production (Annual
report of 2015 issued by Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC) in Saudi Arabia)
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Cumulative desalinated water exports during the 2010 to 2015 [Annual report
of 2015 issued by Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC), Saudi Arabia)]
SWRO technology based on the process design and equipment used (Table 1) demands
less energy than other desalination processes (Lattemann et al., 2010). The energy
demand therefore also depends on the membrane elements, variable frequency pumps,
pressure exchangers, and required permeate water quality. These factors can significantly
reduce the specific energy demand of SWRO plants (Lattemann et al., 2010). The capital
cost of SWRO plants is lower compared to multi-effect distillation (MED) and multistage flash (MSF) (Figure 5). The average capital and production costs of SWRO
desalination plant are an average of $ 641/m3, and of $ 0.45/m3, respectively (GWI,
2007). SWRO desalination requires several (8- 9) times more energy than the
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conventional treatment of surface water resources such as rivers, lakes, and fresh water
aquifers (Table 2). SWRO desalination plants could use between 2.5 and 2.8 kWh of
electricity to produce 1 m3 of fresh water (Voutchkov, 2018).
Table 1. Energy data of RO, MSF, and MED (Lattemann et al., 2010).
Desalination methods

Parameters

RO

MSF

MED

Operating temperature

Below 45 ºC

Below 120 ºC

Below 70 ºC

Main energy source

Electrical energy

Steam (heat)

Steam (heat)

Thermal energy demand

None

250–330 kJ/ kg

145–390 kJ/kg

Electrical energy
demand

2.5–7 kWh/m3

3–5 kWh/m3

1.5–2.5 kWh/m3
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Figure 5. Relative operation costs ($) of the main desalination processes (e.g. RO, MSF,
and MED) (GWI, 2007)

Table 2. Energy use associated with various water supply alternatives (Voutchkov, 2018).
Water supply alternative
Conventional treatment of surface water
Water reclamation
Indirect potable reuse
Brackish water desalination
Desalination of Pacific Ocean water

Energy use (kWh/m3)
0.2 to 0.4
0.5–1.0
1.5–2.0
1.0–1.5
2.5–4.0
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According to previous studies, SWRO operation is strongly affected by the fouling and
biofouling phenomenon. Fouling can significantly affect the performance of the RO
membranes while increasing operational expenses due to increased energy demand,
additional pretreatment (process and chemical), foulants removal and increasing the
frequency of membrane cleaning, and maintenance, as well as reduction in membrane
lifetime (Jamaly et al., 2014). A variety of methods, such as pretreatment, membrane
monitoring, membrane cleaning, surface modification, as well as developing novel RO
membranes, can be used to minimize the problems associated with membrane fouling
(Jiang et al., 2017). There are many factors that cause the fouling and biofouling in
SWRO systems, the most prominent being suspended and colloidal particles (e.g., TEP),
particulate and dissolved organic matter, dissolved nutrients, sparingly soluble salts, and
algal blooms (Caron et al., 2010; Van Hoof et al., 2001; Wilf and Schierach, 2001).
Fouling mitigation and control is a major activity in all desalination plants where several
approaches and strategies are applied. Biofouling in particular is a challenge and occurs
when a biofilm forms on the RO membranes, which eventually results in an increase in
membrane resistance and a reduction in permeability and solute rejection. Biofilm
development and growth is affected by the feed water quality and correlates to the
concentration of bioavailable organic compounds and the presence of biofilm-forming
bacteria in the feed water (Jeong et al., 2014). Effective pretreatment that can reduce the
amount of organic matter in the feed water as well as inactivation of the microorganisms
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in the feed water is commonly practiced to reduce the fouling potential. Pretreatment is
generally classified as primary pretreatment consisting of (i.e., coagulation-flocculationsedimentation (CFS) or dissolved air flotation (DAF)); and secondary pretreatment (i.e.,
filtration processes). Secondary pretreatment is categorized as conventional when sand
media filters (SMF) in dual-stage and cartridge filter units are applied, and advanced
when micro- and ultrafiltration (MF/UF) membranes have been applied in SWRO
desalination plants. The conventional pretreatment of SWRO has low fouling potential
based on the characterization of DMF (i.e., gravity or pressurized - typically sand and
anthracite - in single or dual stage). The advanced pretreatment based on low pressure
membranes has several advantages (i.e., lower footprint, constant high permeate quality,
higher retention of high molecular weight organics, low chemical consumption).
The risk of Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) arriving at water desalination plants is a
major factor affecting the facility operation (Tabatabai et al., 2014). During HABs, algal
cells produce organic matter that can cause fouling/biofouling issues in both the
pretreatment and RO systems of a SWRO desalination plant. Also, some cells produce
toxic substances or taste and odor compounds. These blooms can occur suddenly and
without early warning about the event. The algae can invade SWRO desalination plants
and can cause temporary shutdown of the plant. Algal blooms can produce toxins
(defined as Harmful Algal Blooms, HABs) or not, but independent of toxicity, both types
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represent a severe danger to SWRO plants and their pretreatment systems (Caron et al.,
2010).
Several case studies of such events are reported in the literature. Along the cost of Oman,
the tendency of algal bloom events has increased from 1976 to 2018, where reports show
that the Gulf of Oman turns green twice a year during such events, with the impact being
the size of Mexico and spreading across the Arabian Sea all the way to India (Al-Azri et
al., 2012). There was also a recent event in the Arabian Sea at the beginning of
November 2017, lasting for almost five months, and during its peak in January, it covered
an area three times the size of Texas. In another recent event along the coast of Florida
(USA), an algal bloom caused the death of thousands of marine animals and later caused
health problems for humans (Lapointe et al., 2017). Red tides (caused by algal blooms)
along the Florida coast usually last around 3-5 months, however, the most recent one in
2018 extended for more than 9 months, and is considered the longest on record since
2006 (Karki et al., 2018).
The pretreatment process of seawater improves the quality of the feed water to SWRO
plants. Proper pretreatment for reducing and controlling fouling must be taken into
consideration during the design phase of a desalination plant. The coagulation process is
critical for the removal of particulates and algal organic matter (AOM). The colloidal
particles and some fraction of dissolved AOM during the flocculation may attach to the
floc body, and eventually be retained downstream. In dual-media filter (DMF), high algae
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and AOM concentrations will rapidly clog the interstices of the filter media and
eventually form a layer on the surface of the filter.
Dissolved air flotation units (DAF) are often employed as an additional pretreatment step
before DMF to remove algae by attachment to the bubbles and making them float to the
top of the water column. Microfiltration (MF)/ ultrafiltration (UF) membranes are
reported to be more effective in removing algae and much smaller AOM than DMF
(Dixon et al., 2017b; Edzwald, 2010).
Many efforts have been made to improve and enhance pretreatment options for the
SWRO process to reduce fouling potential and optimize the overall production of fresh
water. Particularly during algal blooms this becomes a major challenge. Conventional
pretreatment options used in desalination plants have been demonstrated to be partially
effective on the mitigation of biological fouling. Coagulation and flocculation play an
important role in reduction of particles and organic matter in seawater. Ferric salts are
most often used to coagulate and flocculate colloidal particles and dissolved organics in
seawater (Jiang et al., 2001; White and Franklin, 2010). These include ferric sulfate
(FeSO4.7H2O / Fe2(SO4)3.5H2O), ferric nitrate (Fe (NO3)3), ferric chloride (FeCl3),
though aluminum sulfate (Al2(SO4)3) is sometimes used. Ferric chloride and ferric sulfate
are considered the best choices for seawater coagulation (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011).
Ferric chloride has the advantage of forming less dissolved iron residual in RO feed water
and less fouling problems because of its low solubility over a wider pH range.
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The use of ferrate as alternative coagulant has been tested in drinking water treatment and
wastewater treatment, and it was proved to be effective as oxidant and disinfectant in
addition to its coagulation capacity (Waite and Gray, 1984). Moreover, ferrate is
powerful oxidant and considered an environmentally friendly or green disinfectant.
However, disinfection and advanced oxidation processes in marine waters (e.g., ballast
water treatment, marine aquaculture) have mainly focused on ozone and UV based
technologies. Most studies on ferrate focus on its oxidation efficiency in surface water
and wastewater treatment while a few studies have investigated the role of ferrate as a
potential disinfectant (Bandala et al., 2009; Gilbert et al., 1976; Kazama, 1995). The use
of ferrate in SWRO pretreatment is novel and has not been studied previously.

1.2 Hypotheses
High turbidity events and harmful algal blooms (HABs) are considered a major threat for
seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) plants. The presence of HABs in the raw feed water
can cause increase of chemical consumption within the desalination plant, increase
membrane fouling rates and can lead to plant shutdown. Algal organic matter (AOM)
released during HABs is often the reason for the operational problems and fouling
phenomenon on membranes in RO desalination plants, impacting both the pretreatment
processes and RO membrane units. Many efforts have been made to improve and
enhance pretreatment options for SWRO processes to reduce fouling potentials and
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optimize the overall production of fresh water, particularly during HABs. Ferrate could
be an optimum option to improve the pretreatment efficiency during high turbidity
events. Liquid ferrate can be generated in-situ by wet oxidation of ferric chloride. The
advanced coagulation employing liquid ferrate can enhance the removal of AOM during
high turbidity events. The combined actions of ferrate (e.g. oxidation, coagulation, and
disinfection) is potentially an enhanced pretreatment strategy in the case of algal bloom
events. The following hypotheses (H) and research questions (RQ) form the basis of the
PhD study;
H1: enhanced pretreatment strategies are required to prevent SWRO plant shutdown
during HABs due to excessive AOM formation and increased membrane fouling
potentials.
RQ1: can ferrate be applied during HABs to enhance conventional pretreatment options
based on ferric chloride coagulation /flocculation /sedimentation?
H2: the beneficial effects of ferrate (i.e. oxidation, coagulation, disinfection) can improve
pretreatment efficiency for SWRO plants and reduce the amount of chemicals employed
during the pretreatment (e.g., coagulant, coagulant aids, and biocides).
RQ2: what doses of ferrate are required to achieve the beneficial effects of adding ferrate
as advanced coagulant during HABs?
H3: ferrate can be generated in-situ as liquid ferrate by using a wet oxidation method.
The dose can be adjusted depending on the feed water quality. The ratio between Fe3 and
Fe6 in the liquid ferrate solution can be adjusted based on the operational conditions.
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RQ3: what yield of ferrate is required to achieve the beneficial effects of adding ferrate as
a coagulant?
H4: the concentration of Fe6 in the highest oxidation state can improve the algal removal
and inactivation of bacteria during the advanced coagulation compared to conventional
ferric chloride coagulant (Fe3).
RQ4: what is the liquid ferrate efficiency in terms of algal and bacterial removal as
compared to ferric chloride?
H5: DAF with ferrate addition can improve media filtration and overcome the problems
associated with algal bloom conditions. Flotation is able to reduce algal cell
concentrations to a large extent, protecting media filters from rapid clogging, reduced
capacity, and breakthrough.
RQ5: to what degree does a ferrate/DAF system improve the pretreatment efficiency in
reducing algal cell concentrations during algal bloom events and ultimately reducing
biofouling potential?
H6: the use of coagulant aid with ferrate will enhance the removal of algae, bacteria, and
algal organic matter (AOM) concentrations to a great extent.
RQ6: can ferrate enhance coagulant performance by increasing the efficiency of algae,
bacteria, and algal organic matter (AOM) removal?
H7: the use of liquid ferrate coagulant (as an addition to enhance ferric chloride) with the
different pretreatment options (i.e. DAF, CFS-UF) will result in reduced operational costs
due to smaller sludge volumes generated, using lower amounts of chemical, as well as
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reduced biofouling potential which results in less cleaning frequency of the RO
membranes and longer membrane lifetime.
RQ7: what are the economic and environmental impacts of using liquid ferrate as
advanced pretreatment in SWRO plants?

1.3 Research objectives
The overall aim of this research is to develop a robust and efficient process by using insitu generated liquid ferrate for advanced coagulation pretreatment in SWRO plants
during high turbidity and algal bloom events. The use of liquid ferrate will be evaluated
as a pretreatment option together with a coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation (CFS)
process, or in combination with dissolved air flotation (DAF). The study will assess
optimal process conditions for liquid ferrate generation in seawater; effect of ferrate preoxidation on enhanced coagulation of algae and associated organic matter; efficiency of
ferrate in bacterial inactivation and reduction of biofouling potential in seawater; and
overall process performance of CFS, and DAF options in SWRO pretreatment.

The specific objectives of the research include:
1- Assess the pretreatment efficiency in a full-scale seawater reverse osmosis
desalination (SWRO) plant during high turbidity.
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2- Assess the beneficial effects of liquid ferrate as an advanced coagulation approach
compared to conventional coagulation with ferric chloride.
3- Asses the effect of the yield of in-situ generated liquid ferrate on the advanced
coagulation performance.
4- Study the impact of advanced coagulation (liquid ferrate) and the conventional
one (ferric chloride) in combination with the DAF system in terms of improving
raw water quality during algal bloom events.
5- Investigate comparative performance of coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation
(CFS) vs. coagulation-flocculation-flotation (CFF) treatment with the use of
liquid ferrate coagulant.
6- Evaluate the use of clay as a coagulant aid in combination with liquid ferrate on
the CFS pretreatment.
7- Evaluate potential saving of cost by using liquid ferrate instead of ferric chloride
coagulant for pretreatment of SWRO seawater desalination plant.

1.4 Technical approach
The research activities will be performed in six stages defined as tasks. Algal bloom
conditions will be simulated by cultivating marine algae in order to mimic low algal
bloom concentrations (e.g. Red Sea water) and high algal bloom concentrations (e.g.
Tampa coast). The first task will evaluate the performance of pretreatment in a full scale
SWRO plant during high turbidity on the Red Sea. The second task will focus on batch
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studies to identify optimum process conditions for generation of ferrate in seawater. The
third task will evaluate the coagulation efficiency of ferrate for removal of algae and algal
organic matter from seawater. In this task, the effect of oxidation with ferrate on algae
cells and algal organic matter will be studied, and the effect of ferrate on bacterial
inactivation will be assessed. The next tasks will focus on the overall process
performance and removal efficiency of algae and algal organic matter (AOM)
compounds by including liquid ferrate in conventional pretreatment options. The fourth
task is to assess applying liquid ferrate in DAF. The fifth task will evaluate the use of
clay as coagulant aid for liquid ferrate in the coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation
(CFS). The sixth task will study the improved performance and potential cost and
environmental impact reduction of RO seawater systems using advanced coagulation
with liquid ferrate.

1.5 Originality and innovation of research
The use of liquid ferrate as membrane pretreatment in SWRO desalination plant is novel
and has not been studied previously. Disinfection and advanced oxidation processes in
marine waters (e.g., ballast water treatment, marine aquaculture) have mainly focused on
ozone and UV based technologies. However, the use of liquid ferrate as advanced
coagulation treatment is exceptional as it combines oxidation, disinfection and
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coagulation, thereby reducing the number of process steps and cost of capital equipment
required for SWRO pretreatment.

1.6 Understanding of the Problem
To meet the growing demand for fresh water in many arid areas in the world, increasingly
large seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination plants have been built over the past
twenty years. However, fouling remains one of the most difficult challenges in SWRO
technology. The development of a biofilm on RO membranes results in an increase in
membrane resistance and a reduction in permeability and solute rejection. Biofilm
development and growth is affected by the biofouling potential of the feed water, which
is influenced by the concentration of bioavailable organic compounds and the presence of
biofilm-forming bacteria (Jeong et al., 2014) . Effective pretreatment can reduce the
amount of organic foulants reaching the RO membrane and alleviate the problem of flux
decline during RO operation. In addition, bacterial cell numbers and cell viability should
be reduced by inactivation of microbes (Jeong et al., 2013b).
To mitigate operational problems associated with fouling, pretreatment systems are
installed upstream of the RO membranes. Many seawater desalination plants use granular
media filtration (GMF) as a primary pretreatment strategy prior to the main desalination
process (Jamaly et al., 2014; Prihasto et al., 2009; Voutchkov, 2010). After initial
screening of seawater, coagulation/flocculation coupled with media filtration (typically
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single-stage dual media filtration (DMF) based on anthracite and sand) are used as
pretreatment to improve the feed water quality of the RO membranes (Gaid, 2011). Ferric
salts are often used to coagulate and flocculate colloidal particles and dissolved organics
in seawater. Cartridge filtration is also usually used to prevent the sudden occurrence of
particulate matter after DMF (Villacorte et al., 2015). DMF coupled with
coagulation/flocculation works well to reduce particulate fouling in RO membranes.
However, conventional DMF is not effective in inhibiting organic and biological fouling
(Matin et al., 2011). As a result, a number of desalination plants face the problem of
biofouling both in cartridge filters and RO membranes downstream of the DMF system
(Greenlee et al., 2009; Jeong et al., 2016). This results in frequent chemical cleaning of
RO membranes, which affects operational costs and system downtime.
Assimilable organic carbon (AOC) refers to a fraction of “bio-available” dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) in seawater that is readily assimilated and utilized by
microorganisms resulting in an increase of biomass. AOC has actually been correlated
with bacterial counts in water samples. Thus, AOC is leading to fouling (biofouling),
associated flux decline, and other operational challenges (Weinrich, 2015). So far there is
no pretreatment that can fully eliminate AOC in SWRO feed water. Biological
pretreatment such as biofiltration has been shown to reduce the bioavailable organic
matter (i.e., AOC compounds). However, biomass from the filter could be released in to
the RO feed water (Abushaban et al., 2019).
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SWRO systems are susceptible to Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs). Severe HAB events
can reach up to the millions of cells per liter and can stop production or, at a minimum,
severely limit plant capacity via rapid fouling of RO membranes and clogging of
pretreatment systems. Recent evidence shows that microscopic algae are a major cause of
operational problems in SWRO plant (Caron et al., 2010). Most SWRO plants, especially
in the Middle East, install coagulation followed by GMF to pretreat seawater. The high
particle loading in seawater during an algal bloom in combination with high filtration
rates (5-10 m/h) in the granular filters can cause rapid and irreversible clogging of the
GMF. Furthermore, a substantial fraction of algal-derived organic matter (AOM) can
pass through GMF, which can initiate/exacerbate (bio)fouling in downstream RO
membranes (Guastalli et al., 2013).
Ultrafiltration (UF) pretreatment is applied to obtain RO feed water with low a silt
density index (SDI) even during severe algal blooms. However, some concerns have been
expressed regarding the rate of fouling in UF membrane systems (e.g., backwashable and
non-backwashable fouling) during algal bloom periods (Schurer et al., 2013). To
overcome this concern, application of a new effective pretreatment is required. Algal
organic matter (AOM) produced by common bloom-forming algae is largely comprised
of high molecular weight biopolymers (i.e., polysaccharides and proteins) (Villacorte et
al., 2010). A significant component of AOM is highly sticky acid polysaccharides and
glycoproteins which can adhere strongly to the surface or within the pores of membranes
providing substantial resistance to permeate flow during filtration and reducing the
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efficiency of hydraulic cleaning in restoring permeability (Tabatabai, 2014). However, it
was reported that removal of low molecular weight AOM by conventional coagulation
was not effective (Tabatabai, 2014).
Currently, dissolved air flotation (DAF) preceding media filtration is proposed as the
most promising solution to overcome the problems associated with algal blooms.
Flotation is able to reduce algal cell concentrations to a large extent, protecting media
filters from rapid clogging, reduced capacity, and breakthrough. However, high doses of
ferric chloride (up to 20 mg Fe(III)/L) are usually required to render the process effective.
Additionally, coagulant might be required upstream of GMF to ensure acceptable RO
feedwater quality in terms of turbidity and silt density index (SDI) (Edzwald and
Haarhoff, 2011).
The application of DAF in seawater is still in its infancy with operational seawater plants
dating back no more than ten years. While the majority of the water treatment industry
has recognized that DAF presents the most promise for overcoming HAB events, there
are quite a few outstanding questions on process application which include i) high
coagulant demand during a severe HAB event; ii) need for additional polymer or oxidant;
iii) further flocculation requirements; iv) appropriate loading rates and v) anticipated
removal rates. Furthermore, high chemical consumption/cost due to additional chemical
pretreatment results in higher production of sludge, further increasing the cost and
complexity of the overall process. Moreover, an increase in coagulant dose may further
increase the rate of fouling by iron in downstream RO membranes. Furthermore, sodium
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hypochlorite is used as a biocide and disinfectant to reduce biofouling potential by
inactivating bacteria, microorganisms and viruses. Polymeric membranes are sensitive to
oxidizing disinfectants and hence de-chlorination (with e.g., sodium bisulfite) of RO feed
water is required to prevent membrane degradation. Continuous feed
chlorination/dechlorination systems are known to increase the biofouling rates at SWRO
plants that use it (Applegate et al., 1989; Saeed et al., 2000).
Potential impacts on the environment associated with pretreatment chemicals (e.g.,
coagulants, coagulant aids) and their disposal increase process complexity. Chemical
discharge to the marine environment may have adverse effects on water and sediment
quality, and can impair marine life and functioning of coastal ecosystems (Lattemann and
Höpner, 2008).
The coagulant itself has a low toxic potential. However, discharge of ferric salt causes an
intense coloration of the reject stream (red brines), which may increase turbidity and
reduce light penetration, or could bury sessile benthic organisms in the discharge site.
Coagulant aids and chlorine are highly toxic compounds and their toxicity has been
investigated in several studies (Fort and Stover, 1995).
In areas with more stringent legislation on concentrate discharge, coagulant-rich waste
streams require extensive treatment and handling prior to discharge, which causes a
significant cost increase to the overall pretreatment process. In such cases backwash
water containing chemicals is treated separately e.g., by gravity settling in lamella plate
sedimentation tanks. The supernatant can be either disposed with RO concentrate or
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recycled to the head of the pretreatment. The coagulant-rich sludge retained in the
sedimentation tank is often dewatered onsite and transported to sludge treatment facilities
or landfills (Tabatabai, 2014). Given the complexities associated with treatment and
disposal of coagulant-rich waste, systems that require minimum amounts of coagulant are
preferable.
Ferrate Fe(VI) is believed to having a dual role in wastewater and water treatment, both
as a powerful oxidant and as a coagulant, the latter as a consequence of its chemical
reduction via Fe(VI) to Fe(III). Fe(VI) has an advantage for disinfection against Fe(III) ,
since it generates less sludge and a lower dosage is required for disinfection (De Luca et
al., 1992).
In previous studies, ferrate was found to be a promising coagulant and even much better
coagulant compared to traditional coagulants such as FeSO4.7H2O and Fe(NO3)3 ), FeCl3
and Al2(SO4)3 in wastewater treatment (Waite and Gray, 1984;); De Luca et al., 1992). In
addition, previous studies of ferrate which included synthetized waters containing humic
and fulvic acids have indicated a superior performance compared to a conventional Fe
coagulant in terms of DOC, UV254 absorbance, and NOM removal (Jiang and Wang,
2003).
Whilst these and other previous reports have reported the performance of Fe(VI) as
coagulant, oxidant and disinfectant in drinking water and wastewater treatment processes,
there still a lack of information of Fe(VI) performance in seawater systems. Therefore,
more rigorous work needs to be done to investigate the coagulation oxidation and
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disinfection performance of Fe(VI) in SWRO systems that could help to better use this
chemical.

It is the purpose of this study to evaluate the performance of liquid ferrate as a coagulant,
oxidant and disinfectant in the pretreatment system of SWRO desalination plants during
HABS. A simple method of ferrate generation was introduced to reduce the complexity
of ferrate production and to reduce the associated cost. The performance of liquid ferrate
was also evaluated in coagulation-flocculation- sedimentation/flotation treatment systems
in terms of algal cells and associated organic matter removal and the reduction of
biofouling potential in seawater during algal bloom events. In addition, the role of
coagulant aids in enhancing liquid ferrate ability to control algae and AOM was
evaluated separately. In all the above cases, a comparative study was involved to
compare the performance of liquid ferrate to ferric chloride. Furthermore, the potential
cost saving and environmental impact of using ferrate as coagulant was included.

1.7 Thesis Structure
This thesis is divided into 8 chapters:
Chapter 1 includes a brief introduction about the need for desalination and the
importance of having an adequate pretreatment system to provide raw seawater
with high quality. In addition, it includes the hypotheses, research objectives,
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technical approach, originality and innovation of research, understanding of the
problem, and structure of this thesis.
Chapter 2 includes a literature review about the information (species, account,
and date) on different algal blooms along the Red Sea, and Arabian Gulf coastline
of Saudi Arabia, the impact of algal blooms on SWRO desalination systems and
the role of pretreatment type in improving the quality of feed water and to reduce
the AOM and algal cell concentration. It also reviews the main advantages for use
advanced coagulation with ferrate in pretreatment.
Chapter 3 includes the pretreatment efficiency on a full-scale SWRO
desalination plant located on the Red Sea. This study was then used to identify the
potential pretreatment for application to feed water with high turbidity, AOM, and
TSS.
Chapter 4 documents a bench scale jar test experiment which includes the
evaluation of the coagulation efficiency of ferrate vs. ferric chloride for the
removal of algae and algal organic matter from seawater in terms of water quality
parameters, with different feed waters (pure seawater, alginate seawater model,
and AOM seawater model) as a function of dose and pH. This evaluates the role
of ferrate oxidation, coagulation and disinfection on the particles, bacteria, algal
cells and algal organic matter in improving the raw seawater quality.
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Chapter 5 documents a bench scale flotation experiment to investigate the overall
process performance of DAF system with in situ generated ferrate for removal of
turbidity, algae and algal organic matter. The results of this study will help in
understanding the performance of low dose of ferrate with a DAF system
compared to that with ferric chloride. It also helps in understanding the roles of
different design parameters (e.g. dose, yield, and flotation time) in removing
turbidity, algae, bacteria, organic carbon, biopolymers, and other potential
membrane fouling compounds.
Chapter 6 provides an assessment of the effects of coagulant aids in the
enhancement of ferrate efficiency in CFS pretreatment. This research assesses
the performance of very low doses of ferrate and coagulant aids. This strategy
could also significantly reduce the negative impact of algal bloom events on
SWRO facilities.
Chapter 7 provides an assessment of the improved performance and cost
reduction of RO seawater systems using advanced coagulation with ferrate. This
research assesses the impact of ferrate as pretreatment for a SWRO seawater
desalination plant. It is believed that this study will help the desalination industry
move forward, progressively reducing pretreatment chemicals with a goal to
produce less expensive desalinated water.
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Chapter 8 is a summary of the important results of this research as well as
recommendations for future work in the area of advanced coagulation with ferrate
development.
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2 Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Algal blooms
2.1.1 Occurrence
Harmful algal blooms (HABs) in surface water is a worldwide problem, which is
increasing significantly. Anthropogenic activities, especially sewage, and ballast water
have been considered as significant factors behind the growth of HABs (McConnell and
No, 2002). The frequency of HABs effect the mortality of marine wildlife, and threaten
human health. It is also a growing problem in the production of drinking water and has
led to significant economic losses. In arid areas, like the Gulf countries, desalination
plants have been affected by HABs which can decrease up to 90% of the potable water
supply (Zhao et al., 2015). Several research studies have demonstrated the effects of these
HABs on desalination plants in Gulf countries (Al-Azri et al., 2012).

2.1.2 An overview for HABs in the Arabian Gulf
The Arabian Gulf (Figure 6) is located in the Middle East and is surrounded by Iraq,
Kuwait, Saudi Arab, Qatar, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, Oman, and Iran. The
mean width of the Arabian Gulf is about 240 km, its mean length is 1000 km, and its area
is about 240,000 km2. The Arabian Gulf is a shallow, semi-enclosed marginal sea (which
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ranging from 20 to 80 m in depth) (Bashitialshaaer et al., 2011), and subtropical sea
surrounded by a large, arid land mass.
Previous research has demonstrated that HAB events may occur throughout the year in
different regions of the Arabian Gulf (Al Shehhi et al., 2014; Moradi and Kabiri, 2012;
Zhao and Ghedira, 2014). HABs are undergoing global expansion with respect to
geographic distribution and bloom frequency. For example, a wide-spread HAB outbreak
occurred in the Arabian Gulf, in 2008, (Zhao and Ghedira, 2014) and the common
species causing the HAB was the toxin-producing dinoflagellate Cochlodinium
polykrikoides (Richlen et al., 2010). Cochlodinium is described as a euryhaline and
eurythermal species with wide temperature and salinity tolerances, and well-adapted to
warm (25 °C) offshore waters (Kudela et al., 2008). The occurrence of HABs around the
Arabian Gulf region is reported in (Table 3). HABs caused extensive negative impacts on
the Gulf countries which generally include:

1- The death of thousands of tons of wild fishes, marine mammals, and crustaceans
in Kuwait (2001), Oman (2005, 2008, and 2012) and UAE (2008) (Al Busaidi et
al., 2008; Kudela et al., 2008).
2- Massive mortality of fish in aquaculture farms and extensive damage to coral
reefs in Oman (2008) (Kudela et al., 2008).
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3- The shutdown of many desalination plants in Oman due to the high toxicity level
in the water and the high concentration of phytoplankton surrounding the plant
intakes in Oman (Kudela et al., 2008), and UAE (Al Shehhi et al., 2014).
4- Their effects on human health and environment by the spread of a bad smell in the
air resulting from the organic decomposition of dead algae and fish in UAE.

Figure 6. Map of the Arabian Gulf showing bathymetry (Zhao et al., 2014).
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Table 3. HAB events in the Arabian Gulf and the common phytoplankton species found
in literature (Villacorte et al., 2015).
Observed species
Gonyaulax species
Noctiluca species
…………….
…………….
Gonyoulax species, Noctiluca species
Noctiluca scintillons
…………….
Noctiluc scintillons
Noctiluc scintillons
…………….
Alexandrium species
Dinophysis species, Pseudonitzschia species, and
Gymnodinium breve
Trichodesmium erythraeum, Noctiluco Scintillans
Karenia species
Gymnodinium species
Coscinodiscus species
Streptococcus agalactiae, Gymnodinium impudicus,
Pyrodinium bahamense
Cyanobacteria
Prorocentrum species
Noctiluca scintillans, Prorocentrum micans
Trichodesmium erythraeum
Cochlodiniumpolykrikoides, Dinophysis caudate
Dinophysismiles, Prorocentrumminimum,
Pyrodiniumbahamense, Ceratiumlured,
Pyrodiniumbahamense
Cochlodinium polykrikoides

country
Oman
Bahrain
Saudi Arabia
Oman
Oman
Kuwait
UAE
Oman

year

season

1976

August

1976
1977
1978
1988
1988
1996
1996

October
…………….
…………….
February
March/September
February
February
November

Qatar

1996
1998

…………….

Iran

1999

September

Kuwait
Oman

1999
2000

September

Kuwait

2001

UAE

2003
2004
2005

October
September
October

2008

August

UAE

2009

May

Iran

2008
2009

…………….

Oman

August/ September
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2.1.3 An overview for HABs in the Red Sea
The Red Sea (Figure 7) is located in the Middle East and surrounded by Eritrea, Sudan,
Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen. It is a semi-enclosed narrow tropical sea
separating northern Africa from the Arabian subcontinent. It covers an area of
approximately 450,000 km2, with a length of 2000 km in length, a mean width of about
225 km, and a mean depth of about 500 m (Bashitialshaaer et al., 2011). Annual
occurrence of algal blooms has been reported in the Red Sea (Mohamed, 2018). The Red
Sea has an extensive coral reef system, high levels of biodiversity and endemism, and a
growing aquaculture industry which might be impacted by (HABs) (Mohamed, 2018).
In the last three decades, many studies have documented the potential for HABs in the
Red Sea. Previous studies in the Red Sea have been carried out since 1900, and most of
these studies provided information concerning the populations, the species composition
and the community structure of phytoplankton (Ismael, 2015; Mohamed, 2018). Only a
few of these studies covered the occurrence of HABs in the Red Sea. Five HABs species
have been recorded in the Red Sea; of which three blooms were formed by the
dinoflagellates (Noctiluca scintillans, Pyrodinuium bahamense, and Protoperidinium
quinquecorne), one by raphidophytes (Heterosigma akashiwo) and one by the
cyanobacteria (Trichodesmium erythraeum) (Ismael, 2015). Additionally, several multispecies blooms were documented in the Red Sea consisting of different groups (diatoms,
chlorophytes, and prymnesiophytes) have been reported (Mohamed, 2018) (Table 4).
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Table 5 shows the HABs forming species of microalgae and cyanobacteria, and their
highest recorded concentrations in the Red Sea waters (Saudi Arabia).

Figure 7. Distribution map of potential HABs in Red Sea.(The left figure shows the
HABs in Red Sea coastal waters off different bordering countries (Mohamed, 2018) (The
green stars in left figure refer to the location of HABs in the Red Sea), while the right
figure shows the position of reported harmful algal blooms (HABs) in the Red Sea
(Mohamed and Al-Shehri, 2011) (Ost: Ostreopsis sp.; HA: H. akashiwo; KF: K.
foliaceum; TE: T. erythraeum; NS: N. scintillans/miliaris))
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Table 4. Summary of the different types of HABs reported by various studies in the Red
Sea (Berumen et al., 2013, Yao et al., 2014).
Name of the HABs

Cell abundance (L-1)
4

Ostreopsis sp. (Ost)

12*10

Heterosigma akashiwo (HA)

11.4*106
6

Kryptoperidinium foliaceum (KF)

2.26*10

Trichodesmium erythraeum (TE)

1.65*106

Noctiluca scintillans/ miliaris (NS)

5.5*10

4

Sampling location
City

Country

Thuwal

Saudi Arabia

Al Shouqyq

Saudi Arabia

Al Salif

Yemen

Al Hodeida

Yemen

Al Hodeida

Yemen
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Table 5. Potentially harmful and bloom-forming species of microalgae and cyanobacteria,
and their highest recorded concentrations in the Red Sea waters (KSA) (Mohamed & AlShehri, 2012, Nassar, Mohamedein, & El Sawy, 2016).
Algal group

City

Season of
abundance

Species

Algal
concentration

Potential
harmful effects

Dinoflagellates

Alshuqaiq

Winter 2004,
2005

Noctiluca scintillans

3× 106 cells/L2

Alexandrium sp.

920cells/L2

Dinophysis acuta
Ceratium dens, C.
furca, C.fusus
Prorocentrum micans

900cells/L2
310cells/L2
145 cells/L2

High biomass (fish
kill)
Saxitoxins, PSP
Okadaic acid, DSP
Dinophysistoxin
High biomass
(hypoxia)
Palytoxin

Pyrodinium
bahamense
Gambierdiscus
belizeanus
Ostreopsis sp.

9.9×104 cells/L2

Saxitoxins, PSP

120 cells/ g algae

Ciguatoxin
Palytoxin
Ciguatoxin
Palytoxin

Chaetoceros (C.
curviselum, C.
affine)
Thalassiossira (T.
decipien, T. hyaline)
Thalassiossira rotula

168cells/L2

High biomass/
hypoxia

600cells/L2

Heterosigma
akashiwo
Chattonella sp.

4.6 × 107 cells/L2

Trichodesmium spp.

1.6 × 104
cells/L2
4×105cells/L2

High biomass/
hypoxia
High biomass/
hypoxia
Brevetoxins/fish
kill
Brevetoxins/fish
kill
Saxitoxins

Jeddah

Diatoms

Raphidophytes

Cyanobacteria

Spring 2004

Jeddah, lagoon

Fall 2013

Saudi Arabia,
inshore reefs

Spring 2012,
2013

Jeddah

Spring 2004

Alshuqaiq

Spring 2004

Alshuqaiq

Spring 2010

Jeddah

Alshuqaiq

Summer 1978
Spring/summer
2004

Spring 2011

Trichodesmium
Erythraeum, T.
hiebautti
Aphanothece elabens
Calothrix
breviarticulata
Lyngbya majuscula
Leptolyngbya tenuis
Oscillatoria
accuminata
O. tenuis

Farasan

Spring 1990/
Winter2004

Lyngbya majuscula

40 cells/g algae

1.1 × 105cells/L2

142cells/L2

Saxitoxins

3.5 × 105cells/L2

Saxitoxins

2.9 × 104cells/cm2
9 × 103 cells/cm2

Toxic/high biomass

1.55 × 104
cells/cm2
2.64 × 104

Toxic/high biomass

cells/cm2
1.1 × 104
cells/cm2

2.34 × 104
cells/cm2
Large mats

Toxic/high biomass

Toxic/high biomass
Toxic/high biomass
Toxic/high biomass
Lyngbyatoxins/skin
irritants
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2.1.4 Impact of (harmful) algal blooms on SWRO
Two potential impacts of (harmful) algal blooms on SWRO desalination facilities include
(Caron et al., 2010) :
1. Significant treatment challenge to ensure the SWRO system is effectively
removing algal toxins from seawater;
2. Significant operational issues due to increased total suspended solids and organic
loading resulting from algal biomass in the raw seawater that results in increased
chemical consumption, increased membrane fouling rates, and in extreme cases,
requires the plant to be taken off-line.

Early algal bloom detection by desalination facilities is very essential. It can allow
operational modifications to maintain the rate of production capacity of plant. Algal
blooms can cause a major challenge in membrane-based desalination plants operation. On
other hands, nano filtration (NF) effectively removes around 90% of HAB toxins while
RO membranes significantly remove 99% of it (Laycock et al., 2012). However, use of
membrane technology, without a proper pretreatment system will cause rapid membrane
fouling during algal bloom events and it would likely lead to plant shutdown.
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During algal blooms, feed water composition will allow particulate matter and dissolved
algae matter to accumulate on SWRO membrane surface. This particulate matter includes
algal cells, detritus and algal organic matter (AOM). It can accumulate to form a
heterogeneous and compressible cake layer on the surface of SWRO membranes. The
bacteria and other particles from the feed water tend to form sticky deposits that
potentially induce fouling in membranes by providing favorable conditions for biofilm
formation (Caron et al., 2010). This may lead to an increased rate of biofouling and
enhance the impact of AOM on the RO membrane and spacers.

2.1.5 Algal organic matter (AOM)
The algal blooms are responsible for the highest annual pulses of AOM production in the
ocean (Field et al., 1998). Petry et al. recorded total organic carbon (TOC) concentration
in seawater increased by more than 50% during algal bloom conditions (Petry et al.,
2007). AOM concentration is believed to cause direct/indirect operational problems in
SWRO facilities, affecting both the pretreatment processes and RO membrane units.
AOM can cause filter clogging, membrane fouling, lower permeability and higher
differential pressure along the RO feed channels. AOM includes extracellular organic
matter (EOM) which is excreted by the algal cells during growth, and intracellular
organic matter (IOM) which is produced inside the cell, and released when the cell is
lysing (Table 6). AOM usually includes proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids, lipids
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and other dissolved organic substances. For some algae, such as Chaetoceros affinis
(CA), extracellular polysaccharides may comprise up to 90% of the AOM released
(Myklestad, 1995). The main nutrients in AOM are phosphorus (P), nitrogen (N) and
silicon (Si) (Mingazzini and Thake, 1995). AOM is released into seawater by algae at
growth, stationary, and death phases of a bloom and in response to the availability of
essential nutrients (Figure 8). Figure 9 and Figure 10 show that the classification of
AOM components based on their molecular weight (MW) and size.
High molecular weight (HMW) AOM includes protein and polysaccharide compounds,
including TEP and their precursors. AOM typically cover a wide size spectrum, ranging
from less than 1 nm to more than 1 mm. The low molecular weight (LMW) components
of AOM contain humic acid-like substances, nucleic acids, lipids, toxins, taste/odor
compounds and other organic acids (Villacorte, 2014).
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Table 6. Comparison s of AOM types (Villacorte et al., 2015, Fogg, 1983, F. Qu et al.,
2012, Discart et al., 2014).
Extracellular organic matter (EOM)
Þ It is an organic substance released during
the metabolic activity of algae.
Þ It can be either discrete or remained
attached (bound) to the algal cell as
coatings.

Þ Discrete EOMs often contain mainly
polysaccharides and tend to be more
hydrophilic.

Þ Bound EOM contain more proteins and
tend to be more hydrophobic.

Intracellular organic matter (IOM)
Þ It is substances released through autolysis
and/or during the process of cell decay.
Þ It comprises mainly low molecular
weight (LMW) polymers released from
the interior of compromised, dying or
deteriorating cells.

Þ The contribution of IOM to the total
AOM production is expected to increase
during the stationary-death phase of an
algal bloom.
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Figure 8. AOM classification, release and composition (Hess et al., 2017).

Figure 9. Major components of AOM which belong to the LMW and HMW fraction
(Villacorte, 2014).
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Figure 10. The size spectrum of major AOM components, in comparison with other
suspended/dissolved matter in seawater and the size cut-off of relevant filtration methods
(Villacorte, 2014).

2.1.6 Transparent exopolymer particles (TEP)
TEP is a major component of the high molecular weight fraction (biopolymers) of AOM.
This is a potentially a major cause of organic fouling in UF membrane and biological
fouling in RO systems. MF/UF membranes can completely remove TEP while subsurface
intake systems, dual media filter (DMF), dissolved air flotation (DAF) and cartridge
filters (CF) can remove 34–92%, 17–100%, > 70% and 47–82% of TEP, respectively
(Villacorte et al., 2015).
The size of TEP typically ranges from 0.5 to 200 µm, as it is sometimes comprise an
integral part of marine snow-sized aggregates > 500 µm (Alldredge et al., 1993;
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Villacorte et al., 2015). TEP is operationally known as particles (> 0.40 µm). These
particles are thought to form from much smaller colloidal polymers (TEP pre-cursors),
which have fibrils as small as 1–3 nm in (diameter) and up to 100 s of nm in (length)
(Villacorte, 2014). Bar-Zeev et al. explained and detailed the important role of TEPs in
the conditioning and bacterial colonisation of surfaces including SWRO membrane
surfaces (Figure 11) (Bar-Zeev et al., 2012a).
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Figure 11. The possible involvement of aquatic biofilm formation facilitated by microgel
transparent exopolymer particles;
(a)colloidal biopolymers, (b) TEP, and (c) protobiofilm (suspended TEP with extensive
microbial outgrowth and colonisation) in the initiation of aquatic biofilms. A number of
planktonic bacteria (first colonisers) can attach (d) reversibly on clean surfaces or (e)
irreversibly on TEP-conditioned surfaces. When nutrients are not limited in the water, (f)
a continuous coverage of mature biofilm can develop within a short period of time (BarZeev et al., 2012b, 2012a)
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2.1.7 Fouling/biofouling in SWRO due to AOM deposition
During the HAB event in 2008-2009 in Oman, the DMF was clogged and led to the
shutdown of SWRO plants (Zhao et al., 2015). DMFs typically accumulate materials
such as (algal cells and large AOM ) larger than 10 µm (Ripperger et al., 2000) under a
relatively high filtration rate (5- 10 m/h). In the algal blooms and AOM-impacted waters,
the production of DMF will decline. DMF could then require frequent backwashing and
coagulant addition and hence, longer system downtime. During high fouling potential, a
significant part of the AOM can pass through DMF, causing high silt density index and
other issues, which are unacceptable for SWRO operation.
A cake layer on the MF/UF membrane surface was formed during algal bloom- impacted
seawater. Occurrence of algal cells and AOM can block the pores and cause a rapid
decline in the membrane permeability. This issue will require more frequent hydraulic
backwashing, and chemical-enhanced backwashing of the MF/UF membranes to recover
the initial permeability, resulting in longer system downtime. Indeed, the performance of
MF/UF pretreatment systems in terms of algae and much smaller AOM removal is
greater than the performance of DMF.
The main factors dictating the formation and growth rate of biofilm in RO modules
include nutrients for energy generation and cellular synthesis, essential nutrients such as
biodegradable or assimilable organic carbon (BDOC or AOC), and phosphate (Villacorte
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et al., 2017). During an algal bloom event, the algal cells in the death phase can release
some of these nutrients. This may result in the biofouling of SWRO facilities. Indeed,
AOM released in the death phase and in the presence of nutrients contributes
significantly to the emergence of biofouling in SWRO plants (Caron et al., 2010).

2.2 Pretreatment technologies for SWRO
2.2.1 Definition
It is essential to have one or more pretreatment systems prior to the SWRO membranes to
remove contaminants, control the fouling of membranes and increase the performance of
plants with respect to water quality and energy usage (Voutchkov, 2010) (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. The role of SWRO pretreatment processes in controlling fouling/biofouling
(Jiang et al., 2017).
Based on statistical analysis that was conducted to reveal the common SWRO
pretreatment technologies studied in the last 10 years (Jiang et al., 2017), UF/MF
membrane, and coagulation/flocculation (CF) are the most technologies that have been
studied by researchers for SWRO pretreatment (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Common studied SWRO pretreatment technologies in the last 10 years (Jiang
et al., 2017).
There are several pretreatment options and processes applicable for SWRO desalination
plants (Figure 14). All configurations involve coagulation, flocculation, and particle
separation. The particle separation processes can include the following (Edzwald and
Haarhoff, 2011; Villacorte et al., 2015);
à

Direct filtration with dual media (DMF),

à

Sedimentation and DMF,

à

Sedimentation and low-pressure membrane filtration,

à

Dissolved air flotation (DAF) and DMF, or

à

DAF and low-pressure membrane filtration.
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The pretreatment of SWRO feedwater is designed based on the quality of the intake
water, the RO membrane system specifications, the post-treatment desired quality of
product water, and technical and cost considerations (Shahalam et al., 2002).

Figure 14. Potential SWRO pretreatment configurations (Villacorte et al., 2015).

2.2.2 Intake options for SWRO desalination plants
The intake system plays a significant role in SWRO desalination plant capital and
operational costs. The performance of the intake system can greatly influence and
determine the performance of the other downstream components of a SWRO desalination
plant (Dehwah et al., 2015a). The main purpose of the intake system is to deliver the
seawater flow with high quality and consistency over time. The better the water quality
delivered through an intake system, the lower the complexity of pretreatment system and
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chemical consumption. An ideal intake system should (Alshahri et al., 2017; Dehwah and
Missimer, 2017; Missimer et al., 2013):
à

Reduce pretreatment requirements;

à

Reduce suspended solids (SS) and DOC concentrations occurring from both
natural sources and anthropogenic pollution;

à

Keep the feed water characteristics relatively constant;

à

Supply a sufficient quantity of raw water in a reliable manner;

à

Maintain a steady level of physiochemical characteristics (temperature, salinity)
during seasonal and climatic changes;

à

Minimize the impingement and entrainment of marine organisms on the pipes and
screens;

à

Minimize the environmental impact;

à

Provide protection against biological components that affect operation of the
facility, such as jellyfish, algae, and bacteria;

à

Reduce or eliminate the use of chemicals in the pretreatment process, such as
coagulants and chlorine;

à

Optimize energy consumption by minimizing the distance between the intake
system and the desalination plant.
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Figure 15. Classification of intake systems.

Intake systems can be classified into two main categories as shown in (Figure 15)
(Missimer et al., 2013):
1. Direct intake /open-ocean intake systems (surface) where seawater is abstracted at
the sea surface, within 15 m of the surface (shallow intakes) or at water depths of
greater than 15- 20 m. Intakes may be located onshore, nearshore or offshore.
Seawater quality, prevailing marine and site conditions impact on the surface
intake performance (Figure 16).
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2. Indirect intake systems (subsurface) may include wells (vertical, angle, and radial)
(Figure 17) and galleries which abstract seawater from beneath the seabed or
beach. The filtration by use of seabed generally provides a superior water quality
due to the removal of suspended solids, turbidity and some organics while moving
through the seabed aquifer.
In the long term, the capital costs for installing indirect intake systems can be slightly to
significantly higher than in direct intake systems, while the trend of the operational costs
of SWRO plant is generally lower with significant savings in associated costs with the
use of indirect intake systems (Missimer et al., 2013).
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Figure 16. Surface seawater intake alternatives-conventional shoreline intake through a
lagoon or channel and offshore with typical coarse and fine screening arrangements
(Boerlage, et al., 2017).
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Figure 17. Well intake system located along a shoreline; A) angle well intake system, B)
horizontal well intake system, and C) vertical well intake system (Missimer et al., 2013).
2.2.3 Chlorination
Seawater contains microorganisms such as bacteria, algae, fungi, and viruses, which can
cause serious biological fouling. There are various methods to prevent and control the
growth of sea organisms/microorganisms (algae, mussels, etc.), such as the addition of
common chemical oxidants/disinfectants (Chlorine (Cl2), hypochlorination (OCl-),
chloramination (NH2Cl, NHCl2, and NCl3), chlorine dioxide (ClO2), bromine chloride
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(BrCl), or ozone), ultraviolet irradiation, biofiltration to remove nutrients, and the
addition of biocide (Table 7).
Chlorination is the process of adding chlorine to the raw water at the beginning of the
treatment process (after screening and before flash mixing). This method may result in a
much longer contact time and lead to increase the safety in disinfecting heavily
contaminated water. The residual chlorine (i.e. HOCl, OCl−) is useful in several stages of
the treatment process aiding in coagulation, controlling algae problems in basins,
reducing odor problems, and controlling mud ball formation. The residual chlorine in
several stages of the treatment process is below 0.1 mg/L (Friedler et al., 2008). The
performance of shock chlorination is better than continuous chlorination which promotes
destabilization and more coagulation of the natural colloidal polymers (Ingham et al.,
2009). Continuous chlorination of raw seawater caused the increase in biofouling rate
along the Arabian Gulf (Applegate et al., 1989).
Avoiding chlorination/dechlorination during a bloom will help to prevent downstream
fouling. While chlorination will destroy HAB cells, broken cells will release AOM,
causing downstream fouling. The AOM is more important in terms of negative impacts
than the intact cells, which are more easily removed during pretreatment (Caron et al.,
2010; Prihasto et al., 2009).
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Table 7. Comparison of different disinfectants used for biofouling control in SWRO
plants (Edzwald et al., 2011b, Jamaly et al., 2014, Kim, et al., 2015).
Disinfectant

Advantages
Þ

Chlorine
Þ

Sodium
hypochlorite

Þ
Þ
Þ
Þ

Chlorine
dioxide

Þ

Þ

Ozone

Ultraviolet
(UV)

Bromine
chloride

Its dependability, cost, and effective
performance.

It can be easily prepared and safely stored and
transported on-site.
Dosage is simple.
Sodium hypochlorite is effective as chlorine
gas for disinfection.
Sodium hypochlorite produces residual
disinfectant.
It is generated from reactions including either
sodium chlorate (NaClO3) or sodium chlorite
(NaClO2).
In a longer period of effectiveness than
chlorine, lack of reaction with ammonia to
form potentially toxic chloramines, inactivate
bacteria at equal to or greater than chlorine in
disinfection power, and a higher oxidation
potential.
It increases dissolved oxygen in the effluent,
has a shorter contact time, has no undesirable
effects on marine organisms, and decreases
color and turbidity.

Disadvantages
Þ

It produces by- products that are harmful
to humans that require additional
treatment steps before water use. It may
increase the biofouling rate.

Þ

It is more expensive than chlorine but it
avoids expenses related to safety.

Þ

It must be generated and used on-site
since it is sensitive to pressure and
temperature and it is unstable and an
explosive gas.

Þ

There are some safety problems associated
with transportation and storage of ozone
and it is considered impractical to produce
ozone off-site since it decays
spontaneously to oxygen.
Ozone is an extremely toxic substance and
can potentially create an explosive
atmosphere; therefore, concentration in air
should not exceed 0.1 ppm.

Þ

It is user- and maintenance- friendly, it
achieves required disinfection level in a few
seconds (unlike chlorine that requires 15-30
minutes), it does not create an increase in
total dissolved solids (TDS) like chlorination
and dechlorination, it is easy to control

Þ

Þ

It is an environmentally safe and physical
process that successfully destroys bacteria
and viruses and produces no side effects

Þ

UV lamps will need to be replaced
periodically, a secondary disinfectant must
be used to prevent regrowth of
microorganisms, and it is affected by
turbidity problems, therefore its use is
usually limited to secondary-treated
wastewaters.

Þ

It is a strong, oxidizing agent that has a
sharp, harsh, penetrating odor.
It requires lower dosages than chlorine to
achieve the same pathogen kill, is more
effective and less toxic than chlorine, has less
adverse environmental impacts than chlorine,
and requires a shorter contact time, therefore
requires smaller contact chambers.

Þ

It is a hazardous, corrosive chemical that
requires special transportation, handling,
and storage, and can cause severe burns
when in contact with skin and other
tissues.

Þ
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2.2.4 Primary pretreatment
Primary pretreatment includes pH adjustment, scale inhibition, coagulation/flocculation
(CF), sedimentation or flotation, and sometimes chlorine addition.
2.2.4.1 Coagulation- Flocculation- Sedimentation (CFS)
The conventional pretreatment technologies CFS can be applied to improve the
pretreatment process performance in terms of turbidity removal and reduce the average
particle size as small as 0.2 µm for better operating (Figure 18). CFS is commonly
applied for improving the water quality in conventional pretreatment systems, i.e., CFS,
disinfection, pH adjustment, scale inhibition, and followed by Granular Media Filter
(GMF), and also in low pressure membrane pretreatment technologies (Jamaly et al.,
2014).
Coagulation is a chemical treatment process which can manly remove suspended solids.
When using the coagulants, the optimum pH conditions need to be applied to minimize
the NOM by reacting positive charged of coagulants with negatively charged DOC and
solids. This can convert the dissolved NOM into particles directly by precipitation or by
adsorption onto particles produced by the coagulant (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011). The
coagulants (Al and Fe) have been commonly used to treat seawater under specific dose
and pH conditions in which they precipitate as aluminum or ferric hydroxides (Freeman,
2009).
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Ferric chloride (Fe(III)) is the best choice and commonly used for SWRO coagulation.
Fe(III) is very insoluble leaving little residual dissolved Fe in the water after pretreatment
while Al has relatively high solubility (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011). The residual
dissolved Fe in the water after pretreatment lead to the precipitative scaling; residual
soluble Al can also carry over to the RO membrane leading to concentration and
precipitative scaling, but to a greater extent compared to ferric chloride (Edzwald and
Haarhoff, 2011; Gabelich et al., 2006). The use of ferric chloride coagulant in
pretreatment shows that the settled sludge volume of the ferric hydroxide formed from
ferric chloride is less than that produced from other coagulants (e.g. (30–60%) lower than
the sludge volume produced with ferric sulfate ) (Chin et al., 1998).
Sedimentation allows high solids removal at daily average turbidities higher than 30
NTU. Sedimentation will produce water with lower silt and algal content and enhanced
solids removal in high turbidity waters (> 100 NTU) (Voutchkov, 2010). Flocculation
may not be required in low pressure membrane pretreatment technologies (UF), as
enlarging particle size is not an objective and pin-sized flocs are sufficient to enhance UF
operation. The addition of powdered activated carbon (PAC) before the coagulant
enhances the efficiency for humic acid adsorption in saline water (Duan et al., 2003).
In fact, coagulation assists all three pretreatments (DAF, GMF, and UF) and acts to
remove AOM more effectively than the pretreatments alone. Less AOM in the pretreated
water is also an important objective to alleviate SWRO fouling.
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Figure 18. Modes of coagulant application in combination with different primary and
secondary processes.

2.2.4.2 Dissolved air flotation (DAF)
DAF is recognized as an advanced water treatment process for the removal of a wide
variety suspended solids (e.g. turbidity, color, algae, oils, greases, precipitates etc.). DAF
can efficiently remove contaminants with low settle ability that tend to float or hover in
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the water column, and is considered an effective treatment for the removal of algae cells
by changing the morphology and the mobility of the algal species (Henderson et al.,
2008). Controlling pH is necessary to optimize the surface properties of the contaminants
for micro-bubble adhesion and to optimize particle destabilization by coagulation and
neutralizes the charge on the individual particles by reducing the repulsive forces. With
well-controlled conditions, flotation has the potential to remove colloidal particles and to
reduce the flocculation and clarification detention times (Valade et al., 1996).

Figure 19 shows the basic operating principle of the DAF unit. The basic operating
principles of the DAF system contains three basic laws which are Henry’s law, Nucleus
law and Stokes law as explained below;

1. The amount of dissolved gas in a liquid is proportional to its partial pressure above
the liquid which is known as Henry’s law.
2. The gas coming out of a solution from liquid will preferentially form a bubble of a
finite nucleus which helps to float contaminants to the water surface which is known
as Nucleus theory.
3.

The combination of sufficient air molecules with contaminants results in combined
air/solid mass having specific gravity less than the liquid enabling flotation of solids
to the top of flotation cell which is known as Stoke’s law.
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Figure 19. DAF systems: A) without recycle in which entire flow is passed through the
pressurizing tank, and B) with recycle in which only the recycle flow is pressurized. The
pressurized flow is mixed with the influent before being released into the flotation.
DAF is a good choice for cell removal in areas likely to experience heavy algal blooms,
as it lifts and removes cells from the seawater in a relatively gentle manner. It is able to
reduce the concentration of algal cells to a large extent, protecting media filters from
rapid clogging, reduced capacity, and breakthrough. In most DAF units, a coagulant dose
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of up to 20 mg Fe/L as FeCl3 has been reported with higher doses usually required to
render the process effective (Le Gallou et al., 2011).
The studies demonstrated the effectiveness of DAF when treating seawater containing
various algae, including HAB species. The removal of total algae was more than 99%
after DAF (Petry et al., 2007).
DAF is now being regularly incorporated in new SWRO plants in the Arabian Gulf
upstream of GMF or MF/UF in Saudi Arabia (Ras Al Khair), Bahrain (Al-Dur plant),
UAE (Taweelah, and Fujairah 2 desalination SWRO plant), Kuwait (Al-Shuwaikh
desalination plant), and the plants which are located in the Gulf of Oman (Caron et al.,
2010). Table 8 shows the effectiveness of coagulation, PH, and DAF unit in algae
removal.
The advantages of DAF vs. conventional sedimentation are as follow (Voutchkov, 2010);
1- DAF residuals (which are skimmed off the surface of the DAF tank) have
concentration of 1 to 3% solids, while the sedimentation residuals (which
collected at the bottom of sedimentation basins) have concentration of 0.03 to
0.5% solids. This means the density of the formed residuals (sludge) in DAF
system is higher than that formed with conventional sedimentation.
2- The surface loading rate in DAF system is approximately 10 times lower than that
needed for conventional sedimentation.
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Table 8. The use of DAF systems in algae removal (R K Henderson et al., 2008, Rita K.
et al., 2010, Besson et al., 2013, Kwon et al., 2014, Zhang et al., 2012).
Algae species
Dunaliella salina

Algae

Coagulant dose /pH

FT (min)

Removal

Application

0.4–0.6 g/L

________________
pH-induced (NaOH) 10.2–
10.5

_______

95–99

oil treatment

Dunaliella salina

0.4–0.6 g/L

________________
pH-induced (NaOH) 9.8–10.2

_______

48–64

oil treatment

Tetraselmis sp.

3 g/L

_______

85.6

oil treatment

Tetraselmis sp.

3 g/L

Aluminum sulfate (AS) 1.2
g/L
5–6
Ferric sulfate 0.7 g/L
4–8

_______

92.6

oil treatment

Tetraselmis sp.

3 g/L

Chitosan 4.0 mg/ml
7–8

_______
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oil treatment

Chlorella zofingiensis

1.5 g/L

10

91.5

oil treatment

Chlorella zofingiensis

1.5 g/L

10

91.9

oil treatment

Chlorella zofingiensis

1.9 g/L

10

90.5

oil treatment

Chlorella zofingiensis

1.9 g/L

10

93.3

oil treatment

Chlorella zofingiensis

2.1 g/L

10

90.9

oil treatment

Chlorella zofingiensis

2.1 g/L

10

95.2

oil treatment

Chlorella sp.

300 mg/L

AS
7–8.2
AS
7–8.2
AS
7–8.2
AS
7–8.2
AS
7–8.2
AS
7–8.2
Ferric chloride 100 mg/L

_______

89.57

oil treatment

Microcystis
aeruginosa
Chlorella vulgaris

6*105 Cell/mL

AS 0.0014 ng /cell
7

10

_______

water
treatment

5*105 Cell/mL

AS 0.0057 ng Al/cell
7

10

_______

water
treatment

Asterionella formosa

5*105 Cell/mL

AS 0.0314 ng Al/cell
7

10

98.9

water
treatment

Melosira sp.

2*105 Cell/mL

AS 0.29 ng Al/cell
7

10

99.7

water
treatment

Chlorella vulgaris

5*105 Cell/mL

AS 4.3 pg/cell
7

10

94.8

water
treatment

Microcystis
aeruginosa
Asterionella Formosa

6*105 Cell/mL

AS 1.1 pg/cell
7

10

97.3

water
treatment

5*105 Cell/mL

AS 31.4 pg/cell
7

10

98.8

water
treatment

Melosira sp.

1.9*105 Cell/mL

AS 290 pg/cell
7

10

99.7

water
treatment
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2.2.4.2.1 Case studies for using DAF during HABs in SWRO desalination plant
Two DAF pilots have been conducted on naturally occurring blooms including;
Case A- Shuwaikh, Kuwait – harmful algal bloom cell removal using dissolved air
flotation (DAF): pilot and laboratory studies
The Shuwaikh plant uses DAF, autostrainers, UF (pressurized inside out), UF direct
coupling to RO (no cartridge filtration). The DAF uses Fe(III) as a coagulant and sulfuric
acid. The system maintained full capacity during a bloom after optimization of Fe(III)
coagulant (4-12 mg/L) and acid dose (40 mg/L) (Wiley et al., 2017). Table 9 showed the
details of Shuwaikh SWRO plant.
Table 9. Overview of Shuwaikh SWRO plant.
Plant Name
Location
Primary product water use
Desalination technology
Total production capacity (m3/d)
Recovery (%)
Feedwater source
Intake type

Shuwaikh Plant
Kuwait
Municipal drinking water
SWRO
SWRO 135,000
43
Arabian Gulf
Open intake - intake depth 3 m, 200 m
from shore, 5 mm coarse screening grill
aperture.
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Case B- Barcelona, Spain – SWRO demonstration plant: DAF/DMF versus DAF/UF
during algal blooms.
In Barcelona plant, DAF system was used and it was followed by two pretreatment
strategies (1) conventional DMF or (2) pressurized outside-in UF (Llorens et al., 2017).
The Fe(III) coagulant dose was low 0- 6 mg/L and acid and coagulant aid. Table 10
showed the details of Barcelona SWRO demonstration plant.
Table 10. Overview of Barcelona SWRO demonstration plant.
Plant Name
Location
Primary product water use
Desalination technology
Total production capacity (m3/d)
Recovery (%)
Feedwater source
Intake type

Barcelona Pilot Plant
Southern shore of Barcelona, Spain
Municipal drinking water
SWRO
200 of desalinated water (with a pretreatment
capacity of 750)
45
Mediterranean Sea
Open intake -1.2 km offshore at a depth of 12 m.

2.2.4.2.1.1 Feedwater quality
In Barcelona SWRO demonstration plant, the turbidity of feedwater was lower than 4
NTU. The algal count in seawater was 1,200,000 cells/L during spring and summer
blooms. In Shuwaikh SWRO plant, the turbidity of feedwater reached up to 30 NTU, and
total suspended solids (TSS) increased up to 17 mg/L during algal bloom event.
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2.2.4.2.1.2 DAF efficiency
During algal blooms events the reported algae cells removal was greater than 95% in the
Shuwaikh DAF pilot study and DAF was successfully removing up to 75% for the
Barcelona pilot study. DAF removed 90% of the turbidity and 35% of TSS for Shuwaikh
SWRO plant.
2.2.4.2.2 The calculation on the amount of ferric chloride Fe(III) necessary to maintain
a concentration of 20 mg/L during a 10 day event.
It is worth to mention that a huge quantities of Fe(III) will be required to operate the DAF
treatment system during algal bloom conditions. The required dose of required Fe(III) for
DAF system during algal bloom conditions range in between (5 to 20 mg/L as FeCl3)
(Tabatabai et al., 2014). The use of 20 mg/L of Fe(III) as a coagulant for the optimal
operation of DAF system in 50,000 m3/day, 100,000 m3/day, and 500,000 m3/day of
feedwater, requires to store 10,000 Kg Fe, 20,000 Kg Fe, 100,000 Kg Fe, respectively,
for 10 day event (Table 11).
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Table 11.the calculated amount of required Fe(III) to maintain a concentration of 5-20
mg/L during 10 days for different feedwater capacity.
Feedwater (m3/day)
Fe(III) (mg/L)

50,000

5

2,500

5,000

25,000

10

5,000

10,000

50,000

15

7,500

15,000

75,000

20

10,000

20,000

100,000

100,000
500,000
Kg Fe(III) /10 days

2.2.5 Secondary pretreatment
Secondary pretreatment trend has focused on media filters (conventional) or the use of
large pore size membranes (advanced), including microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration
(UF), and cartridge filters.
2.2.5.1 Granular media filtration (GMF)
The GMF is the common process used as pretreatment in the SWRO which used to
remove over 99% of all suspended solids in the feed water, reduce high loads of
particulate and colloidal matter (i.e., turbidity) by several orders of magnitude. GMF is
simpler and more economic compared to that with low pressure membranes (Brehant et
al., 2002). Depending upon the size of the media and the size of the algae, UF membranes
provide better removal efficiency of algal cells (99%) than DMF (74%) (Guastalli et al.,
2013). Single or dual stage GMF comprising sand and anthracite (garnet is sometimes
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used) are typically applied in conventional pretreatment systems, in gravity or pressurized
configuration.
One study about the performance of GMF reported that the removal efficiency of algae
cells and biopolymers in SWRO plant was in the range of 48–90% and 17–47%,
respectively (Plantier et al., 2013). In the Fujairah plant in UAE, the clogging of the sand
filter layers by particulates and organics reduced the filtration rate by 50% (Caron et al.,
2010). The performance of sand filter can be restored by the use of backwashing with air
scouring.
The removal efficiency of TOC could be increased to 40 - 50% when using an activated
carbon. The removal efficiency increases significantly with filter bed depth and could
reach 25 to 35% for filters with a total filter depth of 2.0 m or more (Anderson et al.,
2017) (Table 12).

Table 12. The impact of filter bed depth in DMF on organic carbon removal (Anderson et
al., 2017).
Filter bed depth
(m)

Removal efficiency

1.0 to 1.4

TOC, AOC and AOM removals 15 to 20% in the source seawater
TEP removals of 20 to 90%

2.0 or more

TOC, AOC and AOM removals over 40% percent of the in the
source water
Significantly enhances removal of DOC in the source seawater
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2.2.5.2 Low-pressure membrane filtration (MF/UF)
The use of membrane processes in seawater treatment is common in recent years. Four
types of membranes can be distinguished according to their separation range:
Microfiltration (MF), Ultrafiltration (UF), Nanofiltration (NF) and Reverse Osmosis
(RO). Membrane MF/UF filtration has gradually gained acceptance as the preferred
pretreatment to RO because it will help to achieve the following (Jamaly et al., 2014):
a) lower suspended solids and biological content, resulting in improved RO
operation and saving cost of cleaning chemicals required for RO membrane
cleaning,
b) lower RO pressure drops from fouling, resulting in lower energy costs,
c) longer RO membrane life,
d) increased flux rates in the RO system,
e) smaller plant footprint size resulting in reduced capital investment,
f) lower chemical and sludge handling costs.

Figure 20 shows the domain of separation for membrane processes. A thorough
evaluation between GMF and UF/MF, the use of UF/MF filtration is becoming more
competitive to GMF based on costs and performance.
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Figure 20. The range of molecular weights and particle sizes and the common filtration
methods for their removal (Meyn, 2011).

The commercially available membrane products include immersed plate, pressure driven
capillary, and pressure driven spiral wound and immersed hollow fiber membranes at
present (Wolf et al., 2005). All of these are dead-end and cross-flow filtration modes.
They are manufactured and distinguished in two basic membrane forms like flat and
tubular. Tubular form membranes have three categories based on the difference in
dimensions: hollow fiber membranes (D <2 mm) (Figure 21), capillary membranes (D~15 mm) and tubular membranes (D > 5 mm) (Figure 22).
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Figure 21. Hollow-fiber membrane module (Reynolds et al., 2001).

Figure 22. Tubular membrane module (Reynolds et al., 2001).
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Flat sheet membranes are packed in engineered units called modules. Flat membranes can
be placed in a module either by winding a membrane sheet around a central collection
pipe (spiral wound module) (Figure 23) or by stacking the sheet (plate and frame module)
(Figure 24)

Figure 23. Spiral wound module (Basile et al., 2010).

Figure 24. A plate and frame module (McKeen et al., 2012).
Several studies investigated the efficiency of applying UF and MF pretreatments in
SWRO desalination plant. A three years of field experience at the Wangtan Datang power
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plant showed that the use of UF pretreatment in SWRO desalination helped in turbidity
removal ( 98–99.5%), and outlet SDI reduction (typically <2.5) with a recovery of about
95% (Busch et al., 2009). UF can remove all suspended particles and some dissolved
organic compounds, but UF may be clogged with algal cells and associated AOM. The
accumulation of polysaccharides, proteins and TEP can provide substantial resistance to
permeate flow during the filtration process. The hydraulic cleaning (backwashing) is
ineffective when TEP is very sticky (Caron et al., 2010).
A previous study showed that the hybrid PAC adsorption/UF pretreatment in SWRO has
allowed organic matter removal of 75% and reduced flux decline (Tansakul et al., 2011).
The application of the combination of coagulation and UF in SWRO pretreatment is
considered a more reliable alternative to UF (without coagulation), as coagulation + UF
membranes generally led to a higher rate of removal of large-sized hydrophobic
compounds, was required to stabilize hydraulic performance of UF membranes during
severe HAB events, and reduced the fouling potential and compressibility of AOM layers
on the membrane surface (Caron et al., 2010; Jamaly et al., 2014).

2.2.5.3 Cartridge filters
Cartridge filters (CFs) are installed to protect membranes, pumps, and energy recovery
devices of SWRO plant. CFs are usually located after media filtration and the main
purpose of them to deal with preventing the sudden appearance of particulate matter
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(usually sand). CFs are the final step of pretreatment with a mesh size of 5 to 10 microns to
protect the RO membranes.

Some strategies to control differential pressure of CFs in SWRO plants during algal
blooms include: 1) cellular material should have been removed prior to the cartridge
filters, 2) CFs require regular replacement during longer more intense blooms, and 3)
buildup of iron residuals may occur on CFs, and AOM can be removed from CFs by
chemical backwash (Figure 25) (Dixon et al., 2017a).

Figure 25. Heavily fouled cartridge filter during severe algal bloom event from the
Pacific Ocean (Dixon et al., 2017).
2.2.6 Strategies to control operational issues in SWRO plants during algal blooms
Various indicators have been proposed to manage operations during HABs and assess the
effectiveness of the pretreatment systems.
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Long-term monitoring programs to characterize seawater quality, measure potential
impact of algal blooms, and to assess the effectiveness of the pretreatment system in
preventing fouling. This type of monitoring should be conducted at the SWRO plants.
The historical data on algal blooms is required to design a proper monitoring plan to help
reduce impacts to SWRO plant operations. The use of a piloting facility to test extreme
conditions using cultivated algae at site is important. This can be used in the absence of
historical data (Caron et al., 2010). Below are some of the recommended strategies for
SWRO desalination plant operation during the algal bloom events:
•

A review of recent studies on the performance of conventional parameters
such as the SDI in terms of detecting algal blooms at an intake is
recommended.

•

Performing the analysis of several parameters such as the biopolymer
concentration by LC-OCD, TEP10kDa, MFI-UF using a 10 kDa test
membrane and the AOC luminescence test using Vibrio harveyi during
periods of severe HABs to assess and optimize pretreatment.

•

To minimize risk of potential lysis of algal cells and release of fouling AOM
and toxins during the HABs, chlorination/ dechlorination at the intake should
be suspended (Boerlage et al., 2017).

•

Incorporate coagulation into conventional pretreatment DMF and advanced
pretreatment (DAF, MF/UF) is very important as part of long-term bloom
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mitigation measures to improve removal of AOM. During algal blooms at
Fujairah 2 plant, the coagulation Fe(III) average dose rate in 2011-2012 was <
20 ppm and in 2013 <15 ppm (Boerlage et al., 2017).
•

The use of subsurface intakes in SWRO desalination plants during HAB
events, especially vertical beach wells, significantly enhances the quality of
raw water entering SWRO plants due to long retention time (Missimer et al.,
2013). The subsurface intakes have been proven to remove a high percentage
of bacteria, algae, freely living organisms, and AOM that could cause fouling
of the membranes (Dehwah et al., 2015a).

•

Advanced monitoring sensors could be installed near the intake site to predict
the occurrence of algal blooms and change the operations of the desalination
facility according to the sensor readings.

•

DAF is a good choice for heavy algal blooms removal, as it removes cells by
flotation, minimizing cell rupture. GMF and UF pretreatment alone can deal
with algal cell removal and AOM in light algal blooms. UF filtration which is
preceded by DAF or sedimentation (if coagulation is used for UF) is highly
recommended as a possible alternatives to GMF for maintaining reliable
operation in SWRO plants (Anderson and McCarthy, 2012). Based on a
previous study, the performance of DAF+UF in algal cells removal (100%)
was superior to DAF+DMF (Llorens et al., 2017). During algal bloom
periods, the use of precoated UF membranes with a layer of preformed flocs
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of ferric hydroxide, intermittent coating and intermittent coagulation will
enhance the UF hydraulic performance with very low coagulant consumption
(Tabatabai, 2014).

2.3 Ferrate (VI)
2.3.1 Introduction
Ferrate Fe(VI) has the strongest oxidation strength, a red-violet color in aqueous solution,
and in phosphate buffer at pH 9.2, has a maximum absorption at 510 nm (J.-Q. Jiang and
-1

-1

Lloyd, 2002). At 510 nm, an extinction coefficient has been found to be 1150 M cm at
pH 9.5 to 10.5 and pH 9.2 (Lee et al., 2004; Rush et al., 1996; Schink and Waite, 1980;
Bielski and Thomas 1987). A major advantage of Fe(VI) in the oxidation process, is the
decomposition to ferric [Fe(III)] ions or ferric hydroxide [Fe(OH)3], and this
simultaneously generates a coagulant as shown in Equation 1 (Jiang and Lloyd, 2002;
Tiwari et al., 2005).
Equation 1: 4Na2FeO4 + 10H2O → 4Fe(OH)3↓ + 8NaOH + 3O2 ↑
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The different pK values suggest the presence of four Fe(VI) species in the entire pH
range (Figure 26). In a neutral and alkaline pH water, Fe(VI) in a solution with a 0.2 M
phosphate buffer at 25oC reported the existence of at least two unstable protonated forms
(H2FeO and HFeO-4 ) and Fe(VI) ion (FeO₄²⁻). Fe(VI) is effective at flocculating
suspended solids, co-precipitating certain transition metal ions, and can inactive bacterial
cells (Li, 2006).

Figure 26. Speciation of Fe(VI) in various pH conditions (Lee et al., , 2004).
2.3.2 Characteristics
In the past decade, iron in a +6 valence state, Fe(VI), as FeO42-, has been found to be a
powerful alternative for water disinfection and purification (Bandala et al., 2009; Han et
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al., 2013; V K Sharma, 2007). The redox potential of Fe(VI) ranges from +2.20 V under
acidic conditions (Jiang, 2007) to +0.72 V under alkaline conditions. Ferrates can be
synthesized in various ways, including use of an oxidation step to convert ferrous [Fe(II)]
or Fe(III) iron to a higher valence. To obtain pure Fe(VI) a separation process is required
to isolate it from the other reaction byproducts. The oxidation step can be easily
performed in a dry state utilizing heat with an oxidant, by using electricity, or by wet
oxidation. It is important to note that while the oxidation step is simple and inexpensive,
purification of Fe(VI) is very time consuming and expensive. A cost-efficient way of
generating Fe(VI) is by aqueous chemical oxidation of Fe(III) iron using chlorine in a
caustic medium. Specifically, ferric chloride (FeCl3) is oxidized to FeO42– by sodium
hypochlorite (NaOCl) in the presence of sodium hydroxide (NaOH), as shown in
(Equation 2).
Equation 2: 2FeCl3 + 3NaOCl + 10NaOH → 2Na2FeO4 + 9NaCl + 5H2O
When added to an aqueous systems, Fe(VI) is a powerful oxidant that readily
decomposes to Fe(III) iron, Fe(OH)3 and oxygen (Equation 3) (Goff and Murmann,
1971).
Equation 3: 2FeO42– + 5H2O → 2Fe(OH)3 + 1.5O2 + 4OHAs a strong oxidant, Fe(VI) has been investigated for several decades as an
environmentally friendly alternative to the chlorination purification of water (Jiang, 2007;
Sharma et al., 2006). Fe(VI) effectively oxidizes a wide variety of organics including
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phenol, alcohols, toluene, carbohydrates, cyanobacterial microcystion-LR,
pharmaceuticals and endocrine disrupting chemicals (Eng et al., 2006; Qu et al., 2003).
Most studies on Fe(VI) have focused on its oxidation efficiency in surface water and
wastewater treatment (Bandala et al., 2009; Gilbert et al., 1976; Schink and Waite, 1980;
Kazama, 1995) while a few studies have investigated the role of Fe(VI) as a potential
disinfectant (Bandala et al., 2009). Fe(VI) can also act as a primary coagulant, due to its
chemical instability across the normal range of raw water pH and reduction to Fe(III)
iron. Previous studies on Fe(VI) have indicated a superior performance compared to
conventional ferric sulfate [Fe2(SO4)3] for treatment and removal of natural organic
matter from surface water (Jiang et al., 2001; White and Franklin, 2010).
The chemistry of Fe(VI) is not as established as that of Fe(II), Fe(III), or zerovalent iron.
Recent spectroscopic and kinetic studies have suggested that four Fe(VI) species exist in
aqueous solution via their acid-base equilibrium (Rush et al., 1996). HFeO4 and
FeO42– have been suggested as predominant species in neutral and alkaline pH solution,
in which Fe(VI) is known to be relatively stable toward its spontaneous decomposition to
Fe(III) ion (Lee and Gai, 1993). A Pourbaix diagram is used to ascertain the
thermodynamic stability of chemical species as a function of both pH and the
concentration of free electrons (pE) (Figure 27). Fe(VI) is thermodynamically stable in
water in concentrated alkaline medium, with high pH (Le and Ghali, 1993) .
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Figure 27. Pourbaix diagram for Fe(VI) in water (Li, 2006).
2.3.3 Synthesis of ferrate (VI)

Figure 28. Fe(VI) production methods.
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Fe(VI) have been synthesized using three basic methods; dry oxidation, electrochemical
oxidation, and wet oxidation synthesis (Lee and Gai, 1993; Yunho Lee et al., 2004;
Sharma et al., 2015) (Figure 28). The dry oxidation method involves various minerals
containing iron oxide which are heated at the temperature of red heat under high alkaline
conditions with an oxygen supplement. It can be dangerous and difficult to obtain high
quality product. The electrochemical production has been investigated by oxidizing iron
or iron alloy in an electrolyte solution of NaOH/ potassium hydroxide (KOH). It is an
expensive method as it requires high energy demand. The wet oxidation method involves
the oxidation of FeCl3 in saturated NaOH solution using an oxidizing agent such as
NaOCl. The wet oxidation method is a promising process that can be implemented easily
into an existing water treatment facility. Ferrate generation using the wet oxidation
method can be produced off site at a much lower cost compared to the other synthesis
methods and can be stored for a long time ( Jiang and Lloyd, 2002; Tiwari, 2016) (Figure
29).
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Figure 29. Available approaches for the synthesis of Fes(VI, V, and IV) ( Sharma, 2011).
2.3.3.1 Dry oxidation method
Fe(VI) can be obtained by treating iron oxides with an oxidant such as sodium peroxide
(Na2O2) at a temperature of 370°C in the presence of oxygen and absence of carbon
dioxide (CO2) (Equation 4) (Eng et al., 2006; Sharma et al., 2015). Dry reactions have
gained much attention as a green technology for the purpose of recycling various iron
oxide wastes from steel manufacturing process. Dry reactions are considered to be
dangerous and very difficult to implement, since increasing the temperature highly
increases the risk of explosion (Tiwari et al., 2005).
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Equation 4: Fe2O3 + 3Na2O2 → 2NaFeO4 + Na2O
2.3.3.2 Electrochemical method
Using electrolysis, Fe(VI) can be prepared by anodizing a pure iron metal electrode in a
strong alkaline solution (Figure 30). In this case, the purity of the generated Fe(VI)
depends on the current density, composition of anode material and types of electrolyte
(Sun et al., 2016). In fact, the increasing of the temperature could increase the oxidation
efficiency that means the temperature can act as a catalyst. The chemical reactions for
this method are illustrated in the following equations (Equation 5-8) (Sharma et al.,
2015).
Anode:
Equation 5: Fe + 8OH → FeO4-2 + 4H2O + 6eCathode:
Equation 6: 2H2O → 2e- + H2 + 2OHGeneral reduction:
Equation 7: Fe+2OH +2H2O → FeO2 +2H2
Equation 8: FeO2 +2K+→ K2FeO4
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Figure 30. The electrochemical cell for the synthesis of Fe (VI) (Talaiekhozani et al.,
2017a).
2.3.3.3 Wet oxidation method
The wet oxidation method involves the oxidation of Fe(III) ion by OCl ion in a
concentrated alkaline solution and conversion into Fe(VI) (Sun et al., 2013). Since the
liquid ferrate is degraded rapidly, it is necessary to apply the sequestration, washing and
drying processes for a more stable product (Batarseh et al., 2007; Yunho et al., 2004).
In general, the production of ferrate by the wet oxidation method initially involves the
oxidation of ferric hydroxide [Fe(OH)3] by NaOCl in the presence of NaOH, which is the
form used in this research. Isolating and obtaining dry product from the corresponding
solution is a challenging step, due to the high solubility of Na2FeO4 in NaOH-saturated
solution (Schink and Waite, 1980; Wood et al., 1955). The method was further developed
by modifying the production procedure through the addition of KOH to the solution of
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Fe(VI) to form solid K2FeO4 which can be precipitated. The corresponding reactions are
presented below (Equation 9 and 10) (Li, 2006):
Equation 9: 2Fe(OH)3 + 3NaOCl + 4NaOH → 2Na2FeO4 + 3NaCl + H2O
Equation 10: 2Na2FeO4 + 4KOH → K2FeO4 + 2NaOH
High purity K2FeO4 (96.9%) can be achieved by using the wet oxidation method (Schink
and Waite, 1980). Researchers also investigated the high purity reagents required for the
preparation of a pure solution of the Fe(VI), given that the generated Fe(VI) easily
decomposes to Fe(III) oxide in the presence of even small amounts of impurities such as
transition metals ( Jiang and Lloyd, 2002). Although the K2FeO4 has a high purity up to
96.9%, the yield of K2FeO4 was low, at about 10–15%. Improvement of the preparation
procedures was conducted in which KOH was used instead of NaOH to avoid the
formation of Na2FeO4 and forming K2FeO4 instead (Jiang et al., 2001). This
improvement helped increase the yield of K2FeO4 to 75%, reduce the production and
purification interval of K2FeO4, and prevented the production of sodium ferrate
(Na2FeO4) (Li, 2006; Ma and Liu, 2002a).

2.3.4 Application of ferrate (VI) in water and waste water treatment
Fe(VI) ideally possess the following properties: i) the capability to disinfect water; ii) the
ability to decompose organic and inorganic contaminants in water and wastewater; and
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iii) the ability to remove suspended particles and heavy metals in water ( Jiang and Lloyd,
2002; Sharma, 2007) (Figure 31).

Figure 31. Applications of Fe(VI).

2.3.4.1 Use as disinfectant
Disinfection is designed to kill harmful organisms (e.g., bacteria and protozoan) and to
remove any harmful pathogens/ microorganisms from the water (Figure 32). Chlorine
(Cl2), and alternative disinfectants [e.g., NaOCl, chlorine dioxide (ClO2) and ozone (O3)]
are among the most important oxidizers, but they can form disinfectants by-products,
which have been considered to be toxic to some extent to the human population and to
aquatic life (Table 13) ( Jiang and Lloyd, 2002). Fe (VI) has been found to be an
alternative to chlorine for the disinfection of water and wastewater and effectively
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inactivates bacteria (Escherichia coli, Sphaerotilus, Bacillus subtilis, Bacillus
licheniformis RB1-1B, Mycobacterium frederiksbergense M8-6, Mycobacterium setense
M9-4, Escherichia coli, coliform organisms) , viruses (f2 coliphage, Q coliphageand
Bacteriophage MS2) , algae (Microcystin-LR) and other pathogens in synthetic buffer
solutions, synthesized waters, surface waters and secondary effluents (Schink and Waite,
1980; Sharma, 2002; V. K. Sharma, 2007). These studies have revealed that Fe (VI)
could inactivate 99.9% of different microorganisms. These studies concluded that Fe (VI)
was an excellent disinfectant in water and wastewater treatment.

Figure 32. Applicability of alternative disinfection techniques (V. K. Sharma, 2007).
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Table 13. Public health implication of disinfection technologies for wastewater reuse
(Oller, Malato, & Sánchez-Pérez, 2011).
Disinfection
process
Chlorine

Disinfection
efficiency

Effect on hormonally
active compound

By-product
formation

Reuse value

Not effective at
disinfecting Protozoa,
Giardia, or
Cryptosporidium

Can increase hormonally
active compound

HAA, THM, and other
unidentified
halogenated DBPs

Ozone

May not be effective for
spores and cysts at
coliform reduction levels

Destroys EDCs and PPCPs

Bromates Aldehydes,
hypobromous acid,
Brominated amines,
non-halogenated DBPs

UF

May not inactive spores
and cysts

Ineffective in lowering
activity unless coupled
with TiO2 or H2O2

None

Ferrate(VI)

Effective at bench scale,
unknown efficiency in
scale up

Inactivates biologically and
hormonally active
compound

Fe(III) or Fe(OH)3

Formation of
byproducts chlorinated
compounds. Odor
control issues. Limited
reuse
Increased oxygen
content decreased
hormonal activity.
Currently used for
wastewater to
groundwater recharge
Mitigates pathogens,
used in non-potable
reuse (i.e.: agricultural
and irrigation)
Great potential for
non-potable reuse

2.3.4.2 Use as an oxidant
Fe(VI) has many potential applications for different feedwater types, such as surface
water and wastewater. It is an environmentally friendly oxidant with non-toxic
byproducts. (Cardinali et al., 2004). It also shows a high ability to oxidize different
chemicals and contaminants (Sharma et al., 2015).
Fe(VI) has the novel properties such as high oxidizing power, reaction selectivity,
stability as a salt and production of non-toxic by-products (e.g., Fe (II) and Fe (III)). Fe
(VI) ion is a powerful oxidizing agent throughout the entire pH range with a reduction
potential varying from +2.2 to +0.7 V in acidic and basic solutions, respectively (Sharma
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et al., 2015). Fe(VI) is potentially the strongest of all the oxidants/disinfectants
realistically applicable to water treatment (Table 14) shows advantages and disadvantages
of using different current oxidants and disinfectants.
In general, Fe(VI) provides different oxidation capacities to oxidize various organic and
inorganic compounds when reduced to [Fe(III) / Fe(II)]. Hence the oxidation capacity of
Fe(VI) may vary with pH, which impacts the rates of Fe(VI) reactions. The oxidation
capacity involves self-decay reactions of ferrates, which vary with pH and it can also
change orders between first and second orders. The self-decay of Fe(VI) species and their
reactions among themselves generate non-toxic by-products such as Fe(III) and reactive
oxygen species (ROS) as their final products (Figure 33) (Sharma, 2011). The ROS may
also participate by reacting with contaminants.
Fe(VI) and polyaluminum chloride (PAC) coagulant aids were effective for fulvic acid
(FA) reduction. About 90% of ultraviolet absorption (UVA) of fulvic acid was removed
with a concentration weight ratio of Fe(VI) to FA 12:1 (Qu et al., 2003). In addition, Fe
(VI) can effectively remove natural organic matter (as UV254) and turbidity, and kill total
coliforms (100%) at very low doses (Jiang et al., 2001). Moreover, one of the studies
showed that Fe (VI) achieved a 10% higher DOC removal than Fe2(SO4)3 coagulant
(Jiang et al., 2001). It was observed that Fe (VI) had dual roles as an oxidant and
coagulant.
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Table 14. Redox potential for the oxidants/disinfectants used in water and wastewater
treatment (Jiang et al., 2002a; Lee et al., 2004).

Oxidant/Disinfectant
Chlorine

pH
Acidic
Basic

Hypochlorite

Acidic
Basic

Ozone

Acidic
Basic

Hydrogen peroxide

Acidic
Basic

Permanganate

Acidic

Acidic
Basic

Chlorine dioxide

---

Perchlorate

---

Dissolved oxygen
Hypoiodous acid
Bromine

Potential (E0,V)

Cl2(g)+2e⇆2Cl−

1.358

ClO−+ H2O+2e⇆Cl−+2OH−

0.841

HClO+ H++2e⇆2Cl−+H2O

1.482

ClO+ H2O+2e⇆2Cl−+2OH-

0.84

O3+2H++2e⇆O2+H2O

2.076

O3+2H2O+2e⇆O2+2OH-

1.24

H2O2+2H++2e⇆O2+2H2O

1.776

H2O2+2e⇆2OH−

Basic

Ferrate (VI)

Reactions

0.88

+

MnO4 +4H +3e⇆MnO2+2H2O

1.679

MnO4−+2H2O+3e⇆MnO2+4OH

0.59

FeO42−+8H++3e⇆Fe3++4H2O−

2.20

FeO42−+4H2O+3e⇆Fe(OH)3+5OH
ClO2(aq)+e⇆ClO2

0.70

−

ClO4−+8 H++8e⇆Cl−+4H2O

0.954
1.389

+

---

O2+4H +4e⇆2H2O

1.229

+

-----

HOI+H +3e⇆0.5 I2+H2O
Br2+2e⇆2Br

1.45

-

1.09
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Table 15. Advantages and disadvantages of using different oxidants and disinfectants
(Talaiekhozani et al., 2017a).
Oxidant/
Disinfectant

Chlorine (Cl2)

Ozone (O3)

Ferrate (Fe
(VI))

Advantages

Disadvantages

Þ
Þ
Þ
Þ

Low cost;
high removal efficiency;
availability;
the possibility of long-term storage
of chlorine in cylinders.

à

Þ High capacity and high speed of
oxidation and disinfection;
Þ converting of ozone to oxygen after
disinfection process;
Þ non-toxic byproducts;
Þ ability of odor and taste removal.

à

Þ Excessive capacity of oxidation and
disinfection;
Þ non-toxic byproducts,
Þ ability of colloidal particles
coagulation;
Þ ability of coagulation, oxidation and
disinfection simultaneously;
Þ requires smaller footprint for the
wastewater treatment plant, since it
can act as coagulant, oxidant and
disinfectant at the same time;
Þ low application cost, and
Þ ability of heavy metal and inorganic
removal.

à
à

à
à

à
à
à
à

The possibility of producing
dangerous byproducts such as tri
halomethanes;
toxicity for water and sewage
treatment plant staffs, and
the need to dechlorinate treated
wastewater before releasing into
environment.
Possibility of remaining few cysts
and viruses after disinfection
process;
oxidation by ozone requires complex
equipment;
the high price of ozone production;
producing of solid byproducts, and
corrosion in the equipment of water
and wastewater treatment.
Low Fe(VI) production rate and
lack of stability for long-term
storage.
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Figure 33. Possible reaction steps during the oxidation of compound (X) by Fe(VI)
species ( Sharma, 2011).
2.3.4.3 Use as a coagulant
Fe(VI) was significantly more effective as a coagulant, and of course its oxidative
capacity made it excellent at removing organics and providing disinfection as well. In the
oxidation of organic matter and microorganisms in water, Fe(VI) ions will be reduced to
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Fe(III) ions or Fe(OH)3, and this generates a coagulant in the process simultaneously.
Fe(VI) attaches the non-settling suspended particles to each other, forming coarse
particles. In some cases, these coarse particles formed by Fe(VI) coagulation are capable
of adsorbing pollutants in water/wastewater. These coarse particles would be removed, in
turn, through sedimentation/filtration processes (Goodwill et al., 2016).
The most common coagulant compounds include Fe2 (SO4 )3, aluminum sulfate [Al(SO4
)3] and FeCl3 (Table 16). Using Fe(VI) has several advantages among the other
coagulants such as
i)

it can destabilize the colloidal particles within 1min, whilst Fe(III) and Fe(II)
salts can only achieve the destabilization after 30 min of mixing.

ii)

the residual turbidity in treated water with Fe(VI) is less than that with
ferrous sulphate [FeSO4] and ferric nitrate [Fe(NO3)3].

iii)

2+

3+

2+

2+

it can remove a range of metals (e.g., Fe , Fe , Mn , and Cu ) and toxic
2+

2+

3+

2+

heavy metals (e.g., Pb , Cd , Cr , and Hg ) to a low concentration at a dose
range of 10–100 mg (K2FeO4)/L (Nguema and Jun, 2016; Sharma et al., 2015;
Tiwari, 2016).
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Table 16. Advantages and disadvantages of using different coagulants (Talaiekhozani et
al., 2017a).
Coagulant

Fe (III)

Al3+

Ferrate(VI)

Advantages
Þ Low residue after coagulation
process;
Þ high efficiency for colloidal
particles removal;
Þ effective in pHs from 4 to 6 and
6.8 to 9.2, and
Þ low cost.

Disadvantages
à Producing non-soluble solids in water
and
à usually for achieving better
performance needs to add alkaline
compounds.

Þ Easy control of the coagulation
process;
Þ low sludge production, and
Þ effective in pHs between 6.5 and
7.5 (neutral pH).

à

Þ Non-toxic byproducts,
Þ Ability of coagulation, oxidation
and disinfection simultaneously;
Þ needing smaller wastewater
treatment plant;
Þ low application cost, and
Þ ability of heavy metal and
inorganic removal.

à
à

à

Producing non-soluble solids in water
and
low range of pH to achieve highest
performance.

Low Fe(VI) production rate and
lack of stability for long-term storage.

The use of Fe(VI) was discussed for wastewater treatment, particularly its disinfection
properties and reported that it can reduce 50% more turbidity, 30% more COD, and kill
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10% more bacteria in wastewater compared to Al2(SO4)3 and Fe2(SO4)3 (Table 17) (D.
Tiwari et al., 2005). Fe(VI) achieved high removals for turbidity (94%) and BOD5 (70%)
in wastewater , by performing Jar tests at pH=5.5 and 50 mg/L of Fe(VI) (De Luca et al.,
1992). The peroxidation of Fe(VI) dramatically increased the algae treatment efficiency,
which reduces the need for Alum coagulant doses for the treatment of lake water (Ma and
Liu, 2002b).
Table 17. Comparative performance of coagulants at optimum dose (D. Tiwari et al.,
2005).

Parameters
PH
Optimum dose as ion (mg/L)
Optimum dose as ion (m mol/L)
Suspended solids removal (%)
Color removal (%)
Total COD removal (%)
Bacterial removal (%)

Aluminum
sulfate
6.75- 7.48

Ferric sulfate

Potassium ferrate

6.75- 7.48

5

7

8

22

15

22

0.30

0.39

0.22

0.39

91

95

89

94

50

50

100

92

7

18

43

32

90

91

>99.99

>99.99
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3 Chapter 3
The pretreatment efficiency of a full-scale seawater reverse
osmosis desalination (SWRO) plant on the Red Sea
The results of task 1 are presented in this chapter. The objectives and the work to be
conducted are included in this chapter.
Objective:
1- Evaluate the efficiency of pretreatment of a full-scale SWRO desalination plant
on the Red Sea.

This chapter was published in the peer-reviewed journal Desalination.
Luca Fortunato, Abdullah H. Alshahri, Andreia S.F. Farinha, Islam Zakzouk, Sanghyun
Jeong, TorOve Leiknes. " Fouling investigation of a full-scale seawater reverse osmosis
desalination (SWRO) plant on the Red Sea: Membrane autopsy and pretreatment
efficiency." Desalination, 496 (2020): 114536.
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3.1 Abstract
In this study, pretreatment efficiency was performed on a full-scale seawater reverse
osmosis (SWRO) desalination plant located on the Red Sea. Several techniques were
employed to characterize the nature and the fate of the foulants in the process, including
LCOCD, ICP-MS, SEM-EDS, TSS, and ATP. The efficiency of the pretreatment in
removing the fouling potential was assessed by analyzing the seawater at the intake feed
pump, after the spruce media filter (SMF) and after the cartridge filter (CF). The
inorganic sediments entered the plants from the shoreline seawater intake and
accumulated on cartridge filter and the membrane. The analysis of the pretreatment
performance showed an increase of TSS and ATP after CF, highlighting the inappropriate
cartridge filter replacement time.

3.2 Introduction
The Gulf countries are located in one of the most arid and semi-arid regions of the world
where rainfall is very limited and evaporation rates are high. These countries depend
mainly on seawater desalination to meet the growing water demands (Amy et al., 2017;
Qasim et al., 2019). Desalination plants in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region produce 48% of the world’s desalinated water. Seawater reverse osmosis
(SWRO), which relies on the use of membrane technologies, is the most employed
desalination technology worldwide, accounting for 60% of capacity in Oman and roughly
half of the capacity in Saudi Arabia. All of the contracted plants currently under
construction in the MENA region are SWRO desalination plants.
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Membrane fouling is still considered one of the main drawbacks in SWRO desalination,
affecting drastically the operation and maintenance costs (Ghaffour et al., 2013).
Although several approaches and methods have been proposed in recent years to mitigate
fouling, it continues to be the main challenge in operations (Ahmed et al., 2019). Fouling
is due to undesired deposition of materials on the membrane surface or inside the
membrane pores. Depending on its nature, fouling can be classified into four types:
organic fouling, inorganic scaling, colloidal fouling, and biofouling. Organic fouling is
caused by the natural organic matter (NOM) presents in surface water and seawater such
as humic substances, polysaccharides, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids, amino acids, organic
acids, and cell components (N. Lee et al., 2004). Inorganic fouling is due to scaling
formation in the membrane module and highly linked to the solubility and precipitation
of some minerals. Colloidal fouling is influenced by the size of particles in the colloidal
range, shape, charge and interaction with ions of the colloids (Salinas-Rodriguez et al.,
2015). Biofouling is due to the formation of a biofilm on the membrane surface. The
biofilm formation is due to the presence of microorganisms where the growth is affected
by temperature, tides, currents, turbidity, nutrients and organic precursors (Li et al.,
2015).
Fouling affects the overall process performance, reducing the permeate flux and
increasing the operating pressure. Moreover, the fouling formation leads to an increase in
chemical cleaning frequency, which can damage the membranes and decrease the
membrane lifespan. In the literature, several fouling monitoring techniques have been
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proposed to get information in real- time (Valladares Linares et al., 2016). However,
most of these studies have not been implemented in full-scale processes. Currently, the
most reliable approach to obtain more detailed information on the type of fouling is by
conducting a membrane autopsy. An autopsy of a fouled (or used) membrane provides
extensive process information, including if the pretreatment is appropriate or if the
operating conditions are well managed. The procedure can help find the problematic
materials (or dominant foulants) on the membrane.
Membrane fouling propensity and occurrence are strictly associated with feed water
quality. Although many approaches to mitigate fouling can be found in the literature, the
most effective control of membrane fouling is to improve the feedwater quality entering
the membrane process (Anis et al., 2019; Badruzzaman et al., 2019) Hence, a welldesigned pretreatment is crucial to enhance process performances (Alshahri et al., 2019;
Henthorne and Boysen, 2015). The pretreatment processes and design should be selected
based on the feedwater analysis and type of intake (Kavitha et al., 2019; van der Hoek et
al., 2000). Several efforts have been done to control membrane fouling and to study the
performance by using different pretreatment technologies, which are reported in the
literature (Voutchkov, 2010).
The objective of this work is to assess the impact of the pretreatment scheme installed.
The desalination plant is located in the MENA region, on the Red Sea. The efficiency of
the pretreatment in removing fouling potential was assessed by collecting samples from
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different locations in the plant. The present study provides detailed information,
identifying the nature and the origin of fouling observed.

3.3

Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Description of the desalination plant
The seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination plant is located in Saudi Arabia, on
the Red Sea Coast. Figure 34 shows a flow diagram of the desalination plant. The plant
uses a 2-pass configuration in order to meet the Boron level regulations for drinking
water in Saudi Arabia. Chlorination is performed once a week for disinfection in the
intake line. The seawater is an open-type with a screen, pumped and fed into a pipe
connected to a common suction header of the seawater intake feed pumps. The intake line
is 3 km long, whereas 1.5 km are offshore. The pretreatment process includes a high rate
multimedia filtration system Spruce Media Filter (SMF), and cartridge filter (CF) microfiltration units containing wound polypropylene cartridges with a 5 µm nominal pore
size. The SWRO high-pressure pump is designed for an inlet feed water pressure of 2
bars. The pressure downstream of the high-pressure pump is around 67 bar as the
maximum on the membranes. The plant is designed to use four SWRO RO trains and
four BWRO trains.
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Figure 34. Flow diagram of the process at the desalination plant in Saudi Arabia on the
Red Sea coast. Sampling points to assess the pretreatment efficiency during the process.
3.3.2 Seawater characterization
Basic characteristics of the Red Sea seawater fed into the plant are summarized in Table
18. Mean values are reported as measured in the plant. Seawater samples were collected
at three different stages of the pretreatment process. The first sampling point was chosen
in correspondence of the intake feed pump, the second sampling point was after the SMF
and third after the CF. The total suspended solids (TSS) were analyzed by filtering 2L of
seawater through 0.45 µm membrane filter (Figure 41). The filters were previously dried
in the oven at 105°C.
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Table 18. Characteristics of the Red Seawater collected at the seawater intake pump.
Parameter
Temperature
pH
Conductivity
Turbidity
TDS
Alkalinity
DOC

Unit
°C
mS/cm
NTU
g/L
mg/L as CaCO3
mg/L

Mean Value
22
7.65
64.1
3.30
42.2
120.0
1.38

3.3.3 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS)
The samples from the water and membrane coupons were measured using an ICP-MS for
the inorganic characterization. The ICP-MS was used to analyze the seawater samples
collected at the different stages of the pretreatment process. Analyses were performed on
both raw seawater and acidified seawater samples (HCl, pH<2).
3.3.4 Liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD)
Hydrophilic dissolved organic carbon (HPI-DOC), including biopolymers (BP), humics
(HS), building blocks (BB) and low molecular weight acids (LMW-A) and neutrals
(LMW-N), were analyzed based on size exclusion chromatography. The samples were
first filtered through 0.45 µm syringe filters. An injection volume of 2000 µL and
retention time of 150 min was applied. Samples were transported to two chromatographic
columns (Toyopearl TSK HW50S dual-column, TOSOH Bioscience GmbH, Stuttgart,
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German) with a phosphate buffer mobile phase of pH 6.4 at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min.
The acquired data were processed using the customized software of the instrument
(ChromCALC, DCO-LABOR, Karlsruhe, German).
3.3.5 Scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive spectroscopy - SEM-EDS
Samples were imaged in Optiplan mode at an accelerating voltage of 2.0 Kv and 3.0 Kv
and working distance of 4.0 to 10 mm. EDS elemental analysis and mapping were done
at an accelerating voltage of 20 kv and working distance of 10 mm in analytical mode
with Teneo VS SEM and Quanta 200 FEG SEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped
with ETD and EDS detector (EDAX Inc.).
3.3.6 Microbial Analysis (ATP)
The presence of active biomass was detected by measuring the adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) concentration. ATP was measured using the ATP Analyzer (Celsis, USA), which
employs the luciferin−luciferase bioluminescence reaction method.

3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 NOM removal during the pretreatment
The quality of the feed water to the desalination plant located on the Red Sea is
considered relatively high (Dehwah et al., 2015b). The turbidity profile covering one year
was relatively constant ranging between 1 - 5.5 NTU and some sporadic spikes up to 14
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NTU (Figure 35). The NOM profile and the fouling potential in seawater was
characterized using LC-OCD. The concentration of organic matter in the seawater was
around 1.33 mg of DOC/L, with 92% of the total DOC consisting of mainly LMW-N and
HS fractions (Table 19). The presence of HS in seawater is generally resulting from land
or algal activity or photothermal degradation in the ocean (Dalvi et al., 2000). The LMWN is reported as one of the main contributors of assimilable organic carbon (AOC),
recognized as one of the main biofouling precursors (Abushaban et al., 2019). The
remaining organic carbon fractions consist of BP (2%) and BB (6%).
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Figure 35. Turbidity profile over the time.
The overall contribution of the NOM on membrane fouling was assessed in the different
steps of the desalination process. The NOM was analyzed in the feed seawater samples
collected along the pretreatment line, i.e. after SMF (SMF filtrate) and after CF (CF
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filtrate) (Table 19) (Simon et al., 2013). After the combined SMF and CF treatment, an
overall 7% decrease of DOC was observed, each stage contributing with 4.5% and 2.5%
respectively. The highest organic matter removal was observed in BP (33%) and HS
(23%) fractions, while a negligible removal was observed for LMW-N (5%). Results
suggest that the combination of the SMF and CF treatment stages has a minor
contribution to the removal of organic matter, predominantly reducing high molecular
weight organics while large portions of the NOM are transported to the RO process.

Table 19. NOM characterization of the seawater, SMF filtrate and CF filtrate performed
by LC- OCD. The % removal is referred to the seawater inlet.
LC-OCD fractions

Seawater

SMF Filtrate

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

(% rem)

CF Filtrate

Removal

(mg/L)

(% rem)

(%)

Biopolymers

0.17

0.16

6

0.15

12

34

Humic Substances

0.60

0.52

13

0.50

17

23

Building Blocks

0.02

0.05

0

0.06

0

0

LMW neutrals

0.59

0.55

7

0.55

7

5

DOCTOTAL

1.38

1.28

7

1.26

9

7

3.4.2 Aluminum (Al), Iron (Fe) and Silica (SiO2)
In order to identify inorganic foulants a detailed analysis of the feed water was
performed. Often these elements are not detected by chemical analysis of the feed water,
since the feed water quality analysis targets only the concentration of these metals in the
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dissolved form. However, these are often present in colloidal or particulate forms
(Henthorne and Boysen, 2015). Therefore, to assess and quantify the amount of Al, Fe,
and Si in seawater entering the plant, it was necessary to quantify the concentration of
elements in both colloidal and particulate forms (Salinas-Rodriguez et al., 2015). A
possible way to have an overall quantification of these elements in the seawater entering
the line, consists of dissolving these components by acidifying the solution. Table 20
reports the ICP-MS quantifications of the three elements comparing the sample with and
without acid digestion. By adding acid, the concentration of the three compounds
increased significantly in the feed solutions. Hence, these elements enter the seawater line
mainly in the particulate and colloidal forms. Their abundance increases during high
turbidity events and is strongly influenced by the location and type of intake (Rachman et
al., 2014). For this desalination plan, the entrance of the open intake pipe is 1.5 km
offshore at a depth of 10 m and located on the seabed. The sea bed around the intake pipe
entrance consists of muddy sediments, where an ICP-MS analysis performed on the
sediments collected on the shoreline confirmed the abundance of Fe, Al and Si (Figure
36). Literature reports show the Arabian Red Sea coastal area is composed by detrital and
clay sediments rich in Fe2SiO4 and Al2SiO5 (Mohsen and El-maghraby, 2010). The
presence of these sediments was confirmed by a SEM-EDX analysis of colloids and
particulates collected close to the shoreline (Figure 36). The presence of Al, Fe, and Si
observed on the RO membrane, therefore, correlate with the shoreline characteristics in
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the proximity of the seawater intake. The accumulation of the sediments inside the
modules arises, particularly during high turbidity events.

Figure 36. SEM-EDX analysis on sediments collected in correspondence of the shoreline.
SEM-EDX analysis on sediments collected in correspondence of the shoreline.

Table 20. Concentration of Si, Al and Fe in the seawater collected on the intake feed
pump sampling point, measured with the ICP. The acidified sample was analyzed after
adding HCl (pH<2).
Seawater
Si
Fe
Al

Seawater (mg/L)
0.14
<0.01
<0.01

Acidified seawater (mg/L)
1.1
0.28
0.4
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3.4.3 Evaluation of the pretreatment efficiency
Once the source of these elements was identified, the fate of the particulate fouling
during the pretreatment process was assessed. The efficiency of the pretreatment in
removing the colloidal and particulate foulants was determined by analyzing the samples
collected at three different pretreatment steps. The analysis was done by filtering 2 L of
water through 0.45 μm membrane filters on samples collected after the intake (i.e. after
the intake feed pump in the desalination plant), after the SMF and CF stages (Figure 37).
On the sample collected after the intake feed pump, the three elements are present in a
particulate form, mainly as silicate and metal oxides (Figure 38) Visual inspection of the
filters and total suspended solids (TSS) analysis demonstrates that the sample after the
SMF reduces the colloidal and particulate matter compared to the intake sample. TSS
concentration increased after the CF, even doubling in concentration compared to before
the CF (Figure 38), highlighting some anomaly in the pretreatment process.
18
16

TSS (mg/L)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1

2

BCF

ACF

Figure 37. Analysis of the colloidal and particulate fouling by filtering 2 L of seawater
collected at different pretreatment steps. SEM-EDX analysis on filters collected at
different locations of the plant.
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Figure 38. Analysis of the total suspended solids (TSS) on the seawater samples collected
over the pretreatment line, before (BCF) and after (ACF) the cartridge filter.
While the colloidal matter and Si were reduced significantly in the sample collected after
SMF, larger size particulate foulants were deposited on the clean 0.45 µm filters. The
results were also confirmed by the EDX profiles. The samples collected after the SMF
presented different EDX spectra compared to the ones at the intake and after the CF,
highlighting the difference of deposits’ nature (Figure 41). The particles deposited on the
SMF samples were mainly Fe and Al oxides, with Si only present in trace amounts. The
dual media filter consists of alumina (Al2O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4), and therefore, the
presence of these suspended solids in the seawater was due to a minor leak from the SMF
media. More surprisingly, the samples collected after CF show an even higher deposition
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of particulate and colloidal foulants compared to the other samples (Figure 37), both from
visual observation and TSS analysis. The concentration of colloids and particulates after
the CF increased from 7 to 14 mg/L (Figure 38). SEM-EDX on the sediments collected
after the CF unit showed an abundance of Al2SiO5 particles, with a strong similarity to
the sediment collected at the intake and on the shoreline (Figure 41). From the SEM
images, it is possible to observe the presence of particles larger than the cartridge filter
size (5 um). The results on the particles sampled after the CF were also confirmed by an
autopsy performed on the fibers collected from the CF operated for 3.5 months (Figure
39). The SEM-EDX analysis revealed an abundance of Si on the fouling deposited in the
CF (Figure 39). Comparison of the EDX spectra of the fouling formed on the CF and the
sediments collected on the shoreline (Figure 36), analogous EDX spectrum can be
observed. Indeed, the two EDX spectra present the same elements in intensity and ratio,
with the only difference being the presence of sodium chloride crystals in the autopsied
CF samples (Figure 36, Figure 39). The accumulation of sediments coming from the
shoreline, in particular during high turbidity events, increases the deposition of foulants
on the CF over time. Moreover, due to the long replacement time, a thick fouling layer
was formed that hindered the action as a screen allowing particulates to enter the
membrane train. In summary, the findings from this study underline the inefficiency of
CF in removing colloidal fouling, highlighting the need to assess the CF replacement
frequency. For the example above, replacing the CF units every 3.5 months was clearly
inadequate.
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Figure 39. SEM-EDX analysis on fouled fibers collected from the cartridge filter (CF)
unit from the full- scale desalination plant.

Intake

After SMF

After CF

Figure 40. SEM-EDX analysis on filter collected at different location of the plant.
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Figure 41. SEM-EDX analysis of the deposits collected by filtering the seawater sampled
in different locations of the pretreatment. a) Intake pipe, b) after SMF and c) after
CF.SEM-EDX analysis of the deposits collected by filtering the seawater sampled in
different locations of the pretreatment. a) Intake pipe, b) after SMF and c) after CF.
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3.4.4 Biological activity on seawater and pretreatment process
Biofouling is often considered one of the main problems in SWRO desalination plants,
contributing significantly to an increase in OPEX. Biofouling is reported to correlate to
the feed water quality entering the membrane modules. The biological activity, the DOC
concentration and composition, and the availability of nutrients (AOC, N, and P) are
often used as parameters to indirectly assess the biofouling potential of the feed water
(Khan et al., 2019). Abushaban et al, (2019) employed ATP as a method to assess the
fouling potential in SWRO desalination plants (Abushaban et al., 2019). ATP is linked to
the biomass activity and considered the energy currency of the cell. ATP analysis has
also been employed in membrane-based processes for the production of freshwater to
measure feedwater activity and to quantify the biomass deposited on the membranes
(Fortunato et al., 2016). The analysis performed on the water collected at different stages
of the pretreatment line highlighted the CF malfunction (Table 21). In fact, the sample
collected after the CF was found to have a higher biomass activity than the one collected
after the SMF. Thus, the outlet from the CF had a higher biofouling potential. The higher
biomass activity was due to the bacterial activity of the thick layer formed on the CF
(Figure 39).
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Table 21. Biomass activity in the seawater samples collected over the treatment line.

Intake
SMF filtrate
CF filtrate

Raw Seawater
37500 ±1300
23000 ±100
32000 ±250

3.5 Conclusions
A detailed analysis was performed to identify the nature and the fate of the foulants on a
full- scale seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination plant located on the Red Sea.
The pretreatment efficiency was evaluated by analyzing the seawater at different stages
of the process. The results of this study can be summarized below.
•

The DOC of the seawater entering the plant was mainly composed of LMW-N
organics. The pretreatment had a minor contribution to the removal of organic
matter.
The SEM-EDS and ICP-MS analysis of the fouling found on membrane and
cartridge filter revealed the presence of inorganic deposits (sediments) mainly
composed of aluminum, iron and magnesium silicate.

•

The inorganic sediments entered the plants from the shoreline seawater intake and
accumulated on cartridge filter and the membrane module.

•

An increase of TSS and ATP was observed in the seawater collected after CF,
highlighting the inappropriate cartridge filter replacement time.
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•

It is important to consider the use of other pretreatment options (e.g. coagulants,
flocculation, sedimentation) to improve pretreatment option during high turbidity
seasons.

•

It will be of importance to use the results of this study to identify potential
pretreatment for treating the feed water with high turbidity, AOM, TSS.
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4 Chapter 4:
The impact of advanced coagulation (liquid ferrate) vs.
conventional coagulation (ferric chloride) on mitigation of
algal organic matter (AOM)

The results of tasks 2 & 3 are presented in this chapter. The objectives and the work
conducted are included in this chapter, with results presented in the first paper publication
as indicated.
Objectives:
1- Assess the beneficial effects of liquid ferrate as an advanced coagulation approach
compared to conventional coagulation with ferric chloride.
2- Asses the effect of the yield of in-situ generated liquid ferrate on the advanced
coagulation process.

This chapter was published in the peer-reviewed journal Science of the Total
Environment.
Abdullah H. Alshahri, Luca Fortunato, NorEddine Ghaffour, TorOve Leiknes.
"Advanced coagulation using in-situ generated liquid ferrate, Fe (VI), for enhanced
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pretreatment in seawater RO desalination during algal blooms." Science of The Total
Environment, 685, (2019): 1193-1200.

4.1 Abstract
Harmful algal blooms (HABs) are a major contributor to membrane biofouling in
Seawater Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) desalination plants. The presence of HABs in the
raw feed water can cause increases in chemical consumption within the desalination
plant, increase membrane fouling rate that may lead to plant shutdown. The removal of
Algal Organic Matters (AOMs) during the pretreatment will help in increasing the
lifetime of membranes, reduce operation cost and increase the plant reliability. In this
study, the impact of the coagulation process and coagulant type and dose on the removal
efficiency of AOMs was investigated. Liquid ferrate and ferric chloride were evaluated
under different doses and pH conditions during the coagulation and flocculation process.
The liquid ferrate was generated in-situ by wet oxidation of ferric iron using hypochlorite
in a caustic medium. Two seawater models were employed, the first one contains 10 mg
c/L of sodium alginate and the second one contains also 10 mg c/L of Chaetoceros affinis
algae (CA). During the advanced coagulation, liquid ferrate proved to be more effective
in removing AOM than ferric chloride. Total organic carbon (TOC) removal was also
higher with the use of liquid ferrate coagulant. The removal percentage with the use of
liquid ferrate was 71% for TOC and 93% for AOM. Moreover, the use of liquid ferrate
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coagulant enabled 100% algal removal and the inactivation of 99.99% of the
microorganisms. The results presented in this study highlights the efficiency of using
liquid ferrate for the pretreatment of seawater during the HABs seasons.

Keywords: Coagulation, RO pretreatment, AOMs removal efficiency, Fouling,
Desalination.

4.2 Introduction
In arid regions with limited fresh water resources, water supply through seawater
desalination is often the only viable solution to meet increasing water demand due to
population growth, economic growth, and urbanization. In recent years, seawater
desalination by reverse osmosis (SWRO) has become the dominant technology for
desalination as it provides a high quality product, at lower cost, and with less
environmental impact compared to conventional thermal desalination processes
(Ghaffour et al., 2013). Increasingly large SWRO desalination plants have been
constructed over the past twenty years to meet the growing demand of fresh water. The
MENA region accounts for about 45% of the global desalination production, where Saudi
Arabia is the largest producer of desalinated water in the world (Caldera et al., 2018).
Although the number and capacity of SWRO plants is increasing, a major challenge to
this technology is membrane fouling which affects the process by increasing the cost of
the water produced (Weinrich et al., 2013).
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Fouling mitigation and control is a major activity in all desalination plants where several
approaches and strategies are applied (Fortunato and Leiknes, 2017; Valladares Linares et
al., 2016). Fouling occurs as a function of the feedwater quality and operating conditions
used, and depending on the dominant type of fouling, leads to an increase in operating
costs due to more frequent chemical cleaning needed, increasing pressure required to
compensate flux reduction from fouling, and increase in energy consumption (Fortunato
et al., 2017a; Maddah and Chogle, 2017). Biofouling in particular is considered a major
challenge and occurs when a biofilm forms on the RO membranes, eventually resulting in
an increase in membrane resistance and reduction in permeability and solute rejection.
Biofilm development and growth is related to the feed water quality and depends on the
concentration of bioavailable organic compounds and the presence of biofilm-forming
bacteria in the feed (Jeong et al., 2014). Effective pretreatment is often considered as the
only strategy able to reduce the fouling potential by decreasing the amount of organic
matter and inactivating the microorganisms in the feed. Conventional SWRO
pretreatment consists of coagulation/flocculation with sedimentation followed by
conventional rapid dual media filtration and cartridge filters (Al-Mashharawi et al.,
2013).

Algal blooms are a major threat to SWRO desalination plant operations (Tabatabai et al.,
2014), and can occur unexpectedly without any early detection warnings. The algae can
invade SWRO desalination plants and cause temporary shutdown of the plant (Berktay,
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2011). Algal blooms can be non-toxic or toxic (defined as harmful algal blooms, HABs),
and independent of toxicity represent a sever challenge to SWRO plants and their
pretreatment systems (Caron et al., 2010). Several case studies of such events are
reported in the literature. The tendency of algal bloom events along the coast of Oman
has increased from 1976 to 2018, where reports show that the Gulf of Oman turns green
twice a year during such events, with the blooms being the size of Mexico and spreading
across the Arabian Sea all the way to India (Al-Azri et al., 2012). A recent event reported
in the Arabian Sea began in November 2017, lasting for almost five months, and during
its peak in January covered an area three times the size of Texas. In another recent event
along the coast of Florida (USA), an algal bloom caused the death of thousands of marine
animals and later on caused health problems for humans (Lapointe et al., 2017). Red tides
(caused by algal blooms) along the Florida coast typically last around 3-5 months,
however, the most recent one in 2018 extended for more than 9 months, considered the
longest on record since 2006 (Karki et al., 2018).
Many efforts have been made to improve and enhance pretreatment options for SWRO
processes to reduce fouling potentials and optimize the overall production of fresh water.
Particularly during algal blooms this becomes a major challenge. Conventional
pretreatment options commonly used have been demonstrated to not be fully effective in
mitigating biological fouling. Although coagulation and flocculation reduce colloidal
particles and dissolved organics in seawater, fouling still occurs. Traditional coagulants
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based on ferric salts are commonly used, such as FeSO4.7H2O, Fe (NO3)3, FeCl3 and
Fe2(SO4)3.5H2O (Jiang et al., 2001; White and Franklin, 1998).
The use of ferrate as an alternative coagulant has been tested in both drinking water and
wastewater treatment, where beneficial effects such as advanced oxidation and
disinfection compared to traditional coagulants has been highlighted (Waite and Gray,
n.d.). Ferrate is a powerful oxidant and also considered an environmentally friendly or
green disinfectant, however, disinfection and advanced oxidation processes in marine
waters (e.g., ballast water treatment, marine aquaculture) have mainly focused on ozone
and UV based technologies. Most studies on ferrate reported in the literature focus on
ferrate’s oxidation efficiency in surface water and wastewater treatment, whereas only a
few studies investigated the potential disinfectant capabilities of ferrate (Bandala et al.,
2018; Gilbert et al., 1976; Kazama, 1995).
The objective of this study is to evaluate the suitability of liquid ferrate as an advanced
coagulant in SWRO pretreatment during algal blooms. The efficiency of in-situ
generation of liquid ferrate (FeO42-) (Fe(VI)) as a coagulant was investigated. The liquid
ferrate performance was compared to standard ferric chloride (FeCl3) (Fe(III)) commonly
used for seawater pretreatment for coagulation and flocculation. The biocidal effect of
liquid ferrate on algae was also assessed. The efficiency of the coagulants was tested on
raw seawater and two seawater analogs representing conditions observed during severe
algal blooms.
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4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Feed water quality
The effect of liquid ferrate on three different feed water qualities was investigated in this
study. Raw Red Sea seawater was collected from the intake line of the full-scale reverse
osmosis (SWRO) desalination plant at KAUST (Thuwal, Saudi Arabia) (Fortunato et al.,
2018). Total organic carbon (TOC) is one of the main parameters used to assess the
seawater quality, where the Red Sea water is generally considered to be of high quality
with low TOC concentrations (Dehwah et al., 2015b). Hence, to assess the impact of
changing feed water qualities during harmful algal blooms, two analog seawater
conditions were prepared. One was prepared by enriching the raw seawater with sodium
alginate (SA), and the other by cultivating Chaetoceros affinis (CA) algae, which is a
bloom forming algae. Characteristics of the raw seawater and the two analogs are
summarized in Table 22.
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Table 22. Characteristics of feed waters used in the study.

Parameters

Temperature
pH
TDS
Conductivity
Turbidity
TOC
DOC
Total alkalinity

Raw Red Sea water

Analog seawater
Sodium alginate

Cultivated Algae

23.5 ± 0.5 C

23.5 ± 0.5 C

23.5 ± 0.5 C

8.00 ± 0.20

8.00 ± 0.20

8.00 ± 0.20

40000 ± 2100 mg/L

40000 ± 2100 mg/L

40000 ± 2100 mg/L

59 ± 1 mS/cm

59 ± 1 mS/cm

59 ± 1 mS/cm

1.27 ± 0.52 NTU

2.50 ± 0.50 NTU

12.00 ± 1.00 NTU

1.0 ± 0.2 mg/L

10.0 ± 0.2 mg/L

10.0 ± 0.4 mg/L

0.8 ± 0.1 mg/L

9.0 ± 0.1 mg/L

8.5 ± 0.8 mg/L

118 ± 2 mg/L

118 ± 2 mg/L

118 ± 2 mg/L

Sodium alginate model (SA): sodium alginate is commonly used as a surrogate to mimic
algal blooms in seawater (Lee and Mooney, 2012). Sodium alginate
(VWR Prolab Chemicals) was used to make the analog feed water by mixing 1 g of
sodium alginate in 1 L of Milli-Q water. The stock solution was designed to have a
desired TOC concentration of 10 mg/L. A Shimadzu TOC analyzer was used to
determine the concentration of the sodium alginate solution.
Algal organic matter (AOM) model: the bloom-forming algae species Chaetoceros affinis
(CA) was cultivated to produce natural biopolymers found during algal blooms. The
marine diatom species (Chaetoceros affinis, CCAP 1010/27, imported from Culture
Collection of Algae and Protozoa (CCAP) company, Oban, Scotland) was cultivated in
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Red Sea water spiked with Guillard’s medium (CCAP, 2010) under controlled laboratory
conditions. The cultures were aerated with filter-sterilized air to ensure nutrient
distribution and to avoid settling of cells. Cultures were exposed to 12h dark / 12h light
cycles using mercury fluorescent lamps (average photon flux density 40 µmol m-2 s-1) at a
constant growth temperature of 20 °C, as per the method developed by Myklestad (1995).
The culturing protocol starts with a 2 ml inoculum of a new strain in a 50 ml sterile
culture tube enriched with marine nutrients based on Guillard F/2 medium, and
incubating it in an environmental chamber. Strain cultures were renewed every week by
taking an inoculum of 0.1-0.2 ml (from test tubes) or 0.5 to 1 ml (from Erlenmeyer
flasks), using the best old culture which is free of contamination, to inoculate three to
four new vessels of the same size to start a new strain. The total algal concentration and
cell viability were measured using a flow cytometer (Accuri C6, BD Biosciences) based
on a standard protocol proposed for drinking water analysis (Prest et al., 2013).

4.3.2 Liquid ferrate preparation
A cost-efficient way of generating ferrate is by aqueous chemical oxidation (wet
oxidation) of ferric iron using chlorine in a caustic medium (Thompson et al., 1951).
Ferric chloride (FeCl3) is oxidized to ferrate (FeO42–) by sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) in
the presence of sodium hydroxide (NaOH), as shown in (Equation 11).
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Equation 11: 2FeCl3 + 3NaOCl + 10NaOH → 2Na2FeO4 + 9NaCl + 5H2O
When added to aqueous systems, liquid ferrate is a powerful oxidant that readily
decomposes to Ferric iron Fe(OH)3 and oxygen (Equation 12) (Goff and Murmann,
1971),
Equation 12: 2FeO42– + 5H2O → 2Fe (OH)3 + 1.5O2 + 4OHFerrate concentrations were measured using the spectroscopy method, where the
absorbance of a ferrate solution at 510 nm can be converted to the ferrate concentration
using a coefficient, defined as the ratio of the ferrate absorbance at 510 nm (cm-1) to the
ferrate concentration. Concentrations were determined for a given amount of ferrate
diluted in a given volume of phosphate buffer (5mM phosphate/ 1mM borate, at pH 9.1)
and absorbance measured at the 510 nm wavelength, as given by (Equation 13).
Equation 13: ε = A/BC

where “A” is UV/Vis absorbance by sample, “B” represents Fe (VI) concentration (M) in
the examined sample, and “C” is light path (cm) of the quartz cell used in this study. The
molar absorption coefficient (ε) at 510 nm is determined to be equal to 1150 M-1cm-1.
4.3.3

Analytical Method

The pH measurements were conducted by using a CyberScan 6000 series meter (pH6000,
Eutech instruments). The turbidity analysis, performed without filtering the samples, was
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carried out with a HACH-Lange turbidity meter (Germany). TOC analysis was carried
out with a Shimadzu TOC analyzer (TOC–V CPH, Shimadzu, Japan). DOC analysis was
conducted using liquid chromatography with organic carbon detection (LC-OCD), using
an LC-OCD-OND Model 8, DOC-Labor, Germany unit, after filtering the samples (0.45
µm filter pore size). 3000 µL samples were injected for analysis with 180 min of
retention time and a flow rate of 1.1 mL/min. Organic matter can be divided into five
fractions defined as biopolymers, humic substances, building blocks, low molecular
weight (LMW) neutrals and LMW acids (Huber et al., 2011). Active biomass in the
samples was determined through ATP analysis using a Celsis ATP–Analyzer and
analysis reagent kit (Celsis, USA), based on firefly luciferin-luciferase bioluminescence
reaction. Interference by salts was minimized by diluting the sample 50 times with milliQ water (100 µl of each sample was added to 1500 µl of milli-Q water) with a final
volume of the measured sample of 50 µl. Algae concentrations were measured using a
BD Accuri® C6 flow cytometer, based on laser excitation of unstained auto-fluorescent
algal cells. The samples were analyzed at a medium flow setting (35 µL/min) with in
injection volume of 50 µL. All samples were measured in triplicate to ensure accuracy
(Van Der Merwe et al., 2014).
4.3.4

Experimental Procedure

Ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3.6H2O) (98% pure, anhydrous, Sigma- Aldrich) was
used to prepare 1 M of stock solution. Liquid ferrate was produced in the laboratory by
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wet oxidation (as described above) by mixing components according to the following
method (Goff and Murmann, 1971); adding 21.4 g NaOH into 103 mL of NaOCl to
obtain a pH value >10, and intensive mixing with a stirrer (1200 rpm) to achieve a
homogeneous solution; adding 2.8 g of FeCl3.6H2O into the solution and mixing for 60
minutes to get the final product.
Standard jar tests were conducted on a six-place stirrer, and utilized to simulate various
mixing, flocculation and settling conditions in order to obtain the optimum dose and pH.
During the Jar test, 2 L beakers with the same treatment programs using different feed
waters and different coagulant dosages were run. Jar tests were conducted by adding 10
mg C/L of sodium alginate stock or AOM into to 2 liters of seawater. After that, an
appropriate volume of ferric chloride and liquid ferrate stock solutions (according to the
desired dose) were added. After mixing the coagulant for one minute, the mixing rate was
reduced to 35 rpm (regular mixing, 35 s-1) to maintain completely stirred conditions for
20 min (Figure 42). The solution was then left to settle for 1 hour before samples of the
supernatant were taken to measure the water quality parameters.
A TOC concentration of 10 mg C/L for the two analog feedwaters was chosen as this
represents severe fouling conditions. Jar test experiments were conducted for pH values
varying between 5–9 and liquid ferrate dosages range between 1–3 mg L-1 as Fe. The pH
range represents the region of best performance for iron-based coagulants, and also
allows assessing liquid ferrate performance at pH ranges of natural seawaters (8–9). The
pH was adjusted by adding predetermined quantities of 0.5 N NaOH or HCl.
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Figure 42. Experimental procedure for the pretreatment of SW, SA, and AOM.

4.4 Results and discussions
4.4.1 Liquid ferrate synthesis
Ferrate can be synthesized through oxidation to convert ferrous or ferric iron to a higher
valence. The oxidation step can be performed in different ways, a dry state utilizing heat
with an oxidant, by using electricity, or by wet oxidation. Pure ferrate can only be
obtained through a separation process where it is isolated from other reaction byproducts.
It is important to note that while the oxidation step is simple and inexpensive, the
purification of ferrate is time consuming and expensive. Liquid ferrate can be generated
by wet oxidation of ferric iron using chlorine in a caustic medium. The production cost is
lower compared to commercial dry ferrate, moreover, it is environmentally friendly and
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inexpensive in terms of operation and maintenance (Nguema and Jun, 2016). In fact, in
producing ferrate by wet oxidation, the pure reagents are the only contributors to the cost
(Yunho al., 2004). Since no purification step is involved, wet oxidation enables the
generation of liquid ferrate, where the ferrate is present in solution mixed
with “unreacted" ferric chloride.
In this study, liquid ferrate was obtained by wet chemical oxidation of ferric chloride by
sodium hypochlorite in alkaline conditions. A 12% yield was obtained, which is in
agreement with the maximum achievable yield at the concentration of NaOH and NaOCl
applied. These conditions were chosen to minimize the use of chemicals and costs.
Therefore, the liquid solution employed in this study contained a Fe(III) to Fe(VI) ratio of
almost 9:1. Other yields are reported in the literature that are very high, however, the
maximum yield of liquid ferrate can be achieved by wet oxidation is 35% by using
excessive amounts of NaOH and NaOCl (Sun et al., 2013).

4.4.2 Comparative performance of liquid ferrate (VI) and ferric chloride (III)
The efficiency of SWRO pretreatment is commonly assessed by measuring the turbidity
and DOC removals in the feedwater. DOC is considered a collective parameter used to
quantify the concentration of organic matter in the seawater. The performance of RO
membranes has been correlated to DOC content in the feedwater, where concentrations
greater than 2 mg/L have been shown to impact membrane fouling and likely lead to
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biofouling (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011). During algal blooms, DOC in the raw seawater
can reach up to 12 mg/L thus causing major operational challenges. Performance of the
pretreatment process under these conditions is critical to prevent biofouling of the RO
membranes. The performance of liquid ferrate as an advanced coagulant was compared to
conventional ferric chloride for pretreatment of seawater, applied to raw seawater and
two analogs simulating algal bloom conditions (e.g. 10 mg C/L SA, and 10 mg C/L
AOM).
Turbidity removal efficiencies are summarized in Figure 43. For raw seawater, turbidity
removal varied between 1-24% for Fe(III) and 44-60% for Fe(VI). For the AOM analog
seawater, removal was around 27% for Fe(III) compared to 63% for Fe(VI). It is worth
noting that no improvement was observed with increasing Fe dose.
Results show that the 12% yield of liquid ferrate as used in this study was more effective
in turbidity removal compared to ferric chloride in all cases tested. Other studies have
reported that low doses of sodium ferrate helped in removing the turbidity in wastewater
samples and removing suspended particles and color from feed water during the
coagulation process. Indeed, the percentage of turbidity removal using sodium ferrate
was found to be much higher than for other types of coagulants used (Jiang et al., 2013;
Talaiekhozani et al., 2017).
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Figure 43. Turbidity removal by using ferric chloride vs. liquid ferrate on raw seawater,
and algae seawater model.

4.4.2.1 Performance of Fe (III) and Fe (VI) for DOC, and AOM removal
The removal of dissolved organic matter (DOC) with ferric chloride and liquid ferrate
coagulants is summarized in Figure 44. Fe (III) showed a lower DOC removal (~40 %)
compared to Fe (VI) (~60%) in raw seawater. For the SA analog seawater, the two
coagulants showed a similar performances on DOC removal, with around ~60% for
Fe(VI) and 50% for Fe(III) measured. For the seawater analogs mimicking algal bloom
conditions, Fe (VI) led to a DOC removal of 88-93%, while for Fe (III) a lower removal
of around 58-87% was observed (Figure 44 A). The effect of pH was tested for the AOM
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analog at pH’s 5, 7, and 9, where DOC removal was generally less than 30% under acidic
and neutral pH while around 93% was observed for alkaline conditions (Figure 44 B).
The higher DOC removal achieved at pH 9 is due Fe (VI) being more stable in alkaline
conditions, thus facilitating the oxidation reactions before decomposition to ferric species
takes place. Results presented in this study confirm the positive effect of liquid ferrate in
removing the organic matter due to its oxidation ability. This is in agreement with
previous studies that reported a 20% higher removal of DOC in drinking water treatment
when using liquid ferrate as coagulant compared to an equivalent dose of ferric sulfate
(Goodwill et al., 2016). In fact, ferrate enables the oxidation of organic compounds
through a radical reaction with the formation of hydrogen bonds and facilitates removal
by coagulation / precipitation (Huang et al., 2001). Results in this study are in agreement
with reported values from previous coagulation studies (20-67%) (Goodwill et al., 2016;
Liu et al., 2017), where the removal efficiency of liquid ferrate on the raw seawater and
the two seawater analogs was found to be even slightly higher (60-93%).
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Figure 44. DOC removal by ferric chloride vs. liquid ferrate (A) for raw seawater,
sodium alginate (SA) seawater analog, and algae (AOM) seawater analog, and (B) impact
of pH on liquid ferrate doses on algae (AOM) seawater analog.
4.4.2.2 Performance of Fe (III) and Fe (VI) for NOM removal
The organic matter in seawater consists of a mixture of different organic compounds
including aquatic humic and fulvic acids and products generated from bacterial and algal
activity (i.e. microbial and algal organic matter) (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011). A more
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detailed assessment of DOC organic fractions was performed using LC-OCD analysis
(Figure 45 A, B). A similar removal in DOC for the two coagulants was observed in raw
seawater. Around 95% removal was observed for the bio-polymers and building blocks.
The removal of these compounds is mainly due to the coagulation effect of both the
coagulants. As reported in literature, the fluvic and humic acids are highly removed by
using ferrate. In fact, by using liquid ferrate, the ferrate decomposition from Fe (VI) to Fe
(III), leads to the formation of Fe(OH)3 which enables the removal of fluvic acid through
adsorption and coprecipitation (Qu et al., 2003). While the LMW acids showed a similar
removal 98-100%, a higher removal was observed for LMW neutrals, 14-29% for Fe (III)
vs. 38-65% for Fe (VI) (Figure 45 A, B). While the two coagulants showed similar
performances in the treatment of the SA seawater analog, a significant difference was
observed for the AOM seawater analog. For the AOM seawater analog, biopolymer
removal by Fe (III) was ~74% while the removal was higher, 97-100%, for the Fe (VI)
coagulant (Figure 45 E, F). In seawater the biopolymer fraction is composed of acids,
proteins, simple sugars, anionic polymers, negatively charged and neutral
polysaccharides, which are a major concern for biofouling of RO membranes. All these
compounds are present as well in the algal organic matter (AOM) (Edzwald and
Haarhoff, 2011). The liquid ferrate completely removes the biopolymers through
adsorption and enmeshment in ferric hydroxide, forming large Fe-biopolymer aggregates
(Tabatabai et al., 2014). The removal in concentration of building blocks was similar,
with 86% for Fe(VI) and 81% Fe(III). Due to ferrate’s oxidation ability, a significantly
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higher removal of LMW acids (73%) was observed compared to ferric chloride, which
showed an adverse effect of increasing the LMW acids concentration with increasing
ferric chloride dose. Indeed, the high oxidation potential of ferrate enables oxidation of
small molecules like LMW acid and neutrals. Results suggest that Fe (VI) had a lower
removal of LMW neutrals compared to Fe (III), 4% vs. 52%, however, in the case of the
liquid ferrate LMW neutrals are formed during oxidation of the biopolymers. Applying
liquid ferrate on the AOM analog seawater showed a higher concentration of LMW
neutrals compared to the feedwater tested.
Based on the same Fe dose, the liquid ferrate option showed a better performance
compared to a conventional ferric chloride coagulant. The enhanced performance is
accounted by the liquid ferrate having a combined oxidation and coagulation effect from
the two different oxidation states. Ferrate acts as a strong oxidant, and combined with the
formation of ferric hydroxide as ferrate decomposes, which improved conditions for
coagulation and removal of metals, non-metals and humic acids (Potts and Churchwell,
1994).
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Figure 45. Impact of ferric chloride vs. liquid ferrate on NOM concentration in raw
seawater (A) with ferric chloride, (B) liquid ferrate coagulant; SA analog seawater (C)
with ferric chloride, (D) with liquid ferrate; AOM analog seawater (E) with ferric
chloride, and (F) with liquid ferrate.
4.4.2.3

Biocidal effect and algae removal with liquid ferrate

Algal blooms are responsible for producing large amounts of organic matter in the seas
and oceans (Field et al., 1998). From the perspective of seawater desalination, AOM
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produced by the algal cells can cause significant operational problems and membrane
fouling in RO plants. The biocidal effect of liquid ferrate and potentially enhanced algae
removal was also assessed.
Higher algae removal was observed for liquid ferrate for all concentrations tested.
Equivalent dosages of 1, 2 and 3 mg Fe/L was applied, at pH 9. With liquid ferrate 94100% removal in the algae concentration was observed compared to 48-72% with ferric
chloride (Figure 46 A). The effect of the pH on the liquid ferrate efficiency was tested at
pH 5, 7, and 9, resulting in increasing removal with increasing pH for all doses applied
(Figure 46 B). The highest algae removal achieved at pH 9 is due to the stability of
ferrate in alkaline conditions. In general, liquid ferrate enhances the removal efficiency of
algae in the seawater as demonstrated by the AOM analog seawater used. The positive
effect is due to the multiple capabilities of ferrate that include oxidation, coagulation, and
biocidal properties. Results presented in this study confirmed the ability of liquid ferrate
to inactivate algae (Kanari et al., 2005).
Reports in the literature have documented the strong oxidation capacity of ferrate and its
potential as an alternative disinfectant to inactivate microorganisms (viruses, bacteria,
algae). Studies have shown that ferrate is effective in treating bacteria such as
Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococci faecalis, Escherichia coli and Salmonella
typhimurium and can inactivate the microorganisms over a wide range of pH and
salinities at relatively low dosages and short contact times (Berktay, 2011; Kazama,
1995; Talaiekhozani et al., 2017; Thompson et al., 1951). Liquid ferrate is considered an
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environmentally friendly biocide compared to other disinfectants such as chlorine,
chlorine dioxide, ozone and chloramines as it is reduced to ferric iron in the process
without the formation of any toxic byproducts ( Sharma, 2007). The ferrate action as a
disinfectant is mainly due to the loss in activities of both polymerase and nuclease.
Conventional coagulation with ferric chloride can only remove a small amount of
microorganisms through adsorption on precipitates and does not have a biocidal effect.
Microorganisms will therefore remain in the feedwater using conventional ferric
coagulants and can enter the RO membrane pressure vessels and contribute to biofouling
development. The biocidal capabilities of liquid ferrate therefore represent an additional
benefit of using liquid ferrate as an alternative coagulant in the pretreatment stage.
Previous studies have documented the high biocidal efficiency of ferrate in bacterial
inactivation in wastewater treatment (Nguema and Jun, 2016).
The biocidal efficiency of liquid ferrate was assessed by measuring ATP to evaluate the
microbial activity in the seawater. ATP measurements have been reported to correlate
with biomass and bacterial growth potential in SWRO membrane processes (Abushaban
et al., 2017). Tests conducted on the raw seawater showed that ATP removal was
between 87-99.99% for liquid ferrate compared to 16-41% for ferric chloride (Figure 47).
In the AOM analog seawater using cultivation of CA algae, a 98–99.99% removal was
achieved with liquid ferrate compared to 38–57 % with ferric chloride (Figure 47). These
findings confirm the potential efficiency of liquid ferrate as an advanced pretreatment
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option in SWRO to also control bacterial activity during algal blooms, thereby further
reducing biofouling potential during algal blooms.

Figure 46. Algal removal in AOM analog sweater; (A) varying doses of Fe from ferric
chloride vs. liquid ferrate, (B) impact of pH with liquid ferrate doses.
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Figure 47. Impact of ferric chloride vs. liquid ferrate on ATP of raw seawater, and algae
seawater model.

4.5 Conclusions
In this study, the interaction between sodium alginate (SA) and algal organic matter
(AOM) with two different coagulants (liquid ferrate and ferric chloride) was investigated
under varying coagulant doses and pH conditions for pretreatment of SWRO plants. Raw
seawater and two seawater analogs simulating algal bloom conditions often found around
the world were used. The analog seawater contained 10 mg C/L derived from sodium
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alginate (SA) and algal organic matter (AOM) by cultivating the bloom-forming algae
species Chaetoceros affinis (CA). All feedwaters were based on raw seawater from the
Red Sea. Results from this study showed that liquid ferrate achieved better removals in
terms of organic carbon and microorganism content compared to conventional ferric
chloride using an equivalent dose range of iron (Fe).
Based on the findings of this study, the main conclusions are as follows:
•

Relatively high yields of liquid ferrate were generated in-situ through wet
oxidation of ferric chloride by hypochlorite in caustic media.

•

Higher removals of TOC, DOC, and NOM were observed using liquid ferrate
compared to conventional ferric chloride in all feedwaters tested.

•

Removal efficiencies by liquid ferrate increased with increasing pH due an
increase in ferrate stability at alkaline conditions (e.g. pH 9).

•

Liquid ferrate was observed to be more effective in removing AOM compared to
ferric chloride, particularly with a higher removal of biopolymers.

•

Liquid ferrate was able to fully inactivate microorganisms in the feed waters and
enhance the removal of algal cells.

Overall, jar test results from this study demonstrate that liquid ferrate coagulant provides
better pretreatment than conventional ferric chloride for seawater with high organic
content typically found during algal blooms. High yields for liquid ferrate were achieved
through an in-situ wet oxidation process that can relatively easily be adapted to
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conventional processes using ferric chloride as a coagulant. The use of liquid ferrate for
the coagulation and flocculation pretreatment was found to be more effective in removing
organic carbon (i.e. DOC, and NOM fractions) in seawater under algal bloom conditions,
and also provided an added biocidal effect through efficient inactivation of
microorganisms in the feedwater. Liquid ferrate is therefore considered an excellent
alternative option for coagulation/flocculation pretreatment in SWRO processes,
especially during algal bloom events. Current studies are investigating the use of liquid
ferrate in various pretreatment schemes (e.g. conventional sedimentation, floatation, dual
media filtration, MF/UF filtration etc.) in small-scale pilot plant systems.
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5 Chapter 5:
The efficiency of DAF unit with liquid ferrate coagulant in
AOM removal

The results of task 4 are presented in this chapter. The objectives and the work conducted
are included in this chapter. The results of the conducted work are also included.
Objectives:
1- Study the impact of advanced coagulation (liquid ferrate) and the conventional
one (ferric chloride) in combination with the DAF system in terms of improving
raw water quality during algal bloom events.
2- Investigate comparative performance of coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation
(CFS) vs. coagulation-flocculation-flotation (CFF) treatment with the use of
ferrate coagulant.
This chapter was published in the peer-reviewed journal Separation and Purification
Technology.
Abdullah H. Alshahri, Luca Fortunato, NorEddine Ghaffour, TorOve Leiknes.
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"Role of dissolved air flotation (DAF) and liquid ferrate on mitigation of algal organic
matter (AOM) during algal bloom events in RO desalination." Separation and
Purification Technology, 256, (2020): 117795.

5.1 Abstract
Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) are considered a major contributor to membrane
biofouling in Seawater Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) desalination plants. The presence of
HABs in the raw feed water leads to an increase in membrane fouling rate, increase of
chemical consumption, and can cause temporary shutdown of plants. Effective
pretreatment can reduce the amount of organic foulants reaching the RO membrane and
alleviate the problem of flux decline during RO operation and frequent membrane
cleaning using chemicals. This study compared the effect of in-situ generated liquid
ferrate and ferric chloride in combination with dissolved air flotation (DAF) as a
pretreatment strategy to remove algal cells and algal organic matter (AOM) during algal
bloom events. Experiments were performed using a bench-scale DAF unit. HABs
conditions were simulated by harvesting AOM from cultivating Chaetoceros affinis (CA)
in raw seawater to a concentration of around 10 mg C/L of dissolved organic carbon
(DOC). The liquid ferrate was generated in-situ by wet oxidation of ferric chloride in an
alkaline media. The best performance was achieved with the combined use of liquid
ferrate and DAF, removing up to 100% of algal cells, 99.99% of adenosine tri-phosphate
(ATP), and up to 92% of AOM.
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5.2 Introduction
To meet the growing demand for fresh water in many arid areas in the world, large-scale
seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) desalination plants, as large as a capacity of half
million cubic meters per day, have been built over the past two decades (Elimelech and
Phillip, 2011). However, membrane fouling remains one of the most difficult challenges
in SWRO technology (Ruiz-García et al., 2017; Sim et al., 2018). Fouling is classified in
four categories: organic fouling, inorganic scaling, colloidal fouling, and biofouling.
Different types of fouling can occur in desalination plants depending on the seawater
quality and on the pretreatment efficiency (Fortunato et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020; Li et
al., 2016; Melián-Martel et al., 2018). The development of a biofilm on RO membranes
results in an increase in membrane resistance and a reduction in permeability and solute
rejection (Alshahri et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2017b). Biofilm development and growth
is affected by the biofouling potential of the feed water, which is influenced by the
concentration of bioavailable organic compounds and the presence of biofilm-forming
bacteria (Alzahrani et al., 2013).
Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) are considered as one of the major operating threats in
SWRO desalination plants (Berktay, 2011). Severe HAB events can reach into millions
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of cells per liter and can stop the plant production or, at a minimum, severely limit plant
capacity via rapid fouling of the pretreatment systems and RO membranes. Five HABs in
the Red Sea have been recorded; of which 3 blooms are formed by dinoflagellates
(Noctiluca scintillans, Pyrodinuium bahamense, and Protoperidinium quinquecorne), one
by raphidophytes (Heterosigma akashiwo) and one by cyanobacteria (Trichodesmium
erythraeum) (Ismael, 2015). Additionally, several species of blooms in the Red Sea
belonging to different groups (diatoms, chlorophytes, and prymnesiophytes) have been
reported (Mohamed, 2018). Studies showed that the Chaetoceros affinis (CA) is one of
the dominant algae species during algal blooms in the Red Sea. The highest cell density
of dinoflagellates bloom (3 × 106 cells/ L) was recorded in Saudi Red Sea coasts in
southern regions (Al Shuqayq and Gazan) during February 2004. The harmful
dinofalgellates, C. furca, C. fusus, C. dens, Prorocentrum, diatoms, Chaetoceros affinis
(CA) and Thalassiossira decipiens were recorded in the Red Sea north of Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia during Spring 2004. The high cells of a bloom of the harmful dinoflagellate
4

Pyrodinuium bahamense were recorded in November 2013 (8 × 10 cells/ L) (Mohamed,
2018). The high nutrient concentrations and high temperature were correlated with
increasing growth of cells during the bloom.
Recent evidence shows that microscopic algae are a major cause of operational problems
in SWRO plants (Caron et al., 2010). Most SWRO plants, especially in the Middle East,
employ coagulation followed by Granular Media Filter (GMF) as pretreatment for the
raw seawater (Nair and Kumar, 2013). The high particle loading in seawater during an
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algal bloom in combination with high filtration rates (5-10 m/h) in the GMF can cause
rapid and irreversible clogging of the filter. Furthermore, a substantial fraction of algalderived organic matter (AOM) can pass through the GMF, which can initiate/exacerbate
(bio)fouling in downstream RO membranes (Jeong et al., 2016). Effective pretreatment
can reduce the amount of organic foulants and bacterial cell numbers reaching the RO
membrane and reduce the problem of flux decline during RO operation (Zhang and Fu,
2018).
DAF is recognized as an advanced water treatment process for the removal of a wide
variety suspended solids (e.g. turbidity, color, algae, oils, greases, precipitates etc.). DAF
can efficiently remove contaminants with low settleability that tend to float or hover in
the water column, and is considered as an effective treatment for the removal of algae
cells by changing the morphology and the mobility of the algal species (Teixeira and
Rosa, 2007). With well-controlled operating conditions, flotation has the potential to
remove colloidal particles and to reduce the flocculation and clarification detention times
(Teixeira and Rosa, 2006). Currently, DAF preceding media filtration is proposed as the
most promising solution to overcome the problems associated with algal blooms (ElGohary et al., 2010). Flotation is able to reduce algal cell concentrations to a large extent,
protecting media filters from rapid clogging, reduced capacity, and breakthrough
(Edzwald, 1993). However, high doses of ferric chloride (up to 20 mg Fe (III)/L) are
usually required to make the process effective (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011).
Additionally, coagulants might be required upstream of the GMF to ensure acceptable
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RO feed water quality in terms of turbidity and silt density index (SDI) (Edzwald and
Haarhoff, 2011).
The use of advanced coagulation with liquid ferrate in SWRO pretreatment is a novel
promising approach (Alshahri et al., 2019). Disinfection and advanced oxidation
processes are not commonly applied in SWRO pretreatment, where marine water
applications (e.g., ballast water treatment, marine aquaculture) have mainly focused on
ozone and UV based technologies (Greenlee et al., 2009). However, advanced
coagulation with liquid ferrate is exceptional as it combines oxidation, disinfection and
coagulation, thereby achieving advanced treatment while reducing the number of unit
processes and potentially the cost of capital equipment required for enhanced SWRO
pretreatment. Advanced coagulation pretreatment with liquid ferrate can also result in
reduced operational costs due to the use of lower amounts of chemicals, as well as
reduced biofouling potential, which results in less cleaning frequencies of RO membranes
and longer membrane lifetime (Liu et al., 2019). In addition, liquid ferrate may minimize
adverse environmental effects associated with other chemicals commonly used for
pretreatment (e.g., type of coagulant, coagulant aids, and biocides).
In addition, previous study of advanced coagulation using in-situ generated liquid ferrate,
for enhanced pretreatment in seawater RO desalination during algal blooms, has indicated
a superior performance compared to a conventional ferric chloride coagulant in terms of
turbidity, AOM, and cells of microorganisms removal (Alshahri et al., 2019). The
combined action of ferrate (oxidation and coagulation) is a valid pretreatment method in
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the case of an algae bloom event, and it could be the optimum replacement for ferric
chloride. A recent study reported the performance of CFS pretreatment with liquid ferrate
(Alshahri et al., 2019). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluates
the use of ferrate in CFS for the pretreatment of seawater.
The objective of this study is to assess and compare the use of ferric chloride, widely
used in industry, and liquid ferrate in combination with a DAF system as seawater
pretreatment for SWRO during algal bloom events (HABs). The impact of the DAF
pretreatment on the seawater quality was evaluated. The effect of coagulant dose, ferrate
yield and flotation time on the pretreatment removal efficiency were investigated. The
outcomes of this study will provide guidelines for using liquid ferrate combined with
DAF as pretreatment in SWRO desalination plants during algal bloom seasons.

5.3 Materials and methods
Two coagulation modes were used in combination with a DAF system, liquid ferrate
(with both low and high yields) and only ferric chloride. The raw seawater used in the
study was spiked with harvested AOM to mimic representative algal bloom conditions.
5.3.1 Seawater characteristics
Raw seawater was collected from the Red Sea (offshore of KAUST bay, Thuwal, Saudi
Arabia), having the following average characteristics: pH (8 ±0.20); temperature (24 ±1
°C); turbidity (< 0.60 ±0.15 NTU); salinity (38.1 ±2 mg/L); algae (3500 ±708 event/uL);
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ATP (600 ±250 ug/mL); dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (0.8 ±0.1 mg C/L);
biopolymers (BP) (0.019 mg/L); humic substances (HS) (0.196 mg/L); building blocks
(BB) (0.25 mg/L); LMW neutrals (LMW-N)(0.274 mg/L); and LMW acids (LMW-A)
(0.07 mg/L) (Alshahri et al., 2019; Dehwah et al., 2015b).

5.3.2 Algal bloom seawater model
The feed seawater was spiked with AOM harvested from the Chaetoceros affinis (CA)
algae species, creating feed solution at a high concentration of 2.8 mg C/L as
biopolymers in Red Sea water (total dissolved solids (TDS) = 38,000 ppm) to simulate
algal bloom conditions. Chaetoceros affinis described as a marine diatom species
commonly found in temperate regions. CA is widely known to form blooms in the early
spring period, during which they release quantities of extracellular polysaccharides
(Mohamed, 2018). CA was selected in this study as it is known to produce high
substantial amounts of extracellular polymeric substances throughout their growth cycle
which makes CA a suitable choice for laboratory-scale production of high AOM
concentration during short-term experiments. Characteristics of the CA species are
summarized in Table 23 (Villacorte et al., 2013). The DOC concentration of the harvest
feed seawater was set to 10 mg C/L. The method for cultivation and extraction of AOM
applied was based on using a strain of CA developed by Myklestad (1995). CA was
obtained from culture collection of algae and protozoa by the CCAP Laboratory (Oban,
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Scotland). The CA species cultures were grown in duplicate in glass bottles filled with 5L
of Red Sea water medium. The raw seawater was filtered through a 0.45 µm cellulose
acetate filter and sterilized by autoclaving at 121°C for 1 h. F/2 medium (100 mL)
(G0154-500ML, Sigma-Aldrich) was then added to the water culture medium together
with the CA inoculum (Guillard, 1975). Silica was added to the culture medium to
enhance the diatom growth before incubation in an environmental chamber. A constant
growth temperature of 20 ±2 °C, continuous aeration, and artificial light control set for a
12h/12h light/dark cycle (i.e. mimicking day and night) was maintained for a 20-30 day
period. All materials and glassware were sterilized by autoclaving prior to incubation.
Table 23. Characteristics of CA species
Parameters
Strain
Type
Geometric shape
Diameter
Height
Cell surface area
Cell volume
Water discoloration
Natural habitat
Typical bloom period

Characteristics
CCAP 1010/27
Diatom
Oval cylinder
8-20µm
15-30 µm
1400 µm2
1920 µm2
Yellowish brown
Sweater as natural habitat
Spring season

5.3.3 Coagulant
Liquid ferrate was generated with two different yields (20 and 58%) through wet
oxidation of ferric iron by hypochlorite in an alkaline medium (Jiang et al., 2009). The
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process was based on the Thompson and White method used for the generation of liquid
ferrate (White and Franklin, 1998). The reagents used to generate liquid ferrate were 103
mL of sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) at a concentration of 14% free chlorine (Fisher
Manufacturing), 2.8 g of ferric chloride (Sigma-Aldrich), and 22 g (i.e. 20% yield)
(Alshahri et al., 2019) and 66 g (i.e. 58% yield) of sodium hydroxide stock (SigmaAldrich Manufacturing) (Ding et al., 2012). Phosphate buffer (5 mM Phosphate / 1 mM,
borate: pH 9.1) was used to determine the liquid ferrate concentration (Y. Lee et al.,
2004). The buffer was made by adding 27.6 g of powder sodium phosphate
(NaH2PO4.2H2O) (Sigma-Aldrich), 9.5 g of powder sodium borate (Na2B4O7.10H2O)
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 8.5 g of NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich) in 1 L of Milli-Q water, and mixed
thoroughly for 2 hours. The liquid ferrate was diluted by adding 2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1,
and 0.05 mL liquid ferrate into 7 tubes containing 30 mL of phosphate buffer solution.
The pH of the solutions was measured by using a pH meter (CyberScan 6000 series meter
(pH6000, Eutech instruments)). The absorbance of the liquid ferrate was more likely
measured at 510 nm by the use of a UV/vis spectrophotometer (Jiang, 2014). The
concentration of liquid ferrate (M) was determined by using equation 1 (Sharma, 2002):

𝐵=

'().
+-

(1)

where B is the concentration (M); Abs. is the absorbance at 510 nm; ε is the extinction
coefficient; and C is the cell path length (1 cm). ε was determined at 510 nm as 1150/M
cm at pH 9, and 520/M cm at pH 6.2 (J.-Q. Jiang and Lloyd, 2002).
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The yield percentage of liquid ferrate was determined using equation 2:
:∗<=>?@=AB @=CDE

Yield of liquid ferrate = FA>GH=@I AJ JDHH=K KL>AH=MD ∗ 100

(2)

The impact of the coagulant dose on the DAF unit performance was conducted using
different coagulant doses: 0.25, 0.75, 1, and 3 mg Fe/L. The equivalent coagulant doses
were added as liquid ferrate (FeO42-) (Fe(VI)) in low/ high yields and ferric chloride
(FeCl3) (Fe(III)).

5.3.4 Dissolved air flotation (DAF) experiments
The overall process performance of the DAF was evaluated in terms of algae cells and
AOM removal. Feed water was prepared by adding a predetermined concentration of
algae cells and AOM (10 mg C/L). The initial algal cell concentration used was 30,000
cells/uL.
DAF is typically operated by adding a coagulant dose under rapid mixing followed by a
flocculation period under slow mixing prior to adding the air bubbles and allowing
flotation. Typical operating conditions of DAF systems in seawater treatment used at
SWRO plants were applied (Park et al., 2013). Three different flotation times of 5, 10,
and 15 min were tested to evaluate the optimum flotation time. Three coagulant
compositions (i.e. Fe(VI) low/high yield, Fe(III)) each with a concentration of 3 mg Fe/L
were tested with each of the different flotation times. After flotation, the agglomerates
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were allowed to float freely for another 10 min before collecting samples. Bench-scale
flotation tests were conducted using a DAF batch tester (Platypus DAF Jar Tester,
Australia) (Figure 48). The apparatus includes four glass beakers, each with a volume of
1 L.

Figure 48. Bench scale experiment set up for coagulation/DAF system

Three compositions of the iron coagulant (i.e. Fe(VI) low/high yield, Fe(III)) were added
separately into 1 L of feed water and rapidly mixed (200 s-1) for 2 min during which pH
was adjusted to the desired value using 0.5 M NaOH or 0.5 M HCl. Flocculation was set
to 20 min of slow mixing (40 s-1), after which air saturated feed water was supplied at a
pressure of 5 bar and recycle ratio of 20% (Haarhoff and Edzwald, 2013; Teixeira and
Rosa, 2007, 2006). Flotation time was determined by choosing the best option found for
the first set of experiments.
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Performance of the treatment efficiency of the DAF process as a function of flotation
time, coagulant dose / form was assessed by measuring the removal of turbidity, ATP,
DOC, NOM fractions, and algal cells.

5.3.5 Analytical methods
Samples of the clarified water were collected from sampling ports located at the base of
the jars. Residual turbidity, ATP, DOC, NOM fractions, algal cell concentration,
polysaccharides and protein were measured. The efficiency of Fe(VI) vs. Fe(III) as
coagulant was evaluated by comparing turbidity removal, measured with a HACH-Lange
turbidity meter (Germany), as previously described in Neukermans et al (2012).
The impact of Fe(VI) vs. Fe(III) on AOM removal was assessed by measuring DOC,
polysaccharides and protein concentration. All the samples were pre-filtered through a
0.45 µm filter before measurement by liquid chromatography with organic carbon
detection (LC-OCD) (LC-OCD-OND Model 8, DOC-Labor, Germany). To determine the
main DOC fractions the method developed by Huber et al. (2011) was used. The
Toyopearl HW-50S size exclusion chromatography column was used for this study
(TOSOH Company, Japan). The resulting chromatogram shows a plot of signal responses
of different organic fractions to retention time. Manual integration of the data was then
performed to determine the concentration of the organic fractions, which include
biopolymers, humic substances, building blocks, low molecular weight acids and low
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molecular weight neutrals. The manual integration was performed based on the method
developed by Huber et al (2011). LC-OCD was also used to detect the concentrations of
certain proteins and polysaccharides within the biopolymer fraction. The concentrations
of polysaccharides and proteins were estimated based on the concentration of organic
nitrogen as determine by an organic nitrogen detector (OND) (Jeong et al., 2013a). The
carbon to nitrogen ratio of protein was estimated as 3:1 assuming that all the organic
nitrogen in the biopolymer originates from protein. The concentrations of protein and
polysaccharides were calculated based on equations 3 and 4 (Villacorte et al., 2009):
Protein concentration = 3 × OND

(3)

Polysaccharides concentration = Biopolymer concentration – (3 × OND) (4)

The disinfection potential of Fe(VI) vs. Fe(III) in terms of bacterial and algal inactivation
capacity was assessed by measuring the adenosine triphosphate (ATP). ATP
concentrations were determined by measuring the amount of light produced in a luciferinluciferase assay. A nucleotide-releasing buffer (NRB, Celsis) was added to the water
sample to release ATP from the cells. Emitted light was measured in a Celsis Advance™
luminometer calibrated with solutions of free ATP (Celsis) as per manufacturer protocol
(Alshahri et al., 2019). The feedwater employed for the test presented an ATP
concentration of 180000 pg/mL. The ATP of feedwater included both contributes from
the bacterial cell present in the seawater and the algae; although the bacterial cells
constituted only a minor part (up to 1000 pg/mL) of the total ATP. The total algal
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concentration and cell viability was measured using a flow cytometer (Accuri C6, BD
Biosciences) (Van Der Merwe et al., 2014).

5.4 Results
5.4.1 Evaluating the effect of flotation time at fixed coagulant dose (3 mg Fe/L)
The efficiency of the DAF process was assessed by comparing the use of liquid ferrate
(low and high yield) vs. ferric chloride coagulants. The performance of 3 mg Fe/L of both
coagulants in improving raw water quality in terms of turbidity, DOC, ATP, Algae and
NOM were evaluated under different flotation times.
Turbidity is considered to be a critical parameter to assess the feed water quality and the
efficiency of a pretreatment process, and it is used to measure the concentration of
suspended solids and colloids. DAF removes turbidity through aggregation and flotation
by producing a thick layer of sludge on the surface of the reactor. Results are shown in
Figure 49. For a flotation time of 5 min the three coagulant options tested showed a
similar performance, with an overall removal of 80%. Increasing the flotation time
reduced the removal efficiency with the Fe(III) dose but drastically increased it with the
two Fe(VI) options. About 99% removal was achieved with the liquid ferrate at 10 and 15
min. By comparison, by only dosing with Fe(III) removals of 52% and 72% were
observed at 10 and 15 min, respectively (Figure 49 A).
In addition to being a powerful oxidant, ferrate is known to have a disinfection potential.
A significant disparity was observed in terms of ATP removal for the Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI)
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forms of the coagulant. It is worth noting that the ATP of the feedwater employed,
although included both the contributes from the bacteria and the algae, was mainly due to
the latter. The ferrate was found to efficiently deactivate bacteria and algae. ATP
removals of 96% (5 min) and 99.9% (10 and 15 min) for liquid ferrate were observed
compared to 75% (5 min), 73% (10 min) and 69% (15 min) for Fe(III) (Figure 49 C). In
terms of algal removal, the Fe(VI) based options removed 100% of the algae compared to
an average of 69% for Fe(III) (Figure 49 D).
For the AOM, a similar performance for the three coagulant forms used was observed
after 5 min flotation, showing removals between 51-61%. Increasing the time to 10 min
had little impact on the Fe(III) form while enhanced removal was observed for the two
Fe(VI) forms (77 and 92%, respectively). A further increase to 15 min showed a slight
improvement on the Fe(III) form (82%) and the Fe(VI)_low yield (88%), but little effect
with the Fe(VI)_high yield (91%) (Figure 49 B).
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Figure 49. Turbidity (A), DOC (B) ATP (C), and algal cells (D) concentration and
removal by using ferric chloride vs. liquid ferrate (20% and 58%) (3 mg Fe/L each) in
DAF processes for treating algal bloom seawater model with different flotation times.
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A more detailed analysis of the DOC was conducted using the LC-OCD analysis which
enables the identification and characterization of the main components of natural organic
matter in the seawater (e.g. biopolymers (BP), building blocks (BB), low molecular
weight acids (LMW-A) and low molecular weight neutrals (LMW-N). Results are
summarized in Figure 50. Varying impacts on the different DOC fractions can be
observed. For the BPs, a slight improvement in removal was observed by increasing the
flotation time from 5 to 10 min, the effect was enhanced for the Fe (VI) respect to Fe (III)
form. A similar trend can be observed for the BBs, where the removal increased with a
flotation time > 5 min. As shown in Figure 50, the removal of LMW-N by Fe(VI) forms
was higher than Fe(III). It is worth noting that for the removal of the LMW-A and LMWN, higher removal efficiency was observed at flotation time of 10 min compared to 15
min. This is probably due to the oxidation properties of the Fe(VI) forms where the larger
BP and BB fractions are oxidized and generate the smaller molecular weight byproducts
(Yang et al., 2015). However, a general observation from the results is that the 10 min
flotation time appears to give the overall best performance in removals. The impact of
changing coagulant dose concentrations on removal efficiencies was therefore conducted
with a 10 min flotation time.
Differences in the concentration of LMW-A organics were observed among the samples
treated with the two coagulants based on different flotation time (Figure 51). In general,
after the AOM treatment with liquid ferrate, DOC concentration of the SW dropped to
0.817 mg/L, with the LMW constituting around 50% of the total AOM (Figure 51 B,
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Figure 51C, Figure 51 D). As highlighted by the results presented in this study, the use of
advanced coagulation with liquid ferrate demonstrated superior performance compared to
the ferric chloride in AOM removal. Generally, it seems that there is no great impact of
flotation time on the removal efficiency of biopolymers (BP) (Figure 50 A). The removal
of building blocks (BB) increased with a flotation time > 5 min (Figure 50 B). For all
coagulant forms, the maximum removal of LMW-N and LMW-A was observed by
employing a flotation time of 10 min (Figure 50 C and Figure 50 D). Indeed, the LMW
are byproducts of the oxidation of larger molecules.
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Figure 50. BP (A), BB (B) LMW-N (C), and LMW-A (D) concentration and removal by
using ferric chloride vs. liquid ferrate (20% and 58%) (3 mg Fe/L each) in DAF processes
for treating algal bloom seawater model with different flotation times.
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5.4.2 Evaluating the effect of the coagulant dosage and yield reaction at a fixed
flotation time (10 min)
The impact of coagulant dose in improving raw water quality in terms of turbidity, DOC,
ATP, Algae and NOM was assessed under a constant flotation time of 10 min. The
results are summarized in Figure 51-53.
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Figure 51. The coagulant dose and yield effect on the DAF performance (10 min
flotation): (A) turbidity, (B) DOC, (C) ATP, and (D) algae count.
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The removal efficiency of turbidity decreased with decreasing coagulant dose, with the
same trend apparent for all three forms of coagulant used. The two Fe(VI) forms
performed better than Fe(III) with a slightly higher efficiency for the Fe(VI)_high yield
(Figure 51). Reducing the Fe dose had a negative impact on the turbidity removal.
Inactivation or removal of bacteria and algae was based on ATP analysis (Figure 51 C).
For the Fe(III) form a decrease in removal was observed with decreasing dosage,
suggesting the main mechanism with Fe(III) is by particle aggregation, which correlates
to the turbidity removal data. A very efficient inactivation or removal for the two Fe(VI)
forms was high for all dosages tested, achieving greater than 96% for all cases.
The removal of algal cells was 100% with Fe(VI) (both low and high yields) at a dose of
3 mg Fe/L compared to 67% with Fe(III) (Figure 49 D, Figure 51 D). The performance
decreased with decreasing coagulant dose, however, the two Fe(VI) forms in general
showed a superior performance. Particularly the Fe(VI)_high yield form had close to
100% removals at the lower dosages (0.25 and 0.75 mg/L). The disinfection of algae
increased with increasing yield percentage of liquid ferrate.
The DOC removal is shown in Figure 51 B. Removal increased with increasing coagulant
dose, ranging from 68-92% for the two Fe(VI) forms compared to 46-59% for Fe(III).
Generally, DOC removal was observed to increase with increase of dosage though the
impact was not significant. Fe(VI)_high yield showed the highest increase in DOC
removal from 72% to 92% by increasing the concentration from 0.25 to 3.00 mg/L. The
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liquid ferrate clearly had an enhanced effect in removing the DOC due to its oxidation
capability.
LC-OCD analysis of the main DOC fractions are presented in Figure 52. The results
show that the Fe(VI) forms are more effective in terms of BP removal compared to
Fe(III) (Figure 52 A). The main constituents of BPs are protein (PN) and polysaccharides
(PS). The removal efficiencies of these constituents are shown in Figure 53 (PN in Figure
53 A, PS in Figure 53 B). In all cases the Fe(VI) forms performed better than Fe(III),
with efficiency increasing with increasing doses. The performance of Fe(VI) forms was
significantly higher for the removal of PS. It is interesting to note that PN removal was
best with Fe(VI)_high yield while for PS the Fe(VI)_low yield appears to perform best.
In general, the Fe(VI)_low yield appears to have the highest removal of the BP fraction,
which can be accounted by the more efficient PS removal observed.
For the remaining DOC fractions (i.e. BB, LMW-A, LMW-N) no clear trends can be
observed on the removal efficiencies as a function of increasing coagulant dose (Figure
52 B, C, D). In general, the Fe(VI) forms performed better than Fe(III) in terms of BB
removal, however the low yield Fe(VI) did better at the lower doses. For the LMW-A and
LMW-N a general reduction can be observed due to coagulation / flocculation effect for
the Fe(III) form. For the two Fe(VI) forms less reduction was observed, which can be
accounted for by the formation of material in these fractions caused by the oxidation
effect of Fe(VI) on the larger fractions. Overall the two Fe(VI) forms show an enhanced
but similar removal efficiency of the DOC for the two yields tested (Figure 51 B).
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Figure 52. Coagulant dose and yield effect on the DAF performance (10 min flotation):
(A) BP, (B) BB, (C) LMW-N, and (D) LMW-A.
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Figure 53. The coagulant dose and yield effect on the DAF performance (10 min flotation
time): (A) PN, (B) and PS.
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Figure 54. The effect of liquid ferrate coagulants normalized for the concentration of
Fe(VI) on the DAF performance (10 min flotation): (A) turbidity, (B) DOC, (C) ATP,
and (D) algae count.
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5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 The impact of flotation time
DAF has been shown to be effective for removal of algae from seawater due to the
tendency of algae to float (Phoochinda and White, 2003). Flotation time is a process
parameter that needs to be addressed in optimizing the operation of a DAF system. Initial
tests applied a typical dose of iron coagulant and evaluated three flotations times (i.e. 5,
10, 15 min). The flotation times tested did not have a significant effect on the removal of
turbidity, DOC, ATP or algae when the coagulant was added as Fe(III) (Figure 49). In the
case of the two Fe(VI) forms, enhanced removal of turbidity and DOC was observed for
the 10 and 15 min flotation times ( Figure 49 A, D). ATP and algae were essentially
completely removed for all conditions tested showing the added benefit of ferrate as an
oxidant and disinfectant (Figure 49 B, C). ATP and algae results proved that ferrate
coagulant did all the removal with no additional removal by the flotation process within
the DAF system.
A closer analysis on DOC removal showed that only a minor benefit of applying Fe(VI)
was observed at lower flotation times, but increased with increasing time. A more
detailed analysis of the DOC fractions was therefore conducted (Figure 50). For the
larger organic compounds (i.e. BP and BB; Figure 50 B, C) an increase in flotation time
was found to have a positive effect. However, for the smaller fractions, increase in
flotation time did not enhance the removal and in fact led to an increase of the LMW
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fractions (Teixeira and Rosa, 2007). This fraction is considered often one of the most
problematic organics for SWRO desalination plants and it is considered as an indicator of
biofouling propensity (Simon et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017).

Overall the results show that the Fe(VI) forms of coagulant achieved a significantly better
removal of the AOM and algae than the Fe(III) form. The Fe(VI)_high yield showed
better performance in removing LMW organics. Moreover, it was found that 10 min of
flotation time was effective at improving the raw water quality. Results indicate there is
an optimum flotation time which is a function of the operating conditions (i.e. feed water
quality, type / dose of coagulant etc.), where further studies are required to identify this
value. The results presented in this study regarding the use of DAF to treat seawater with
HABs are relevant to other locations with similar climates since Chaetoceros affinis is
more abundant in warm seawater environments.

5.5.2 The impact of Fe dose
Three coagulant forms were used, ferric iron (Fe(III)) and liquid ferrate (Fe(VI)) at two
different yields (defined as low vs. high). The liquid ferrate solution consists of Fe (VI)
(at two different yields) and Fe(III) where the Fe (VI) form is a strong oxidant and
disinfectant due to its redox potential. Once reduced, the Fe (VI) is converted to Fe (III)
which acts as a standard ferric coagulant. By using the liquid ferrate it is possible to
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achieve a simultaneous oxidation, disinfection and coagulation of organic matter, and
potentially reducing the concentration of organics in the pretreatment process (J. Liu et
al., 2019). Four different coagulant doses were studied: 0.25, 0.75, 1.0 and 3.0 mg Fe/L.
Flotation time was set to 10 min based on the results described above. Performance was
assessed based on removal of turbidity, ATP, algae, DOC, and DOC fractions (LC-OCD
analysis) as well as the main biopolymers (protein and polysaccharides). Results are
presented in Figure 51-53.
Removal efficiencies of turbidity, DOC, algae, and ATP generally increased with
increasing Fe dose. For turbidity removal there is a clear correlation between increasing
coagulant dose and increased removal efficiency for all forms of coagulant tested. The
two Fe(VI) forms show an overall higher removal rate, indicating removal of some
compounds by oxidation at the initial stage but then following the same coagulation /
flocculation mechanisms once all the Fe(VI) has been reduced to Fe(III) (Figure 51 A).
The previous reports indicated that in comparison of Fe(VI) with Fe(III), a much lower
dose of Fe(VI) was required to achieve substantial removal of suspended solids (Jiang,
2014), which is reflected the turbidity reduction when applied Fe(VI).
ATP and algae removal with Fe(III) show a linear removal trend with increasing dose,
suggesting that the removal mechanism is based on rate of particle destabilization and
flocculation (Figure 51 C). With the two Fe(VI) forms essentially complete removal is
observed except at the lower dosages for algae, confirming the oxidation and disinfection
capabilities of the liquid ferrate. Although a slight increase in DOC removal with
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increasing dose can be observed, the effect is not significant except for the 3 mg/l dose in
which high yield ferrate achieved significantly higher removal compared to low yield
ferrate (Figure 51 B).
A more detailed analysis on the main DOC fractions using the LC-OCD approach show
that a positive correlation of increasing removal with increasing dose in terms of BP
removal can be observed (Figure 52 A). The two Fe(VI) forms have a substantially
higher removal than the Fe(III) form, indicating the significant effect of oxidation by the
liquid ferrate compared to a flocculation / flotation removal mechanism (Jiang et al.,
2009). The impact of oxidation is clearly observed in the other fractions; BB (Figure 52
B), LMW-N (Figure 52 C) and LMW-A (Figure 52 D). Some removal of these fractions
is observed though the impact of dose does not seem to be significant in terms in
removing small organic fractions (LMW-A and LMW-N) except for the 3 mg/L dose in
which high yield ferrate achieved significantly a higher LMW removal compared to 1
mg/L dose (Figure 52 C, D). The highest removal of organics is due to the liquid ferrate
oxidation and the following effect of charge interaction and adsorption of organic
fractions to the resulting iron hydrolysis (Jiang and Lloyd, 2002). Indeed, the LMW-A
are byproducts of the oxidation of larger organic molecules (Sun et al., 2018). As
reported by Zhao et al. (Zhao et al., 2018), the oxidation process of liquid ferrate induced
a shift in the distribution of natural organic matter (NOM), where the BP were reduced to
smaller and more oxygenated compounds (BB, and LMW-A). Removal of the protein
(PN) and polysaccharide (PS) fractions increase with increasing dose (Figure 53). PN
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removal appears to be dominated by the coagulation / flocculation mechanism while the
PS fraction is more susceptible to oxidation. Indeed, while PN are easily removed by
coagulation, the additional action of liquid ferrate as oxidant allows for higher removal of
PS compared to conventional coagulants (e.g. FeCl3).

It is worth mentioning that small doses of liquid ferrate generally performed better than
higher dose values of ferric chloride in terms of improving the seawater quality during
the pretreatment. A strong correlation between removal efficiency and coagulant dose
was observed for ferric chloride. The main advantages of using low doses of liquid
ferrate in a DAF system consist of a high removal efficiency (Jiang et al., 2009), a
significantly lower dosing rate, and a shorter flotation time compared to conventional
coagulation with ferric chloride. Thus, advanced coagulation with liquid ferrate coupled
with DAF can be an efficient method for the removal of AOM generated during algal
blooms.
5.5.3 The impact of liquid ferrate yield
As reported in literature, ferrate productivity and yield of reaction are affected by several
parameters, including the ratio between hypochlorite and ferric, temperature, and the
concentration of hypochlorite (Ding et al., 2012). In this study, the yield of the reaction
was increased by increasing the ratio between hypochlorite and ferric chloride. It is worth
pointing out that the liquid ferrate consists of a mixture of Fe(III) and Fe(VI), where the
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amount of Fe(VI) generated depends on the yield of the reaction (Sun et al., 2013). The
high yield was generated by tripling the amount of hydroxide, however, higher yields
also increase production costs. Different amounts of hydroxide used in the wet oxidation
process result in different pHs of the liquid ferrate stock solution, e.g. pH 9.3 for low
yield and pH 11.5 for high yield. Consequently, applying the Fe(VI) forms result in the
seawater pH increasing up to 9 and 11, for low and high yield, respectively. Elevated pH
has a positive effect on the process, enhancing the coagulation of algae and metals (Yang
et al., 2015), and creating larger flocs.
As reported in Figure 54, when normalized for the Fe(VI) dose, the two coagulants
showed comparable performances for the removal of DOC, ATP and Algae. The low
yield performed slightly better in terms of turbidity removal (Figure 54). With regard to
ATP removal no significant difference was observed, having close to 100% removal
(Figure 51 C). It is of interest to note that the disinfection power in terms of algae
removal increased with increasing the liquid ferrate yield percentage (Figure 51D) and
the concentration of Fe(VI) (Figure 54). For the DOC fractions, a similar
performance was observed for BP (Figure 52 A) and PS (Figure 53 B). The higher yield
showed a slightly better performance in all cases for the PN (Figure 53 A). This is in
agreement with Zhang et al. (2016) who reported that ferrate removes EPS by oxidation
and charge neutralization (Zhang et al., 2016). A variation in performance can be
observed on the other fractions (i.e. BB, LMW-A, LMW-N) where the higher yield at
times showed a poorer performance. This is due to the oxidation power of ferrate where
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more byproducts and intermediates with smaller molecular weights can be generated
when the yield is higher. Further studies are required to determine how much ferrate
would be needed to oxidize more of these fractions. In summary, although the higher
yield demonstrated a slightly better performance than the low yield, the overall increase
in performance found in the test conditions applied in this study do not justify the
difference in production cost due to the increase in reagents necessary to increase the
yield.

5.6 Conclusions
This study evaluated the impact of advanced coagulation using liquid ferrate with low
and high yields compared to conventional ferric chloride in combination with a DAF
system. The performance of the process was assessed by measuring the removal of
turbidity, reduction of algal cells and bacteria, and AOM. Test conditions simulated that
typically found during algal bloom events. The liquid ferrate was generated in-situ using
a wet oxidation process to provide a low and high yield. The main findings are
summarized below;
The liquid ferrate was very effective even at low dosages <1 mg Fe/L.
The oxidation and disinfectant capabilities of ferrate resulted in 100% removal of algal
cells and between 96.2-99.99% of ATP.
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Superior DOC removal was achieved with ferrate, up to 92% with the optimum dose and
flotation time.
The impact of ferrate on the main DOC fractions varied as a function of test conditions,
achieving 98-100% removal of BP, 56-62% removal of BB, 58-89% of LMW-N, and 5281% removal of LMW-A.
In summary, adding a liquid ferrate coagulant in a SWRO pretreatment scheme enhances
the reduction of key foulants that cause biological fouling on the RO spiral wound
membranes. It is specifically effective in treating the feed seawater during algal bloom
events with elevated turbidity and algal organic matter. The oxidation and disinfection
capabilities of ferrate enable the use of lower coagulant dosages to achieve high treatment
efficiencies, even generally performing better than higher dose values of ferric chloride.
The main advantages of using low doses of liquid ferrate in a DAF system include a high
removal efficiency, a significant decrease in the amount of coagulant needed compared to
conventional coagulation (ferric chloride). In-situ generation of liquid ferrate can be
designed to produce the desired yield for a given feed water condition to achieve a highquality feed to the RO membranes, and is an efficient and cost-effective pretreatment
method during algal bloom events.
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6 Chapter 6:
Controlling Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) impacts by
Coagulation-Flocculation-Sedimentation during RO
pretreatment using liquid ferrate and clay

The results of task 5 are presented in this chapter. The objectives, and the results
conducted are included in this chapter.
Objective:
1- Evaluate the use of clay as coagulant aid for liquid ferrate on the coagulationflocculation-sedimentation (CFS) and coagulation-flocculation-flotation (CFF).
The results from this chapter have been submitted to the peer-reviewed Chemosphere.
The manuscript has now been accepted.
This chapter was published in the peer-reviewed journal Chemosphere.
Abdullah H. Alshahri, Luca Fortunato, NorEddine Ghaffour, TorOve Leiknes. "
Controlling Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) by Coagulation-Flocculation-Sedimentation
using liquid ferrate and clay " Chemosphere, 274, (2021): 129676.
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6.1 Abstract
Harmful algal blooms (HABs) occur worldwide and threaten the quality of marine life,
public health, and operation of membrane facilities in Seawater Reverse Osmosis
(SWRO) desalination plants. The effects of HABs on seawater desalination plants include
extensive membrane fouling, increased coagulant consumption and plant shutdown. To
determine how to mitigate such effects, this study assessed if low doses (0.01mg/L, 0.10
mg/L, and 1.00 mg/L) of liquid ferrate (58% yield) and kaolin or montmorillonite clays
alone could remove algal organic matter in coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation (CFS)
pretreatment desalination systems. Results showed that 0.01mg/L of liquid ferrate
coagulant removed 42% of dissolved organic carbon (DOC), 52% of biopolymers (BP),
71% of algal cells, and 99.5% of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). At a dose of 0.01mg/L,
montmorillonite compared to kaolin exhibited high removal of turbidity (77% vs. 88%)
and algal cells (54% vs. 67%). Kaolin was more effective in removing DOC (68% vs.
39%) and BP (80% vs. 74%) than was montmorillonite. The combination of liquid ferrate
(58% yield) as a coagulant with kaolin or montmorillonite clays as coagulant aids in CFS
pretreatment led to 72% removal of DOC, 86% of BP, and 84% of algal cells with a fixed
dose of 0.01 mg/L for each. Findings from this study can help SWRO plants improve the
performance of pretreatment systems during algal bloom events by reducing the
consumption of coagulants while also maintaining high removal efficiencies.
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6.2 Introduction
Sea Water Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) is the state-of-the-art technology for seawater
desalination due to its energy efficiency and lower operating cost in comparison with
other commercial desalination technologies (Amy et al., 2017; Greenlee et al., 2009).
One of the most serious problems in SWRO desalination plants is biological fouling,
known as biofouling, which impacts process performance and increases overall
operational costs (Alshahri et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2020, 2017a; Khan et al., 2019;
Villacorte et al., 2015). Algal blooms create significant problems in SWRO desalination
processes; they are considered a challenge to SWRO operations due to the complexity of
the biofouling caused by the algae. Harmful algal blooms (HABs) increase the tendency
toward membrane fouling (biofouling as well as organic, colloidal and inorganic fouling).
During HABs, the accumulation of biomass can lead to plant shut down (Caron et al.,
2010). To protect RO membranes against severe biofouling during HABs and to improve
operational efficiency, several pretreatment processes have been proposed and
implemented to control the severity of membrane biofouling in SWRO facilities (Prihasto
et al., 2009; Tabatabai et al., 2014). Recently, advanced pretreatment processes (e.g.,
low-pressure membrane-based pretreatment) have been introduced in the design of new
SWRO desalination plants (Al-Ghamdi et al., 2019; Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011).
Moreover, several antifouling strategies have been widely applied in SWRO plants to
reduce fouling and to extend the lifetime of the membranes (Zhang et al., 2016).
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Different intake types/designs, such as subsurface intakes, have also been used to reduce
biofouling and to restrict the entrance of algal cells into SWRO desalination facilities
(Dehwah et al., 2017; Dehwah and Missimer, 2017, 2016).
Coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation (CFS) with liquid ferrate was recently proposed
as a pretreatment strategy for remediation of algal blooms (Alshahri et al., 2019). In this
strategy, liquid ferrate was found to improve the efficiency of the removal of suspended
and colloidal particles, microorganisms, and algal organic matter (AOM) (Alshahri et al.,
2019). Previous studies showed that liquid ferrate performs well in seawater treatment
because it can act as an oxidant, coagulant and disinfectant at the same time. Dissolved
air flotation (DAF) is another common pretreatment technology used to control algal
blooms (Cha et al., 2020; Dixon et al., 2017a; Jiménez et al., 2017). Low doses of liquid
ferrate as a coagulant in DAF pretreatment were also found to control algal bloom
impacts to SWRO operation (Alshahri et al., 2021).
Clay is widely used to control HABs in the sea. It has been used in East Asia, Australia,
the United States (USA), and Sweden (Sengco and Anderson, 2004). Clay is also often
used to aid coagulation and flocculation processes to increase the sedimentation of algal
cells (Avnimelech et al., 1982; Pierce et al., 2004). Previous studies that investigated the
use of clay to control algal blooms indicated that montmorillonite and/or kaolinite
reduced the number of red tide cells, especially Cochlodinium polykrikoides, on the
surface of the sea in Japan (Imai et al., 2006). In USA, many types of clays (e.g.,
montmorillonite, bentonite and Florida phosphatic clay) achieved greater than 90%
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removal of red- and brown-tide cells through clay flocculation (Sengco et al., 2001).
Other studies reported the good adsorption capacity of organic pollutants by
montmorillonite clay (Feddal et al., 2014; Timmer et al., 2020). Clays combined with
coagulants such as poly aluminum chloride (PAC), aluminum sulfate (alum), or ferric
chloride (Fe(III)) were found to significantly increase algal bloom removal efficiencies
(Pan et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2004; Sengco, 2001; Sengco and Anderson, 2004). Fe(III)
and calcium hydroxide (CaOH) have been coupled with clay to improve the reduction of
chemical oxygen demand (COD) and volatile suspended solids (VSS) from tannery
wastewater (Qin et al., 2019; Rytwo et al., 2011). One study suggested that phosphatic
clays may include organic matter that can increase its ‘stickiness’ and enhance the
sedimentation of cells, organic matter and suspended particles (Yu et al., 2013). These
clays are generally inexpensive, readily available in large quantities, and easy to use in
field operations for different water treatment applications (Pierce et al., 2004; Ramdani et
al., 2010).
This study focuses on the use of alternative seawater CFS pretreatments during HABs.
The objectives of this study were to investigate the performance of (i) low doses of liquid
ferrate coagulant with 58% yield, (ii) low doses of kaolin and montmorillonite clays, and
(iii) the combined use of liquid ferrate as a coagulant and clays as coagulant aids. The
efficiency of the proposed approaches in improving the quality of raw seawater was
evaluated in terms of turbidity, DOC, AOM and algae concentration removal.
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6.3 Material and methods
6.3.1 Feed water
Raw Red Sea water used as the feed was collected from a pipe coming directly from the
KAUST SWRO commercial plant intake located about 3 km from the laboratory
(KAUST bay, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia) (Fortunato et al., 2018). The initial turbidity of the
raw Red Sea water was in the range of 0.6±0.2 NTU. The pH and temperature were in the
range of 8.0±0.2 and 24±1 °C, respectively.
The characteristics and cultivation method of Chaetoceros affinis (CA) algae
(Chaetoceros affinis, CCAP 1010/27, imported from the Culture Collection of Algae and
Protozoa (CCAP) Laboratory, Oban, Scotland) were reported in previous studies (Prest et
al., 2013). An algal organic matter (AOM) model was prepared using seawater and CA
algae in the decline phase with a fixed DOC concentration of 10.0 mg C/L. The turbidity
of the model AOM was approximately 10.0 ± 2.0 NTU. Coagulation experiments were
performed with the model AOM containing 7.2 mg C/L (Alshahri et al., 2019).
6.3.2 Preparation of liquid ferrate and clay
Liquid ferrate (Fe(VI)) (58% yield) (coagulant) was prepared using a wet chemical
method by mixing 2.80 g of ferric chloride (FeCl3*6H2O), 103 mL of sodium
hypochlorite (NaOCl) and 66 g of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (Alshahri et al., 2019; Y.
Lee et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 1951).
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Both kaolin and montmorillonite powders were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Two
stock solutions of clay were prepared (one for kaolin and one montmorillonite) by
dissolving 1 g of clay into 1 L of Milli-Q and continuously stirred for 60 min. For the
CFS treatment of the model AOM, different Fe(VI) (coagulant) doses were studied (0.01,
0.10, and 1.00 mg Fe/L) along with different kaolin and montmorillonite doses (0.01,
0.10, and 1.00 mg/L).
To evaluate the performance of the five different coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation
configurations (i.e., CFS – Fe(VI), CFS – kaolin, CFS – montmorillonite, CFS – Fe(VI) +
kaolin, and CFS – Fe(VI) + montmorillonite), a set of experiments was performed as
summarized in Table 24.
Table 24. CFS configurations used in the experiments.

Run 1
Run 2.1
Run 2.2
Run 3.1
Run 3.2

Coagulant
Fe (VI)
Fe (VI)
Fe (VI)

Clay
Kaolin
Montmorillonite
Kaolin
Montmorillonite

Dose (mg/L)
0.01, 0.10, 1.00
0.01, 0.10, 1.00
0.01, 0.10, 1.00
0.01 + 0.01
0.01 + 0.01

6.3.3 CFS experiment
Different doses (0.01, 0.10, and 1.00 mg/L) of Fe(VI) and clay were added to 1000 mL of
AOM (Pan et al., 2006). The experimental conditions that were used for CFS included
coagulation at a rapid mix rate (200 s-1) for 2 min, flocculation at a slower mix rate (40 s-
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1

) for 20 min, and sedimentation for 1 hour. Bench-scale jar tests were conducted with a

six-unit stirrer apparatus that could simulate various mixing, flocculation and settling
conditions to determine the optimum dose and pH (Figure 55). The procedure of the jar
tests has been previously detailed (Alshahri et al., 2019).

Figure 55. Design of CFS with coagulant aids in a complete bench-scale setup.
6.3.3.1 Analytical methods
The turbidity, DOC, Natural Organic Matter (NOM), ATP, and number of algal cells
were measured in the CA algae feed solution and after CFS treatment. Turbidity analysis
was performed without sample filtration, using a HACH-Lange turbidity meter
(Germany). DOC analysis was carried out with a Shimadzu TOC analyzer (TOC–V
CPH, Shimadzu, Japan). NOM analysis was conducted using liquid chromatography with
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organic carbon detection (LC-OCD; LC-OCD-OND Model 8, DOC-Labor, Germany),
after filtering the samples with 0.45-µm filters (Alshahri et al., 2017). Active biomass in
the samples was determined through ATP analysis using a Celsis ATP–Analyzer and
analysis reagent kit (Celsis, USA) based on the firefly luciferin-luciferase
bioluminescence reaction. Algae concentrations were measured using a BD Accuri® C6
flow cytometer based on laser excitation of unstained auto-fluorescent algal cells. The
operating conditions and standards of the analytical methods were applied as described
elsewhere (Alshahri et al., 2019).

6.4 Results
6.4.1 The removal efficiency of high-yield liquid Fe(VI) coagulant in CFS treatment
CFS is considered as effective in removing AOM and microorganisms in seawater
desalination plants. The model AOM used in this study had a DOC concentration of 7.2
mg C/L and turbidity of 15.6 ± 1.4 NTU. Advanced coagulation with low doses (0.01 –
1.00 mg Fe/L) of liquid Fe(VI) (58% yield) showed outstanding performance in terms of
turbidity, DOC removal, and inactivation of algal cells (Figure 56-59). The removal
efficiency of turbidity increased from 58% to 95% with an increase of the Fe(VI) dose
from 0.01 to 1.00 mg Fe/L (Figure 56 A). A clear reduction in the turbidity after CFS
treatment to 6.52 NTU was observed. ATP was reduced significantly during CFS
treatment from 99.5-99.7% with a dosage range of (0.01-1.00 mg Fe/L) of Fe(VI) (Figure
56 D). Results showed that marked ATP removal was already achieved at the lowest
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concentration (0.01 mg) of the liquid ferrate Fe (VI) tested in this study. On the other
hand, the removal of algal cells increased from 71 to 100% with the increase of Fe(VI)
dose (0.01–1.00 mg Fe/L) (Figure 56 C).
DOC removal efficiency increased from 56-83% with increasing Fe(VI) dosages (0.01–
1.00 mg Fe/L) (Figure 56 D). The use of liquid Fe(VI) at doses ranging from 0.01 to 1.00
mg Fe/L allowed removal of 60-90% of biopolymers (BP), 52-81% of building blocks
(BB), 55-80% of low molecular weight neutrals (LMW-N), 56-39% of low molecular
weight acids (LMW-A), 56-75% of protein (PN), and 41-92% of polysaccharides (PS)
(Figure 57, Figure 58).

6.4.2 Effects of kaolin and montmorillonite during CFS treatment
The efficiency of clay used as an aid to the coagulant during seawater pretreatment of
HABS was measured. Three clay doses were evaluated (0.01, 0.10 and 1.00 mg/L) for the
CFS treatment of the model AOM. Two different types of clays (kaolin and
montmorillonite) were tested to evaluate the impact of clay media in terms of turbidity,
DOC and algal cell removal. Figure 56
to 58 present the parameters and removal efficiencies for the two types of clays tested.
Turbidity removal was enhanced by the use the clay as a coagulant aid. Removal rates
ranged from 77-92% for kaolin and from 88-93% for montmorillonite. The same removal
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trend was observed for both clays: increasing removal with increasing dose of clay.
Figure 56 A shows the effects of different clay doses on turbidity removal.
ATP removal efficiencies are presented in Figure 56 D. Removal rates of 92-95% and 9094% were observed for kaolin and montmorillonite, respectively. A similar removal
efficiency of ATP was found for both clays. Algal cell concentrations were also reduced
by 54-96% with kaolin and by 67-83% with montmorillonite (Figure 56 C). When the
dose of the two types of clays was increased, a clear decrease in algae concentration was
observed.
DOC removal efficiencies observed with the two clays as a function of dose are presented
in Figure 56 B. Both clays reduced the organic matter content. The results showed that
the use of kaolin achieved up to 68% removal of DOC at 0.01 mg/L compared with 56%
DOC removal at 0.01 mg /L with montmorillonite. The reduction of DOC from 7.2 mg/L
to 3.6 mg/L at 0.01 mg/L of clay was also observed (Figure 56 B).
In general, both kaolin and montmorillonite clays showed a positive effect in terms of
AOM removal. The removal efficiencies of kaolin vs. montmorillonite (at 0.01 mg/L
dose) of the various organic matter fractions were 87% vs. 74% for BP, 35% vs. 38% for
BB, 80% vs. 46% for LMW-N, 79% vs. 35% for LMW-A, 73% vs. 62% for PN, and
88% vs. 75% for PS, as shown in Figures 57, 58. The results suggest that kaolin has a
higher AOM removal potential compared with montmorillonite during CFS treatment.
Further, kaolin showed the best removal efficiency of high molecular weight fractions
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(e.g., BP) and small organic carbon (e.g., LMW-N and LMW-A) when the lowest
concentration of clay was tested in this study (0.01 mg/L).
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Figure 56. Impact of CFS treatment with liquid ferrate (Fe(VI)), kaolin and
montmorillonite clays at (0.01-1.00 mg/L) doses on (A) turbidity, (B) DOC, (C) algal
cells, and (D) ATP concentration.
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Figure 57. Impact of CFS treatment with liquid ferrate (Fe(VI)), kaolin and
montmorillonite clays at (0.01-1.00 mg/L) doses on (A) BP, (B) BB, (C) LMW- N, and
(D) LMW- A.
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Figure 58. Impact of CFS treatment with liquid ferrate (Fe(VI)), kaolin and
montmorillonite clays at (0.01-1.00 mg/L) doses on (A) PN and (B) PS.
6.4.3 The effect of a low dose of liquid Fe(VI) and clay during CFS treatment
The combined effect of liquid ferrate with clay during CFS was evaluated, i.e., CFS –
Fe(VI) + kaolin and CFS – Fe(VI) + montmorillonite. Combining the two processes
involves the coagulation process (Fe(VI)) at 0.01 mg Fe/L and the flocculation process at
0.01 mg/L of clay (kaolin vs. montmorillonite). The DOC, AOM and algal cell removal
efficiencies achieved by combining Fe(VI) and clay as the aid to the coagulant are shown
Figure 59-61.
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Overall, including clay as an aid to the coagulant resulted in an increase in the removal
efficiencies of turbidity, DOC, BP, BB, PN, PS, and algal cells. On the other hand, the use
of CFS – Fe(VI) + Clay configurations reduced the concentration of ATP, LMW-N and
LMW-A fractions. However, the removal efficiency was not higher than that achieved with
the use of ferrate coagulant alone.
Figure 59 shows the effect of the combination of coagulant (Fe(VI)) and coagulant aids
(kaolin and montmorillonite clay) on the turbidity, ATP, algae, and DOC removals.
Turbidity of the initial AOM seawater model was 15.60 NTU.
Generally, CFS – Fe(VI) + Clay improved the water quality in terms of turbidity, DOC,
and algal cell concentration reduction. Adding clay led to a very high percentage of
turbidity removal (93%) compared with that with only Fe(VI) (58%) as the coagulant
(Figure 59 A), decreasing significantly from the initial value of 15.60 NTU to 1.87–1.22
NTU.
ATP removal from the combined configurations was less (97%) compared with only using
Fe(VI) as the coagulant (99.5%). ATP removals were 96.9-97.2% for the different
configurations tested in this study (Figure 59 D). Fe(VI) is an effective disinfectant because
it is a powerful oxidizer ( Sharma, 2007). The initial concentration of algal cells was
143,333 event/µL. When clay was used as a coagulant aid, a slight decrease in algal cell
concentration was observed compared with that with Fe(VI) alone. Removals of 83-84%
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were observed for the combined configurations compared to 71% for Fe(VI) alone (Figure
59 C). Generally, there was no difference in the removal efficiencies with using kaolin vs.
montmorillonite clays in terms of ATP and algae concentration reduction.
DOC removal increased with the Fe(VI) + Clay configurations, reaching 72%. Generally,
no difference in the removal efficiency of DOC was observed using kaolin vs.
montmorillonite clays. By adding clay as a coagulant aid, DOC removal of 71- 72% was
achieved, which was higher than with Fe(VI) alone at 56% (Figure 59 B).
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Figure 59. Turbidity, DOC, algal cells, and ATP (A, B, C and D, respectively)
concentrations and removals after CFS with the combined configurations (the
concentrations of clay and Fe(VI) were 0.01 mg/L ).
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The removal of AOM fractions when clays were used as coagulant aids was also
investigated. The combined configurations showed a good performance in BP removal of
85-86% compared with 60% for Fe(VI) alone (Figure 60 A). The removal of BB also
showed much higher values of 70-71% while Fe(VI) alone achieved 52% (Figure 60 B).
Removal of LMW-N and LMW-A when the clays were added was generally less than
that with Fe(VI) alone: 46-53% compared with 56% for LMW-N (Figure 60 C), and 2122% compared with 56% for LMW-A (Figure 60 D). Adding clay as a coagulant aid
therefore did not improve the removal of small organic carbon fractions.
Both PN and PS removals were enhanced when clays were added as a coagulant aid. PN
achieved 91% removal with the combined configuration compared with 56% Fe(VI)
alone (Figure 61 A). PS was reduced by 86% compared with 40% Fe(VI) alone (Figure
61 B). The combined configurations proved to be beneficial in the removal of PN and PS.
The CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay configurations tested were shown to be very successful in the
removal of algal cells and AOM. The combined use of ferrate with clay also showed a
higher performance compared with the use of PAC coagulant with clay in terms of algae
removal (Sengco et al., 2001).
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Figure 60. BP, BB, LMW-N and LMW-A (A, B, C and D, respectively) concentrations
and removals after CFS with combined configurations (the concentrations of clay and
Fe(VI) were 0.01 mg/L ).
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Figure 61. PN and PS (A and B, respectively) concentrations and removals after CFS
with combined configurations (the concentrations of clay and Fe(VI) were 0.01 mg/L) .
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6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Impact of advanced coagulation using Fe(VI) on AOM removal
Desalination plants located in regions where the occurrence of HABs is higher require the
use of extensive pretreatment like DAF with a substantial consumption of chemicals
(Alshahri et al., 2021; Harvey et al., 2020). The subsequent removal of AOM and
causative microorganisms would therefore be necessary to reduce the impact of algal
blooms in the RO desalination plants. To achieve this aim, applying low doses of Fe(VI)
coagulant proved to be a promising method to treat algae and AOM in seawater during
bloom events.
The results indicate that a high yield liquid of Fe(VI) as the coagulant was effective in
improving the seawater quality with even a low dose of 0.01mg/L being effective (lowest
dose studied). However, increasing Fe(VI) doses to 0.10 and 1.00 mg/L led to additional
reduction in turbidity of the treated water. The results highlight the role that Fe(VI) plays
in removing large suspended particles during CFS treatment, which ultimately can
contribute to increasing membrane lifetime in SWRO desalination plants.
The disinfection action of Fe(VI) increased the removal of algal cells, as shown by the
full removal of ATP (Figure 56 B). Meanwhile, reduction in DOC indicates improvement
of water quality by Fe(VI) oxidation. The redox reaction of ferrate is likely to be involved
in DOC removal in addition to other mechanisms in the CFS process, when Fe(VI) in the
solution is reduced to Fe(III) thereby considerably increasing the tendency for
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coagulation and absorption (Sharma, 2002; Zhang et al., 2020). Once formed, Fe(III) has
the advantage of precipitating the organic matter and the particles to form large flocs.
Small organic fractions, such as LMW-N, and LMW-A, may actually be formed from
Fe(VI) oxidation of large organic molecules (BP and BB) (Alshahri et al., 2021, 2019; J.Q. Jiang and Lloyd, 2002; Liu et al., 2021).
In treating AOM during algal blooms, the use of CFS – Fe(VI) (58% yield) proved to be
more effective than CFS – Fe(VI) (12% yield) in terms of turbidity, algae, ATP, DOC,
and AOM removal (Alshahri et al., 2019). In fact, the alkaline conditions (pH > 8)
required to achieve a high quality removal can decrease the decomposition rate of ferrate,
prolonging its action (Talaiekhozani et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2019). However, the use of
CFS – Fe(VI) (58% yield) did not improve the quality of the raw water when compared
with CFS – Fe(VI) (12% yield) for BP, ATP and algae concentration.
In current seawater desalination pretreatment operations, Fe(III) coagulant doses typically
range from 1 to 10 mg Fe/L (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011). By using liquid ferrate, it is
possible to achieve the same treatment performance with a much lower dose of Fe. The
low amount of Fe employed will decrease the amount of coagulants used and will
therefore reduce the costs and the impact of treating AOM during HABs.
6.5.2

Effect of kaolin and montmorillonite clay on AOM removal

Various clays have been used as alternative coagulants as they have many advantages,
such as surface charge, the specific adsorption of charged species from the medium,
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polyelectrolytes and the exchange of ions along the mineral surface (Aquino et al., 2003;
Yu et al., 2013). They have also been applied to reduce AOM and algae during bloom
events. Clays are considered relatively inexpensive, available in large quantities (in
natural settings), easy to prepare, and low risk in causing environmental damage (Sengco
and Anderson, 2004). These properties also make them an interesting option to be used as
an aid to coagulants.
In this study, two different clays (kaolin vs. montmorillonite) were evaluated to
determine their effectiveness in removing turbidity, organic carbon and microorganisms
from a model AOM in combination with a CFS treatment scheme. Physicochemical
aggregation between algae and clay, which can be divided into two sequential steps,
transport and attachment, was found to play an important role in treating algal blooms
(Pierce et al., 2004). Kaolin is composed of one layer of both siloxane and alumina. It has
a low ion-exchange capability and no swelling capacity. The structure of kaolin does not
impact the removal performance. The surface chemistry of clay with its potentially high
affinity for the algal cells may play a major role in algal bloom treatment (Sengco et al.,
2001). Montmorillonite consists of two layers of alumina and one layer of siloxane. It has
a strong ion-exchanging and swelling capacity (double its size) (Sengco et al., 2001).
These properties can improve its ability to absorb and retain water between layers and
may increase the interaction between the clay particles and the algal cells ( Liu et al.,
2019; Sengco et al., 2001).
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The results from this study demonstrate the positive effects of using kaolin vs.
montmorillonite in a CFS process on removing turbidity, DOC, and microorganisms.
DOC and algal cells were found to be reduced by 55-68%. Clay is probably able to
convert DOC into an insoluble form through surface complexation. Based on these
results, it is clear that both kaolin and montmorillonite can be used to improve CFS
treatment during HABs by settling of the precipitates due to the formation of the largesized flocs, which can be easily removed during the treatment process. Kaolin was found
to be more effective than montmorillonite at removing organics and algal cells. These
findings suggest that the use of kaolin/montmorillonite as a coagulant in a CFS
pretreatment scheme is a promising and environmentally friendly strategy for algal bloom
control (Anderson, 1997; Sengco et al., 2001; Sengco and Anderson, 2004).

6.5.3 Enhancement of AOM removal and microorganism removal when Fe(VI) is the
coagulant and clay is the coagulant’s aid
A combined process using Fe(VI) as the coagulant with clays as the aid to the coagulant
was further investigated. The lowest dose of the two chemicals was proposed as an
advanced coagulation treatment process to control remove organic carbon and algal cells.
The process includes the use of 0.01 mg Fe/L of Fe(VI) coagulant (58% yield) in addition
to 0.01 mg/L of clay (kaolin or montmorillonite). This approach aims to enhance the
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mitigation of algal blooms and to reduce the consumption of chemicals of SWRO
facilities for pretreatment during HABs.
The results indicate that the CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay configurations can effectively remove
turbidity. The clays have large specific surface areas and net negative charges (Johnston,
1996), which can enhance the coagulation and settlement of organic and inorganic
particles.
A 12 % higher removal of algae in treated water with CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay was found
compared with that with Fe(VI) alone. The adsorption to clay flocs might contribute to
the enhanced algae removal (Pierce et al., 2004). Low dosages of phosphatic clays (e.g.,
montmorillonite and kaolin) proved to be highly effective as flocculants in terms of algal
bloom removal (Avnimelech et al., 1982; Becker, 1994; Sengco et al., 2001; Sengco and
Anderson, 2004).
Applying CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay also showed better performance in the removal of DOC,
with an additional 16% removed over CFS - Fe(VI) alone (Figure 58 B). The high surface
area and charge properties of clay play a major role in improving the effectiveness of clay
as an adsorbent (Sengco et al., 2001). The removal ability of Fe(VI) coagulant was
further enhanced with clays in reducing AOM fractions by increasing its adhesiveness
(König and Shulami, 2012). LMW removal with CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay was less than the
removal achieved by CFS - Fe(VI), indicating that clay did not enhance the role of Fe(VI)
in LMW removal (Figure 60 C, D). Generally, there was no difference in the removal
efficiency of AOM concentration with the use of CFS - Fe(VI) + kaolin clay vs. CFS -
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Fe(VI) + montmorillonite clay (Figure 60), while the removal efficiencies obtained while
combining the coagulant with the coagulant aid were higher than those with coagulant
alone.
The use of CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay significantly reduced concentrations of PN and PS with
removal efficiencies more than double those achieved with CFS - Fe(VI) (Figure 61 A,
B). Results show that the clay plays a critical role in protein binding and adsorption
mechanisms (Yu et al., 2013). One of the main advantages of clay is its ability to adsorb
proteins and nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) due to its active surface (Sengco et al., 2001; Yu
et al., 2013). The better performance that was achieved in terms of algal bloom treatment
with use of coagulant aids can be attributed to this property. The surface area, cation
exchange capacity, charge density and swelling degree of clays control their adsorption
abilities (König and Shulami, 2012; Pan et al., 2006). Fe(VI) can achieve high removal of
organic matter, turbidity and microorganisms because it can act as a coagulant,
disinfectant and oxidant at the same time. Fe(VI) can also increase the net positive charge
of the clay by modifying the surface charge and thus the adsorption capacity. This effect
suggests that the sedimentation and removal capacity will be further increased. As seen
from our results, applying CFS - Fe(VI) + Clay can reduce the biofouling potential by
producing residuals and sludge of the coagulant and coagulant aids in SWRO
desalination plants, which ultimately will help in improving the efficiency of SWRO
desalination pretreatment.
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6.6 Conclusion
Low dosages (0.01mg/L, 0.10 mg/L, and 1.00 mg/L) of liquid ferrate, kaolin, and
montmorillonite were used to improve the performance of a CFS pretreatment process
during HABs.
A low dosage of liquid Fe(VI) (58% yield) (0.01 mg/L) in CFS pretreatment was
effective in reducing the fouling potential of several key foulants present in seawater;
e.g., turbidity reduction up to 58%, algal cells up to 71%, DOC up to 56%, BP up to
60%, BB up to 52%, PN up to 56%, and PS up to 41%.
A low dosage of clay (kaolin vs. montmorillonite) (0.01 mg/L) in CFS pretreatment
during HABs led to an improvement of the seawater quality with the reduction of the
fouling potential. Adding clay as a flocculation and sedimentation aid in the treatment
reduced the turbidity up to 77% vs. 88%, algal cells up to 54 vs. 67%, DOC up to 68%
vs. 66%, BP up to 87 vs. 74%, BB up to 35% vs. 38%, PN up to 73% vs. 62%, and PS up
to 88% vs. 75%, respectively. Both clays tested in this study showed similar removal
efficiencies.
Combining the low dosages of 0.01 mg/L of Fe(VI) and 0.01 mg/L of kaolin vs.
montmorillonite clays in CFS was found to be effective for removing turbidity, organic
carbon, and algal cells. The combined use improved the removal efficiency of turbidity
up to 92%, algal cells up to 84%, DOC up to 72%, BP up to 86%, BB up to 71%, PN up
to 91%, and PS up to 85%. However, the LMW-N, and LMW-A removals were lower
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with CFS - Fe(VI) + clay configurations in comparison with CFS – Fe(VI) alone and CFS
– kaolin or CFS – montmorillonite alone. Overall, the combined configuration has the
potential to be an efficient pretreatment option during algal bloom events, achieving high
removals of key foulants of RO membranes while also reducing chemical consumption
due to the low doses used, and subsequently sludge production. This strategy could also
significantly reduce the negative impact of algal bloom events on SWRO facilities.
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7 Chapter 7:
Potential cost savings for using the advanced coagulation
with ferrate pretreatment for SWRO desalination plant
The results of task 6 are presented in this chapter. The objectives and the work conducted
are included in this chapter.
Objective:
1- Evaluate the cost savings for using liquid ferrate vs. ferric chloride coagulant for
pretreatment of SWRO desalination plant.

7.1

Abstract

A comparison between Fe(III) and Fe(VI) coagulants showed that a much lower dose of
Fe(VI) is required to achieve a high removal of suspended solids, turbidity, and TOC
during harmful algal blooms events which indicates that Fe(VI) is an effective coagulant
for coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation (CFS) treatment. The efficiency of advanced
coagulation with Fe(VI) at 0.75 mg/L dosing rate is equivalent to conventional coagulation
with Fe(III) at 10 times that dosing rate or 7.5 mg/L during algal bloom events. The
economic feasibility of using advanced coagulation pretreatment with Fe (VI) remains a
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key issue which need to be estimated. The main goal of this chapter is to define the dosage
rate in which Fe(VI) and Fe(III) has almost similar performance in terms of improving raw
water quality and to estimate the cost of the advanced coagulation with Fe(VI) and compare
it to the cost of the conventional coagulation with Fe(III) at the defined dosage rate.
Calculated cost values were compared with coagulant dosing, as well as sludge disposal,
to determine the cost benefits. The economic analysis suggested that Fe(VI) has a low
chemical cost. On the other hand, the difference in sludge production is one of the key
factors that needs to be evaluated when comparing coagulants. The sludge amount of
Fe(VI) vs. Fe(III) was measured to assess the difference in sludge quantities produced from
each coagulant. The low dosage value of Fe(VI) leads to low sludge in the sedimentation
process which could significantly reduce operation costs, as well as the capital cost (i.e,
footprint required for disposal handling). The volume of sludge containing iron is lower
when using Fe(VI) compared to Fe(III), which results in reduced handling costs. In
addition, the residual chlorine was removed in the coagulation process using Fe(VI) and
was below the acceptable limits for the RO membranes. This is an advantage because no
extra sodium bisulfate (SBS) is required to control chlorine before entering the RO
membranes. An economic analysis has been conducted, evaluating the operating costs of
two selective coagulants Fe(VI) vs. Fe(III). Outcomes of the analysis indicate that
advanced coagulation pretreatment with Fe (VI) provided a reduction of 77% in the
coagulant material cost which results in a 31% savings in pretreatment cost. This savings
in the pretreatment process represents 7% of the total operation and maintenance annual
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cost and ultimately contributes 4% savings of water production cost when compared to
conventional coagulation pretreatment with Fe(III).

7.2 Introduction
The continuously increasing demand for drinking water due to population, urban and
industrial growth, requires the supply of high-quality water to meet this demand. One of
the main technologies used to supply the water demand in hyper-arid regions is
desalination. Among several seawater desalination treatment technologies, the utilization
of seawater reserve osmosis (SWRO) desalination technology has received considerable
attention due to it is low cost and energy consumption compared to other commercial
desalination technologies (Anis et al., 2019). One of the major economic and operational
challenges of SWRO desalination facilities is membrane biofouling specially during
harmful algal bloom events. To limit this fouling phenomenon, it is important to
implement the appropriate pretreatment system design (Alshahri et al., 2017).
Seawater feed quality greatly affects the performance of SWRO desalination plants. The
main purpose of the SWRO pretreatment system is to improve feedwater quality and to
protect the membranes from fouling/biofouling (Voutchkov, 2010). A coagulationflocculation- sedimentation (CFS) pretreatment process is typically used upstream of
granular media and membrane units when the membrane plant source water has a poor
quality (e.g., high turbidity, and heavy metals) (Edzwald and Haarhoff, 2011). Ferric
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chloride (FeCl3) is commonly used in the coagulation process, and the dosage is
considerably high (10 mg/L) during algal bloom conditions (Tabatabai et al., 2014).
Also,there have been numerous studies on the potential use of other coagulants (e.g.,
ferric sulfate (Fe2(SO4)3), and aluminum sulfate (Al2(SO4)3) ) for the pretreatment process
(Talaiekhozani et al., 2017).

Use of ferrate (Fe(VI)) has been demonstrated to be successful in decreasing levels of
total suspended solides (TSS), organic matter, turbidity, and microrganisms in
wastewater treatment system (Talaiekhozani et al., 2017; Yates et al., 2014). A previous
study (Alshahri et al., 2021a, 2021b) showed that using Fe(VI) for seawater pretreatment
requires a much smaller dose in comparison with Fe(III) to efficiently remove turbidity,
dissolved organic carbon (DOC), natural organic matter (NOM), bacteria and algal cells.
Using Fe(VI) in the CFS pretreatment process is very effective as it combines oxidation,
disinfection, and coagulation processes in one step, thereby reducing the number of
process steps and capital cost. It also resulted in reducing operational costs since a lesser
amount of chemicals is used and a lower sludge volume is generated. Furthermore, using
Fe(VI) in CFS pretreatment process may reduce biofouling potential, which results in less
cleaning frequency of the RO membranes and longer membrane life (Alshahri et al.,
2019; Jiang, 2014; Yates et al., 2014). The details of cost effectiveness of using Fe(VI) in
the pretreatment process as a coagulant instead of Fe(III) still requires further
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investigation to determine the estimated cost savings in terms of chemicals and sludge
disposal.
This research aims to identify the dosage rate in which Fe(VI) and Fe(III) have almost
similar performance in terms of improving water quality characteristics during harmful
algal bloom events. In addition, this research will provide a realistic estimation of
operational cost for using Fe(IV) coagulant vs. Fe(III) based on the dosage rate of each
coagulant in coagulation- flocculation- sedimentation (CFS) pretreatment process during
algal bloom events. The results of this research will help in clarifying the cost
effectiveness of using Fe(VI) coagulant for better removal of organics and
microorganisms compared to Fe(III).

7.3 Material and methods
7.3.1

Seawater sample (seawater spiked with AOM)

The seawater samples were supplied from the Red Sea, where the samples were collected
from the intake of SWRO plant (offshore, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia). AOM was spiked into a
seawater sample to mimic the algal bloom event. Harvested AOM stock solution was
diluted with seawater to create feed solutions at a concentration of 5 mg C/L as DOC. The
AOM cultivation method was presented in chapters 4, 5.
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7.3.2 Coagulation-flocculation- sedimentation (CFS) pretreatment processes
To compare the potential cost savings in the coagulation/flocculation (CF) processes using
different coagulants (Fe(VI) and Fe(III)), the CF processes was conducted under the same
operating conditions as would occur at an operating SWRO plant during an algal bloom.
The mixing speed was fixed in the two tests (one test for Fe(VI) and the other test for
Fe(III)) at 200 rpm for 2 min as a rapid speed, followed by slow speed at 40 rpm mixing
speed for 20 min. On the other hand, the optimum coagulant dose was selected based on
the quality of the effluent. In this study, doses of 0.75 mg Fe (VI) and 7.5 mg Fe(III) were
selected as the optimum dosing concentrations that can achieve a fixed removal percent of
turbidity and TOC. It is worth noting that in this chapter, for both the coagulants (Fe(III)
and Fe (VI)), the concentration are expressed as mg/L to of FeCl3*6H2O.

7.3.3 Measured parameters
To compare the two coagulants and assess their performances, the quality of the treated
water was determined using different analysis methods. The turbidity for the seawater and
treated samples with the two coagulants was measured using the 2100Q Portable Turbidity
Meter. The biomass of feed and treated samples was analyzed for adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) by using a luminometer (Celsis Advance, Charles River Laboratories, Inc., USA).
The organic matter in the feed and treated samples was measured for total organic carbon
(TOC). TOC was measured as non-purgeable organic carbon with a Total Organic Carbon
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analyzer TOC-VCPH (Shimadzu, Japan) equipped with a high-sensitive catalyst (High
sense TC catalyst; Shimadzu, Japan).
Three dimensional-fluorescence excitation emission matrix (3D-FEEM) was measured
using a Fluoromax-4 Spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific, Japan) under an excitation of
240-450 nm and an emission of 290-600 nm at a speed of 1500 nm/ min, a voltage of 700
V, and a response time of 2 sec. FEEM was used to measure protein-like and humic or
fulvic-like organic foulants (Farhat et al., 2019). Four characteristic peaks were observed
in EEMs and identified according to (Jeong et al., 2013) including Peak I – humic-like
(ex/em = >280/380–480 nm); Peak II –protein-like (ex/em=250–280/<380nm); Peak III –
fulvic-like (ex/em = 220-250 /> 380 nm); and Peak IV – tyrosine-like (ex/em = 220–
250/330–380 nm).

7.3.4 Environmental impact
7.3.4.1 Measurement of residual iron in the treated samples
The residual iron ion concentration in the treated samples could produce another
environmental issue if it exceeds the environmental limit of 0.05 mg Fe/L. However, if the
residual iron ion concentration in the treated water were to exceed this limit, another
treatment step would be required, increasing the overall cost of the process. Thus, the total
iron in the treated samples, as well as the feed sample was determined using inductively
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS). The samples were filtered through a 0.45-
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µm filter to remove particulates before the measurement. Analyses were performed on the
acidified seawater samples (HCl, pH < 2).
7.3.4.2 Sludge amount
Sludge amount is calculated by multiplying the volume of flow by the concentration of
the total suspended solids of the sludge plus 0.8 multiplied by the volume of flow
multiplied the dosage of coagulant in mg/L. The formula for sludge amount is written
(Voutchkov, 2017):
𝑆𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 = (𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝐿) ∗ 𝑇𝑆𝑆 b
𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 b

cd
e

f)

cd
e

f) + (0.8 ∗ 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝐿) ∗
(1)

7.4 Results and discussion
7.4.1 The efficiency of advanced coagulation with the use of liquid ferrate Fe(VI)
Turbidity is considered to be an important measure of water quality after the coagulationflocculation-sedimentation (CFS) treatment processes and a general indicator of algal
blooms. Feed seawater (AOM model) had a high turbidity due to algal residues. Feedwater
turbidity was normalized to the high turbidity that occurs during an algal bloom event of
13 ± 1.3 NTU. As shown in Figure 62 A, when Fe(VI) coagulant was used, a low dose rate
of 0.75 mg/L was required to achieve a 94% turbidity removal, whereas one order of
magnitude greater of Fe(III) (dosing rate of 7.5 mg/L) is required to achieve the same
removal of 85%. TOC is a common measure to assess the efficiency of pretreatment
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processes in removing organics. TOC concentration of the feedwater was 5.579±0.1mg/L.
TOC was reduce by 36-56% when 7.5 mg/L and 0.75 mg/L dosing rate of Fe(III) and
Fe(VI) were used respectively (Figure 62 B).
Interestingly, even though the optimum required dosing rate of Fe(III) is 10 times higher
than that of the Fe(IV), the ATP results of treated sample using 7.5 mg/L Fe(III) was only
86%. However, the ATP reduction by 0.75 mg/L of Fe(VI) was superior with ATP
reduction of >99% (Figure 62 C). The results indicate that the used low dose of Fe(VI)
fully inactivated the microorganisms in the feedwater. The low dose of Fe (VI) showed a
superior performance in the disinfection and oxidation processes.
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Figure 62. Impact of 7.5 mg/L Fe(III) vs. 0.75 mg/L Fe(VI) on a) turbidity (NTU), b)
total organic carbon (TOC) (mg/L), and c) adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (pg/mL).
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In order to study the impact of CFS treatment on organic carbon in more detail, the
organics were also analyzed with 3D-FEEM. The results of the FEEM analyses are
presented in Figure 63.
As shown in Figure 63 A, the FEEM figure for the seawater AOM model samples
revealed a large variety in the components, which are presented as four main peaks. The
seawater AOM model has higher intensity (i.e., higher concentration) for fulvic-like
organics (peak III) (ex/em = 220-250 /> 380 nm but lower intensity for tyrosine-like
organics (peak IV) (ex/em = 220–250/330–380 nm) (Figure 63 A). The main peaks were
fulvic acid like substances (peak III) and humic like substances (peak I) (Figure 63 A, B).
The FEEM figure showed that relative intensity of the fulvic acid peaks was the highest
(peak III) in the seawater AOM model after CFS treatment with 7.5 mg/L Fe(III) (Figure
63 B). The seawater AOM model after CFS treatment with the 0.75 mg/L Fe(VI) dose
had lower peaks compared to 7.5 mg/L Fe(III). Indeed, Fe(VI) can remove fulvic acid
like substances and humic like substances (Figure 63 C).
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Figure 63. FEEM plots of organic matter for the feedwater and treated samples. (A)
Feedwater (seawater contains AOM) (B) CFS treatment using 7.5mg/L Fe(III) and (C)
CFS treatment using 0.75mg/L Fe(VI). The plots show the presence of (I) Humic like
substances, (II) Protein like substances, (III) Fulvic acid like substances, and (IV)
Tyrosine like substances.
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It was found that a low dosing rate of Fe(VI) is adequate to significantly treat ATP, and
organic matters (e.g. fulvic acid like substances, protein and humic like substances). Fe(VI)
acts as coagulant, disinfectant and oxidant for SWRO pretreatment and it has a high
treatment efficiency in terms of removing turbidity, organic carbon and microbial activity.
The low dosing rate of Fe(VI) compared to Fe(III) could significantly reduce the
pretreatment process cost, especially the used chemicals cost.

7.4.2 The estimated environmental impacts of the advanced coagulation
7.4.2.1 Residual iron
Accurate determination of the Fe concentration in seawater and after CFS pretreatment
process was possible by using the ICP-MS. Table 25 shows the residual iron concentrations
for Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI) in the samples analyzed during this study. Interestingly, using Fe(IV)
as a coagulant resulted in a treated water with very low iron concentrations (residual iron)
of < 0.0005 mg Fe(III)/L, which is lower than that of Fe(III) (0.70025 mg Fe(III)/L). The
limitation recommended by the RO membrane manufacturers in the feed water is 0.05 mg
Fe(III)/L to prevent colloidal fouling and to avoid the possible oxidation of iron on the
membranes, which can irreversibly damage the membrane surface (Voutchkov, 2017).
Based on the results, there is no need to remove the residual iron in CFS treatment process
with Fe(VI), while the iron resulting from the CFS treatment process with Fe(III) requires
further treatment and removal because it is around 15 times higher than the permissible
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limit (Table 25). The increase of the Fe concentration in the treated water could require
additional process, which would require additional equipment, time, labors, area, etc.,
leading to an increase the overall cost. Indeed, Fe(VI) leaves a very low concentration of
residual dissolved iron (Fe) in the water after pretreatment compared to that with Fe (III)
and hence, it causes only a minor scaling effect on membrane if any. Residual iron in the
treated water with a concentration below 0.1 mg/L, can be removed by RO membranes
without causing accelerated fouling. The high concentration of residual iron may cause
corrosion of upstream piping and equipment.

7.4.2.2 Free chlorine
The chlorine residual concentration was measured using the diethyl-p-phenylene diamine
(DPD) colorimetric method. The limitation recommended after the contact time for
chlorine residual is about 0.1 mg/L. A free-chlorine residual in settled samples of 0.05
mg/L of Fe(VI) was less than 0.002 mg/L. The concentration was under the recommended
limit for up-stream of the reverse osmosis membranes which is <0.1 mg/L. Using Fe(VI)
has a significant advantage for the pretreatment since it reduces the consumption of
chlorine doses for disinfection. This generates substantial cost savings in the pretreatment
since extra chlorination is added to the CFS pretreatment system in case of using other type
of coagulant during algal bloom conditions (Shen et al., 2011). The second aspect is that
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the residual chlorine in the treated water is low and below the allowed limits of RO feed,
which reduces the need for extra SBS upstream of the RO membrane for chlorine control.

7.4.2.3 Sludge amount
The main challenge is to create an effective pretreatment system in a simple and low-cost
manner. Coagulation sludge requires concentrating, dewatering and disposal. This process
is complex and it is associated with treatment and disposal of coagulant-rich waste
(Tabatabai et al., 2009). Therefore, the coagulation system is preferred to run at the
minimum amounts of chemicals to reduce the sludge volume.
The sludge amount confirmatory measure is needed to assess the environmental impact of
using liquid ferrate in advanced coagulation. Using a high dosing rate of Fe(III), compared
to Fe(IV) could result in greater sludge amount value. Remarkably, the sludge amount
value was decreased form 92±3.76 mg for 7.5mg/L of Fe(III) coagulant to 11.52±1.28 mg
for 0.75 mg/L of Fe(VI) (Figure 65). Fe(VI) showed a reduction of 87% in sludge amount
values when compared to the sludge amount values obtained from the coagulation with
Fe(III) (Figure 64).
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Figure 64. Total suspended solids (TSS) concentration after filtration, A) with the use of
Fe(VI) , B) with the use of Fe(III).
Fe(VI) was found to be a highly effective coagulant for turbidity, TOC, and ATP removal
with efficiencies of 94%, 36%, and 99.1%, respectively (Figure 62). The residual Fe and
Cl in the treated water with the use of Fe(VI) coagulant in CFS treatment process were
lower than the recommended limits with values of 0.0005 mg/L, and 0.002 mg/L,
respectively (Table 25). Fe(VI) produces a sludge with good settling characteristics.
For the same treatment performance achieved by using 0.75 mg/L of Fe(VI), a much higher
Fe(III) dose was required at 7.5 mg/L, which resulted in a higher sludge production rate
and relatively higher iron ions and chlorine residue in the treated water.
Usually, the sludge generated during the sedimentation, flotation, or filter backwash
treatment in SWRO plants is dewatered to a solids content of 20% or higher via mechanical
dewatering equipment (belt filter presses, centrifuges, or plate-and-frame presses) and
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disposed to an available site near the SWRO desalination plant. The availability of landfills
in the near vicinity of the SWRO desalination plant and the capacity control of the waste
stream control the disposal costs (Voutchkov, 2018).

Table 25. Treated water quality, residual iron and free chlorine of the two coagulants
Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI).

Turbidity
TOC
ATP
Sludge amount
Residual iron
Free chlorine

Feedwater
quality
characteristics

Removal with Fe(III)
coagulant , 7.5 mg/L
dosage rate

13.5 NTU
5.6 mg/L
53442 pg/mL

0.91 NTU
3.595 mg/L
7475 pg/mL
92 mg
0.70025mgFe(III)/L
Nile

Removal with
Fe(VI) coagulant ,
0.75 mg/L dosage
rate
0.83 NTU
3.328 mg/L
475 pg/mL
11.52 mg
0.0005mgFe(III)/L
0.002 mg/L

Acceptable limit
range up stream of
RO membrane
< 0.5 NTU
< 2 mg/L

< 0.05 mg Fe(III)/L
<0.1 mg/L
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Figure 65. Sludge amount of 0.75 mg/L Fe(VI) vs. 7.5 mg/L Fe(III).

7.4.3 Estimated cost of the advanced coagulation
7.4.3.1 Economical aspects of liquid ferrate use in CFS pretreatment processes
Used chemicals for SWRO pretreatment system are similar for both conventional and
advanced coagulation systems, but the only difference is the dose concentration. Higher
use of chemicals increases the cost and complexity of the overall treatment process. Liquid
ferrate is generated from the ferric chloride oxidation with sodium hypochlorite in an
alkaline medium. Several studies indicate that Fe (VI) has a superior performance in the
coagulation, oxidation and disinfection processes, which is considered to be advanced
coagulation. Conventional pretreatment requires many chemicals for coagulation and
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disinfection, such as ferric chloride and sodium hypochlorite that can be eliminated
partially when using advanced coagulation.
Figure 66 illustrates treatment processes, dosing points and amount of chemicals required
to produce 1000 m3 in a SWRO desalination plant.
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Figure 66. A) SWRO desalination plant with conventional coagulation pretreatment
process, chemical doses and sludge quantity. B) SWRO desalination plant with advanced
coagulation pretreatment process, chemical doses and sludge quantity.
The chemical costs for coagulation, disinfection and pH adjustment, energy consumption,
additional labors, and residues disposal are the main factors that affect the operating and
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maintenance costs of pretreatment in SWRO desalination plants. In order to reduce the
pretreatment costs, it is necessary to study the feasibility of applying advanced coagulation
at a commercial RO plant.
Estimation of chemicals cost in conventional and advanced coagulation was made to
evaluate the differences in overall cost. The empirical estimation was used to calculate the
cost in Saudi Riyals per cubic meter (SAR/m3) for chemicals used in the CFS experiments
based on commercial prices of chemicals used for the coagulation, disinfection and pH
adjustment in commercial SWRO desalination plants. The overall chemicals cost was
estimated based on the required chemical doses to properly treat TOC, turbidity, ATP and
AOM in CFS pretreatment process to the degree shown in the experiment results of this
research. The focus of the economic estimation in this study is on the chemical cost saving
and reduction in sludge disposal cost by using Fe(VI) instead of Fe(III) in the coagulation
process.
The cost of the iron dose in the CFS process was calculated for both Fe(III) and Fe(VI)
coagulants. An initial concentration of 7.5 mg/L Fe(III) vs. 0.75 mg/L Fe(IV) was used as
the coagulant requirements for an effective removal/ treatment of turbidity and AOM
during algal bloom events. Since the current commercial cost of Fe(III) coagulants in Saudi
Arabia is 1.15 SAR/kg Fe(III), the cost of treating 103 m3 of permeate water using Fe(III)
vs. Fe(VI) coagulants at pH 8-9 can be calculated by first calculating the volumes of
chemicals used (Table 26)
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Table 26. Required quantities of ferric chloride, sodium hydroxide, and sodium
hypochlorite for the two coagulants Fe(III) and Fe(VI) to treat 1000 m3 of feedwater.
FeCl3*6H2O (Kg)

NaOH (Kg)

NaOCl (Kg)

Fe(III)

17.4

-

-

Fe(VI)

1.7

13.3

9.0

Coagulants cost were estimated for SWRO desalination plant based on the following
assumptions: Feed water capacity: of 2326 m3, recovery rate at 43% and permeate capacity
of 1000 m3.
For Fe(III):
Coagulant cost /103 m3 of permeate = [(7.5/1000) kg Fe(III)X 2326 m3)] x [1.15 SAR/kg Fe
(III)] = 20.06 SAR/103 m3
For Fe(VI):
Ferrate preparation required the mix of three chemicals (Fe (III), NaOH and NaOCl)
together to get the required concentration of Fe(VI).
FeCl3 cost /103 m3 of permeate = [(0.75/1000) kg Fe(III)X 2326 m3)] x [1.15 SAR/kg Fe
(III)] = 1.95 SAR/103 m3.
NaOH cost /103 m3 of permeate = [(5.7/1000) kg NaOH X 2326)] x [1.31 SAR/kg NaOH]
= 17.37 SAR/103 m3.
NaOCl cost /103 m3 of permeate = [(4.6/1000 kg NaOCl X 2326 m3)] x [1.60 SAR/kg
NaOCl] = 14.4 SAR/103 m3.
Thus, the total cost of Fe(VI) is 33.72 SAR/103 m3 of permeate.
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The estimated costs are based on the raw water quality characteristics and on the
performance results achieved during high turbidity and algal bloom events as shown in the
experimental results. In the comparison between Fe(III) and F(IV) coagulants, it was
assumed that capital and operational costs are generally constant in both processes. Even
though the capital (i.e. more area is required for sludge, more pumps are needed to dose
the coagulant) and operating cost (i.e. more time is required, more energy for pumping the
coagulant) in case of Fe(III) is higher than that of Fe(IV). Thus, only the coagulant
materials cost and the cost of sludge disposal was considered in this study. The cost of
chemical materials needed to treat 2326 m3 seawater to produce 103 m3 permeate via using:
1) conventional (Fe(III)), and 2) advanced coagulation (F(VI)) pretreatment was estimated.
Table 27 shows the comparative chemical costs of using the two coagulants Fe(III) vs.
Fe(VI) for the pretreatment of SWRO desalination plant with a permeate capacity of 103
m3 .
Since the current commercial cost of residual disposal is estimated to be equivalent to 1.25
SAR/Kg (Westerhoff et al., 2015), the disposal cost for treating 103 m3 by using Fe(III) vs.
Fe(VI) coagulants can be calculated. Sludge amount equation was used to calculate the
sludge volume generated from the CFS pretreatment process Table 25.
For Fe(III):
Residual disposal cost/103 m3 of permeate = [(213.95 kg) sludge] x [1.125 SAR/m3 sludge]
= 262.14 SAR/103 m3 of permeate.
For Fe(VI):
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Residual disposal cost/103 m3 of permeate = [(28.15 Kg) sludge] x [1.15 SAR/Kg sludge] =
32.37 SAR/103 m3 of permeate.

Table 27.Total cost of Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI) coagulants and residual disposal for a facility
with 103 m3permeate (conversion of SAR to USD is 3.75).
Parameters

Fe(III)

Fe(VI)

Saving cost with the use of
Fe(V) compared to Fe(III)
in SAR/103 m3 permeate, (%
saving)

Cost of coagulants (SAR/103 m3
permeate)
Cost of waste removal (SAR/103 m3
permeate)
Total cost (SAR/103 m3 permeate)

20.02

33.72

262.14

32.37

229.77 (88%)

282.14

66.09

216.05 (77%)

Based on the raw water quality characteristics and the achieved performance in this
research, the following was observed:
•

The use of advanced coagulation with Fe(VI) for SWRO pretreatment has lower
cost when compared to Fe(III). The reduction cost in the total pretreatment of
CFS treatment was 77% with the use of Fe(VI).

•

The use of Fe(VI) coagulant reduced the sludge amount of CFS treatment by
88%, when a coagulant dosage of 0.75 mg/L Fe(VI) vs. 7.5 mg/L Fe(III) were
used.
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•

The residual iron resulted from CFS treatment using Fe(VI) is substantially lower
than the acceptable limit range for RO membrane feed. Thus, residual iron
treatment cost will be reduced to 0 SAR/kg Fe(VI).

•

The use of Fe(VI) would reduce associated costs and operational complexities
including treatment, handling and discharge of coagulant-rich sludge.

7.4.3.2 Case study for treating 50,000 m3/day in SWRO desalination plants
The factors that are underestimated when comparing the CFS pretreatment systems using
Fe(III) or Fe(VI) are (1) the actual chemical costs and frequency of use and (2) the solids
handling and sludge disposal. The chemical costs of conventional a pretreatment system is
in the range of 4%-6% of the total annual operation and maintenance costs of SWRO
desalination plant (Voutchkov, 2017). Conventional pretreatment (coagulationflocculation- sedimentation (CFS), granular media filter (GMF), and cartridge filter (CF))
uses pretreatment chemicals (iron salts and sometimes polymer) for the removal of
particulate and colloidal foulants. Conventional CFS treatment is used for the removal of
suspended solids prior to filtration when the seawater turbidity exceeds 20 NTU, but is
lower than 50 NTU. The feed seawater in this study was not during algal blooms and the
algal cell concentration of the feed water was around 20,000 cells/L. However, the turbidity
exceeded 20 NTU, which is comparable to the turbidity values during harmful algal bloom
events. Therefore, high dosage of coagulants was required for the 50,000 m3/day
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desalination facility (15 mg/L FeCl3). The raw seawater quality data are shown in (Table
28) (Voutchkov, 2017).
Table 28. Feed water quality of the plant (Voutchkov, 2017).
Parameter

Specifications

Design flow rate (m3/day)

127,910

Turbidity (NTU)

0.5-80

SDI2.5

6-16

Algal content (cells/L)

<20,000

In this case, it is preferable to use a CFS treatment processes and followed by GMF and
CF pretreatment. This case illustrates general design criteria for a CFS pretreatment system
for the source water of a 50,000 m3/day SWRO desalination plant designed for a 43%
recovery ratio.
The pretreatment system is designed to operate with the addition of coagulant, flocculant,
and pH adjustment of the feedwater flow (Table 29). To compare the required chemicals
for CFS treatment system using Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI), a specific dosage rate was assumed for
Fe(VI) and compared to an existing study, which includes the Fe(III) coagulant dosage
and operational costs (Table 29), (Table 30) (Voutchkov, 2017). The Fe(VI) dose (1.5
mg/L) was estimated to be 10% of the required Fe(III) dose (15 mg/L) as concluded from
the experimental results regarding the equivalent dosage of Fe(III) to Fe(VI) (7.5mg/L to
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0.75 mg/L). The cationic polymer was estimated to be 0.05 mg/L in case of using Fe(VI)
based on the low required dosage of the coagulation aid as explained in chapter 6 and it is
also 10 times less than the dosage rate of Fe(III). For the cost estimation, cationic
polymer was treated as if it was part of the coagulant material.
Table 29. Design chemical dosages of pretreatment system for 50,000 m3/day SWRO
desalination plant.
Design chemical dosages

Specifications

Design chemical dosages

Specifications

Ferric chloride (mg/L)

15 (0.5-50 mg/L) *

Liquid ferrate (mg/L)

1.5 (0.05-5.0 mg/L)

Cationic polymer (mg/L)

0.5 (0.0-1.0 mg/L) *

Cationic polymer (mg/L)

0.05 (0.0-0.1 mg/L)

Sulfuric acid (mg/L/d)

8 (0-30 mg/L) *

Sulfuric acid (mg/L/d)

8 (0-30 mg/L)

target pH=6.7

target pH=6.7

*Data was obtained from Voutchkov, 2017

The CFS treatment cost for Fe(III) coagulant system is 1162.5 SAR/ 50,000 m3 permeate
(Table 30) and since the Fe(VI) coagulant cost is 29% higher than the Fe(III) cost as
illustrated from the experimental results and cost calculations, then CFS treatment cost
for Fe(VI) coagulant system is estimated to be 1499 SAR/ 50,000 m3 permeate. Under
normal operational conditions, the sludge of sedimentation basins in conventional
coagulation pretreatment with Fe(III) coagulant has a solids concentration of only 0.3%0.5% and is 0.5-1.0 m thickness. The Fe(VI) disposal cost was estimated to be 88% lower
than the required cost for Fe(III) disposal as concluded from experimental results. The
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cost estimation of sludge disposal for Fe(VI) coagulant reduced to 184.5 SAR/ 50,000 m3
permeate equivalent to 184500 SAR/year compared to that with Fe(III) coagulant 1537.5
SAR/ 50,000 m3 permeate (1537500 SAR/year). The total power use for CFS treatment
with Fe(III) is usually 0.05-0.15 kWh/50,000 m3/day of treated water. In advanced
coagulation with the use of Fe(VI), the total cost of CFS pretreatment is also expected to
reduce power consumption that will be required to pump Fe(VI) into the CFS treatment
system, since only a low chemical dosage will be needed. However, the cost saving in
terms of power has not been included, because it is difficult to estimate and is significant.
Based on the cost saving results of Fe(VI) vs. Fe(III), the chemical coagulant cost and
residual disposal cost using the advanced coagulation with Fe(VI) is typically 88% lower
than that with conventional coagulation pretreatment system with Fe(III).
Table 30 presents the cost comparison of SWRO desalination plant with a production
capacity of 50,000 m3/day using conventional coagulation with Fe(III) vs. advanced
coagulation with Fe(VI).

The annual operation and maintenance cost for the conventional coagulation pretreatment
system is estimated to be 35,512,500 SAR /year (Table 30), the annual operation and
maintenance cost per m3 for Fe(III) system can be calculated using the following formula
(2):
The operation and maintenance cost = r

sttuvtww
twwww

xyz
{|}~

•€
∗s‚tƒ„…)
•}{

†= 1.95 SAR/m3

(2)
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While the annual operation and maintenance cost of advanced coagulation pretreatment
system is estimated to be 32,950,500 SAR/year (Table 30) the annual operation and
maintenance cost per m3 for Fe(VI) system can be calculated using the following formula
(3):
The operation and maintenance cost = r

sv‡twtww
twwww

xyz
{|}~

•€
∗s‚t
•}{

ƒ„…)

† = 1.80 SAR/m3

(3)

a) Cost of pretreatment
Cost of pretreatment in SWRO desalination plant is impacted by the chemical use rate for
CFS treatment system, other chemical uses, cartridge filter replacement, granular media
addition, solids handling and sludge disposal, and power use for seawater pretreatment,
which all need to be considered in order to determine the annual pretreatment cost. The
annual pretreatment costs for the conventional and advanced coagulation pretreatment
were estimated by the following using equations 4 and 5.

For the conventional coagulation pretreatment:
The operation and maintenance of pretreatment cost
=r

ˆvs‰tww
twwww

xyz
{|}~

•€
∗s‚tƒ„…)
•}{

† = 0.23 SAR/m3

(4)
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For the advanced coagulation pretreatment:
The operation and maintenance of pretreatment cost
=r

v‡tŒ
twwww

xyz
{|}~

•€
∗s‚tƒ„…)
•}{

† = 0.16 SAR/m3

(5)

The annul pretreatment costs of using conventional coagulation vs. advanced coagulation
at a 50,000 m3/day SWRO desalination plant were 0.23 SAR/m3 vs. 0.16 SAR/m3. When
the water quality and site-specific conditions favor the use of this type of pretreatment,
the cost of advanced coagulation pretreatment is significantly lower (31%) compared to
that with conventional coagulation pretreatment.

b) Cost of production
The estimated capital cost of this study was 1.875 SAR/m3 (Voutchkov, 2018). The water
production costs when using conventional vs. advanced coagulation pretreatment are
estimated by using formula 6.
The water production cost = The estimated capital cost + The annual operation and
maintenance cost

(6)

The water production cost when using Fe(III) coagulant = 1.875 + 1.95
= 3.825 SAR/ms
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The water production cost when using Fe(VI) coagulant = 1.875 + 1.80
= 3.675 SAR/ms
Due to the very high operation and maintenance costs associated with RO membrane
systems, the savings in water production cost with the use of advanced coagulation
pretreatment was not high. However, the total cost saving of the pretreatment process is
31% and 7% saving of the total operation and maintenance annual cost and ultimately to
a 4% savings in overall water production cost.
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Table 30. Operation and maintenance costs comparison of 50,000 m3/day SWRO
desalination plants with Fe(III) and Fe(VI) coagulants in CFS pretreatment system
(conversion of SAR to USD is 3.75).
Item

Fe(III)

Fe(VI)

Saving

Unit

(K SAR/year) *

(K SAR/year)

(%)

Pretreatment
Chemical for CFS

1162.5

1499

-29

Other chemicals

525

262

50

Cartridge filter replacement

675

675

0

Granular media addition

112.5

112.5

0

Solids handling and sludge disposal

1537.5

184.5

88

Power use for seawater pretreatment

225

225

0

RO membrane
RO membrane replacement

3337.5

3337.5

0

Power use by RO and other systems
Chemicals for reverse osmosis (RO) membrane
cleaning
Disposal of spent membrane cleaning solution to
sewer

17212.5

17212.5

0

637.5

637.5

0

150

150

0

Others
Other maintenance and spare part costs

3525

3525

0

O and M costs for pretreatment system

4237.5

2955

31

Labor

2175

2175

0

Total annual O and M costs

35512.5

32950.5

7

0.16
1.80

31
8

3.675

4

3

Annual O and M costs for pretreatment system
Annual O and M costs
Water production cost
*(K SAR/year) refers to (x1000 SAR/year)

(SAR/m )
0.23
1.95
3.825
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Although the savings in water production cost was 4% /m3, this could achieve a
significant saving in production cost for the lifetime of the SWRO desalination plant
(Table 31).
Table 31. Economics of using Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI) coagulants in CFS pretreatment system
showing the amount of cost that can be saved with the use of Fe(VI) through total lifecycle of SWRO desalination plant (different capacities and years of operations were
considered).

Fe(III)
Water
production
cost
(SAR/m3)

3.825

Fe(V)
3.675

Saving
(%)

Saving
(SAR)

Years of operation

4%

10

20

30

27,375,000

54,750,000

82,125,000

109,500,000

164,250,000

547,500,000

821,250,000

Capacity = 50,000 m3/day
Cost
(SAR)

191,250

183,750

4%

7,500

Capacity = 100,000 m3/day
Cost
(SAR)

382,500

367,500

4%

15,000

54,750,000

Capacity = 500,000 m3/day
Cost
(SAR)

1,912,500

1,837,500

4%

75,000

273,750,000

7.5 Conclusion
The results of the research show that Fe(VI) is an effective coagulant with strong
oxidizing potential and disinfection power. Fe(VI) at a low dose concentration enhances
the performance of the CFS pretreatment process, which reduces the chemical demand,
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reduces sludge production, and ultimately generates substantial cost savings in the
pretreatment process. The production of Fe(VI) is feasible on the desalination plant site
and it can be used immediately after production, which can facilitate the use of ferrate as
a coagulant at SWRO desalination sites. The utilization of advanced coagulation
pretreatment with Fe(VI) proved to be cost effective for a plant with capacity of 1000 m3.
The cost of the pretreatment system using Fe(VI) reduced cost by 77% and the cost of
sludge removal in CFS system was decreased by 88% compared with conventional
coagulation pretreatment using Fe(III). In addition, iron and chlorine residuals generated
from coagulation process with Fe(VI) were below the acceptable limits for the RO
membranes, which will reduce the need for extra chemicals to eliminate chlorine and iron
before the water passes into the membrane process. The water production cost for 50,000
m3/day SWRO desalination plant operating with CFS treatment processes was estimated
to be 3.825 SAR/m3 for conventional coagulation pretreatment and 3.675 SAR/m3 for
advanced coagulation pretreatment with Fe(VI), which contribute to 4% saving of water
production cost. The significant saving was on the pretreatment cost at 77%, which
represent a savings of 56% for the pretreatment operational cost and 7% of the total
operation and maintenance annual cost within the SWRO desalination plant.
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8 Chapter 8
Conclusions and future work
8.1 Conclusion
The overall objective of this research was to develop an innovative advanced
pretreatment and to investigate its ability to remove AOM, and to inactivate
microorganisms in seawater during algal blooms. In this work, a marine algal bloom
solution was studied using natural seawater and a marine diatom species (Chaetoceros
affinis) along with two different coagulants (Fe(III) vs. Fe(VI) employed in CFS
treatment. The purpose was to investigate the effectiveness of Fe(VI) coagulants in
improving raw water quality during harmful algal bloom events and to compare it is
performance to the commonly used coagulant in RO desalination which is ferric chloride.
Experiments were also performed with a DAF unit for comparison. The use of liquid
ferrate in combination to two types of clay in CFS treatment system was also evaluated.
Furthermore, the cost saving with the use of Fe(VI) as coagulant for SWRO desalination
was investigated and compared to pretreatment system operating with Fe(III).
The five key findings and conclusions are summarized and discussed in the following
sections.
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8.1.1 Evaluate the efficiency of pretreatment of a full-scale SWRO desalination plant on
the Red Sea.
The high turbidity of feedwater can result in a substantial increase in the biomass activity,
organic, solids, and algal and bacterial cells in the raw source water to be treated at a
desalination plant. The increasing of turbidity may lead to overloading of pretreatment
systems and membrane fouling. The turbidity is one of the reliable methods to predict
particulate fouling potential of feedwater. It is important in preventing and diagnosing
fouling at the design stage and for monitoring pretreatment performance during full-scale
plant operation. It indicates the concentration/ mass of particles in seawater, but provides
no information on the impact of these particles when they deposit on a membrane. The
turbidity of the seawater at the intake at an SWRO plant was reported during one year.
The average value was analyzed, and found to reach 11 NTU on some occasions.
The quality of feed water determines the pretreatment regimen and consequently success
or failure of a SWRO plant. This study suggested recommendations for treatment options
such as CFS treatment to assure more successful operation of the plant. Use of a
coagulant is critical for the effective and consistent performance of sand media filter
(SMF) pretreatment filtration systems; if the feedwater contains high turbidity (> 0.5
NTU) and the prevailing size of particles is higher than 5 µm (which is common for open
intakes with high algal content), coagulant addition will yield a significant improvement
in the SMF process. CFS pretreatment can improve the water production compared to the
raw water. The removal of the flocs prior to filtration systems should be considered.
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In this study, the samples were collected from the intake (Red Sea water) at different
points in the pretreatment process train. The objectives of this research were to
investigate the impacts of highly turbid waters on SMF, CF and RO membranes, and
examine the nature of foulants for the conventional pretreatment but without CFS
treatment processes. This study was conducted to evaluate the quality of open ocean
intake seawater at the proposed site, and the efficiency of conventional pretreatment for a
long time. The results highlighted the inefficiency of the conventional pretreatment used
during high turbidity events. The sediments entering in the feed affected the performance
of the CF and were found on the membrane surface, impacting the OPEX of the plant.

8.1.2 The performance of advanced coagulation with liquid ferrate in terms of
improving raw water quality during algal bloom events.
In general, liquid ferrate demonstrated a great performance in oxidation, coagulation, and
disinfection compared to ferric chloride. AOM in seawater was the feed water used in
this study. The turbidity was 12 to 13 NTU for all water samples and the DOC
concentration varied between 8.5 to 9.3 mg/L. The study was performed at different pH
conditions and different Fe dosage rates. The results of CFS treatment with advanced
coagulation with Fe(VI) showed that turbidity was less than 2.22 NTU, DOC
concentration never exceeded 0.7 mg/L, ATP concentration did not exceed 350 pg/ml,
and the removal rate of algae was 100%. From these results, it was found that Fe(VI) is
significant in the inactivation of algal cells and ATP. In addition, its performance as a
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coagulant were superior to ferric chloride in terms of turbidity, ATP, algae and DOC
concentrations removal. In this study, liquid ferrate enhanced the removal of AOM due its
oxidation capability.
It can be concluded that liquid ferrate appears to be a superior coagulant in comparison
with ferric chloride in terms of treating seawater during algal blooms.

8.1.3 The effects of DAF unit with liquid ferrate on reducing the organic matters and
inactivation of microorganisms during algal bloom events.
The results of this study have shown that liquid ferrate achieved better turbidity removal
compared to ferric chloride over a broad Fe dose range of 0.25 to 3 mg/L. This is
attributed to the combination performance between DAF and liquid ferrate. Combination
of DAF and liquid ferrate provided a higher degree of organics removal (as DOC)
compared to use of ferric chloride. Experimental evidence showed that the high
molecular weight of AOM cleaved into smaller, more hydrophilic fractions from the
oxidation effects of ferrate. These fractions may be more difficult to remove by
coagulation, and require flotation or sedimentation to achieve their removal. The LCOCD analysis results verified that there was a shift of the AOM molecular weight
distribution towards smaller molecular weights when AOM was treated with liquid
ferrate. Moreover, the results confirmed that liquid ferrate can have significant effects on
the removal of algae and ATP.
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It was found that the use of DAF with liquid ferrate for the removal of algae and AOM is
a promising approach that can achieve good removal and will enhance the pretreatment
of SWRO during algal blooms. Further research in this area is required to help address
the need for the development of cost-effective full-scale process designs and to make the
separation process more efficient and economically feasible.

8.1.4 Control of AOM and algal cells during algal bloom events using liquid ferrate
combined with phosphatic clay in CFS treatment
In general, montmorillonite and kaolin containing a large proportion of phosphatic clays
that have consistently shown high removal with relatively high concentrations of AOM
during algal blooms (7mg/L). The phosphatic clays may include organic matter that can
enhance its ‘stickiness’ and enhance the sedimentation of cells, organic matter, and
suspended particles. The clays are generally inexpensive, readily available in large
quantities, and easy to use in field operations.
The efficacy of the clay increased with dosage increase but reached a high value in algal
removal at 54% for montmorillonite alone, and at 70% for kaolin alone with as little as
0.01 mg/L of clay addition.
Based on laboratory experiments, clay treatment consistently produced much better
results in terms of improving raw water quality than liquid ferrate alone by using a
combination of phosphatic clay and a small quantity of liquid ferrate (0.01mg/L). This
method further enhanced the removal ability of liquid ferrate. This strategy may
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potentially lower the amount of clay and liquid ferrate needed to achieve high removal
rates.

The addition of phosphatic clay to liquid ferrate in a coagulation process to treat the
seawater algae cultures was shown to be an effective approach for removing 83% of algal
cells, 92% of turbidity, and 72% of DOC. Use of the CFS treatment, liquid ferrate, and
clay improved the quality of the feedwater from the culture media. Given the results in
this study, it was found that the use of clays with liquid ferrate in CFS treatment to
eradicate algal blooms is a promising and attractive option to control the fouling
produced from the AOM.

8.1.5 The estimation of costing aspects when using liquid ferrate on SWRO
pretreatment.
This study provides a realistic estimation of operational cost for CFS pretreatment in
SWRO desalination plant during algal blooms with the use of Fe(III) and Fe(VI)
coagulants. At this study, a dose of 0.75 mg Fe (VI) and 7.5 mg Fe(III) were selected as
the optimum dosing rate that can achieve a fixed removal percent of turbidity and TOC.
The low dosage value of Fe(VI) leads to low sludge in the sedimentation process which
could significantly reduce operation costs, as well as the capital cost. Iron and chlorine
residuals generated from coagulation process with Fe(VI) was below the acceptable
limits for the RO membrane which will reduce the need for extra chemicals for chlorine
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control or extra treatment process for iron treatment. The utilization of CFS treatment
with Fe(VI) in SWRO pretreatment proved to be cost effective for treating 1000 m3/day
when compared with the cost of using Fe(III) coagulant. It reduced the cost of sludge
disposal by >88%. Use of Fe(VI) in the CFS pretreatment process for 50,000 m3/day
SWRO desalination plant proved to be effective compared to the use of Fe(III) coagulant
in CFS pretreatment process. Use of Fe(VI) in the CFS pretreatment process reduced the
coagulant cost by (77%), which represent (31%) of pretreatment operational cost and 8%
of the total operation and maintenance annual cost and ultimately contribute to 4% saving
of water production cost.

8.2 Recommendations and future scope for research
The results obtained in this dissertation have generated various research questions and
evoked new ideas for future research in this area. These suggested research ideas are as
follows:
•

In this study, Fe(VI) demonstrated, its ability to cause significant changes to the
nature of AOM, and cleaves the high molecular weight fractions into smaller
molecular fractions by its oxidation characteristics. Thus, it is expected that the
application of Fe(VI) potentially could lead to an adverse effect in terms of DOC
reduction, caused by the Fe(VI) cleaving the high molecular weight fractions of
AOM into smaller fractions, more electronegative more hydrophilic fractions,
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which are more difficult to remove by coagulation. Low molecular weight
fractions of NOM (i.e., LMW neutrals, and LMW acids) can be used in the lab–
scale studies to identify the role of Fe(VI) in these organics. From this it is
concluded that the effect of ferrate on the removal of NOM by overall oxidation,
disinfection, and coagulation depends on many factors, such as the interaction
between Fe(VI) and AOM over various parameters, such as the pH, the Fe doses,
and the characteristic of the AOM, Fe/AOM mass ratio, etc. This is very complex
in view of the interrelated oxidation processes and chemical reduction of Fe(VI),
Fe(III) formation and precipitation, and AOM charge neutralization/adsorption.
Thus, further investigation is required to consider these complexities in detail.

•

This research focused on studying the main issues related to generation of liquid
ferrate by wet oxidation, and the operation of advanced coagulation with ferrate
including sedimentation/flotation. It will be of importance to study the operation
of advanced coagulation with ferrate including sedimentation/flotation and
followed by a UF membrane treatment process for pretreatment of reverse
osmosis for desalination during algal blooms event. Owing to its multi-functional
treatment properties, ferrate is expected to provide the superior performance in
oxidation the organic matters, inactivation of microorganisms (bacteria, and algal
cells), and precipitation of the suspended and colloidal particles in CFS and CFF
treatment, that can provide an acceptable quantity and quality of seawater after
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the sedimentation or flotation process. Ineffective or unreliable, the combination
of enhanced coagulation with Fe(VI) and UF membrane pretreatment can lead to
problems with the SWRO treatment system including high rates of UF membrane
fouling, high frequency of membrane cleanings, lower recovery rates and high
operating pressure which all having a direct impact on plant productivity and
operational costs. Accordingly, the evaluation of overall risk of UF membrane in
long time energy costs due to trans-membrane pressure (TMP), the chemical
dosing, and the biofouling state is required. For future work, a study can be
carried out to compare the performances of different membrane modules such as
hollow fiber, flat sheet and tubular membranes evaluating treatment of effluents
during HAB events in long term bench scale.

•

The effectiveness of ferrate coagulant in terms of improving raw water quality
during high turbidity events and algal bloom conditions need to be evaluated
using a pretreatment and RO pilot test. This helped in evaluating how results
differ in comparison with the bench scale in terms of water quality improvements
and operational parameters. Two system can be run in parallel one with Fe(III)
coagulants and the other with Fe(VI). Results of this pilot study will help to
confirm the findings of the bench scale study and will give confident to water
industries to use Fe(VI) as a promising, economical and more powerful alternative
to Fe(III).
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8.3 Importance of research
The outcome of this project will have a direct benefit to the field of membrane-based
desalination. In addition to the development of an innovative sustainable process,
technology transfer and capacity building of international students/researchers will be
part of this proposal through education by participating in the different phases of the
projects. It will also show them its importance to water sustainability and water supply
security. This will be useful to show the water sector decision-makers how innovative
technologies can be beneficial in existing conventional desalination plants in order to
enhance their performance, and reduce the operational costs and environmental impacts.
Specific international workshops discussing the research outcomes of the innovative
process could also be organized. This advanced pretreatment system proposed in this
study can contribute in reducing the energy consumption in conventional desalination
process; hence, water desalination cost will be significantly reduced.
This project will lead to novel and practical outcomes for seawater desalination with RO
membranes. It will result in an energy efficient, compact, advanced hybrid DAF
pretreatment systems to reduce the organic and biofouling as well as particulate fouling
in RO systems. RO membrane fouling and associated costs for cleaning are critical
technical issues, which if alleviated, will significantly improve RO reliability. This
project will establish and evaluate a novel pretreatment system for RO membranes,
applicable to both large (for coastal cities) and small capacity (e.g. treating brackish
water in regions lacking adequate freshwater) desalination schemes. Here the emphasis
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will be to reduce the use of chemical and their subsequent disposal through the
application of alternative chemicals at much lower doses.
This research will facilitate strong collaboration among leading Middle East researchers
who are involved in the development of new pretreatment processes. The finding of this
research will also be of great benefit in domestic and industrial use, as RO will ultimately
be a key process considering the ever-increasing water quantity and quality requirements.
The following are the benefits to the researchers, industry and community.
Researchers: Contribution to scientific knowledge on new pretreatment processes,
alternative chemical and advanced characterization methods and quantification of the
effectiveness of pretreatment methods.
Industry: A new pretreatment for seawater desalination systems, which can be applied in
Saudi Arabia. Improved water quality will significantly benefit existing users and will
open new opportunities (e.g., food processing). We will work with the Saline Water
Conversion Corporation (SWCC) who will provide us with technical advice and pilot
scale units1. SWCC is a Saudi government corporation responsible for the desalination of
seawater producing electric power and supplying various regions in the Saudi Arabia
with desalinated water. All plants are operated and maintained in full by the corporation.
The total production of desalinated water by SWCC represents more than 69% of the

1

SWCC is our one of Centre Industrial Affiliates Program (CIAP) partners.
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total production in Saudi Arabia. SWCC currently puts great efforts to further improve
water desalination technologies and to discover new techniques and methods to reduce
cost and to protect the environment.
Community: In coastal areas this technology will provide viable RO based desalination
systems that are appealing to the community as the proposed pretreatment will effectively
reduce the cost of operation and the overall energy consumption of the process. This will
allow evaluation of the efficiency of pretreatment of a full-scale SWRO desalination
plant on the Red Sea.
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